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fig 1 pinnacles on the salt lake temple are among the symbols repre-
senting aspects of the priesthood sources disagree on the nature of the
ornament capping the pinnacles which may be a torch representing
the holy ghost or may be acanthus leaves similar to those found on
corinthian capitals



exterior symbolism of the salt lake
temple reflecting the faith that

called the place into being
exterior stonework on the great temple masterfully represents
the latter day saint understanding of the universe time the

priesthood anajesusandjesusanand djesusjesus christ and his gospel

richard G oman
with photographs by john P snyder

snortlyshortly after world war 11II a survivor of the nazi concentra-
tion camps wrote a book called mans search for meaning this
title captures one of humanityshumanitys deepest yearnings temples an-
swer some of the most important aspects of that search for latter
day saints many of those answers are expressed visually on the
exterior of the salt lake temple this paper represents my per-
sonal reflections on the visual symbolism of this temple as in-
formed by the scriptures the LDS historical record and statements
from general authorities 2

interpretative framework

because the temple is a place sacred to the latter day saints it
must be studied within the framework of the tradition of faith that
called that place into being when scholars see sacred places and tra-
ditions through the lens of modem secularism they usually deceive
themselves regarding those institutions examine the institutions of
the ancients without thinking of their religious notions and you find
them obscure whimsical and inexplicable 1151131533 such scholars miss the
spirit that drives and animates their work would be like studying

joseph smith as simply a collection of chemical compounds inter-
esting chemistry perhaps but not a very useful way to study joseph
smiths contributions to religious thought and history

byustudiesBYU Studies 36 no 4 1996971996 97 7
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therefore I1 have done my best to see the salt lake temple
with the eye of faith ether 1219 and to describe the mean-
ing of the temple exterior from within the latter day saint tra-
dition 4 nevertheless this exposition is in no way an official
statement of the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints 5 nor
am I1 claiming completeness 6

symbolism in relationships

attempting to analyze the exterior of the temple led me
through a series of challenges I1 first tried to create a simple equa-
tion list sunstonessunstones equal this starstonesstarstones equal that it was like read-
ing a dictionary instead of shakespeare I1 discovered that it was the
relationships between the symbols that contained much of the icono-
graphical meaning like most complex symbolic creations the temple
has multiple layers of meaning figs 1122 this layering and con-
nectedness of meanings forced me to broaden my interpretive
framework as I1 tried to make sense of the complexities of the sym-
bolic relationships the temple exterior must be taken as a series of
wholes for its iconographical messages to be understood 7

A symbol can function in one set of relationships and mean
one thing in another set of relationships it can have another
meaning for example the symbol of the moon which repeatedly
appears on the temple was usually associated during renaissance
and counterreformation catholicism with the virgin mary 8 for
much of the moslem world the moon symbolizes islam one of
the symbolic uses of the moon in LDS scriptures is to delineate a
degree of heavenly reward 1 cor 1541 dacd&c 7671 97 on the
temple the moon symbol has yet other multiple religious mean-
ings because it functions in different relationships of symbols 9

and because it and other temple exterior symbols derive meaning
from more than one group of relationships they must be discussed
in more than one context

ignoring relationships then would trivialize and sometimes
even eliminate rich spiritual meanings in fact the word symbol

comes from the greek noun symbolonymbolonsymymbolon derived from the verb sym
ballein which means to bring together to collect or compare visi-
ble forms are gathered collected and compared to demonstrate or
represent things not readily available to the senses symbols form



fig 2 the exterior symbolism of the temple has multiple levels of
meanings
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bridges between the material experiences of the senses and that
which lies or reaches beyond religious symbols express a divine
or heavenly reality through things taken from the created world
they possess a profound capacity to reveal the meaning of some-
thing that outstrips our capacity to frame neatly in words 10

symbolism of guardedness

some may see symbols with their veiled meanings as exclu-
sionarysionary and indeed some are the lord says for it is not meet
that the things which belong to the children of the kingdom
should be given to them that are not worthy dacd&c 416 see also
matt 76 3 ne 146 many symbols relating to the temple both
physical and functional communicate that the teachings and ritu-
als of the temple are guarded and exclusive the very architecture
and physical orientation of the temple express this aspect for exam-
ple narrow doorways and solid granite walls up to sixteen feet thick
crowned with battlements and crenellatedcrenellated towers fig 53 manifest
protectiveness toward the sacred functions that take place within
the building

the space of temple square is set off from the bustle of a
busy city by a high wall and iron gates fig 4 the temple itself
faces away from the main pedestrian traffic on temple square the
south side of the temple is set apart by thick plantings an iron
fence and a dry moat figs 53 7 other sides have high retaining
walls and iron fences access to the temple is through yet another
layer of physical and visual sentinels to enter the worshiper must
go through nonpublic spaces and past guards entry is permit-
ted upon presentation of a temple recommend 11 the temple is

the place in the kingdom most differentiated and excluded from a
secular society 12

symbolism representing the priesthood

in the early years of temple construction brigham told the
saints that this was to be a temple for the priesthood we have
often told you that we want to build a temple but not for convening
promiscuous congregations I1 inform you long before you see
the walls reared and the building completed that it will be for the
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fig 3 the thick walls battlements crenellatedcrenellated towers thick plantings
and iron fence manifest protectiveness toward the sacred functions of
the temple
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purposes of the priest-
hood and not for meet-
ings of the people we
shall not hold public
meetings in it 111313 un-
like the kirtland or
nauvoo temples which
regularly functioned as
large meeting halls for
the saints the salt
lake temple would be

I1U for the endowments
for the organization
and instruction of the
priesthood 14

U the big dipper
0 many elements on the

exterior of this temple
fig 4 the high wall protecting the temple reflect that priesthood
as seen in 1900 deirchdeirth photographic orientation on the face

of the west central
tower the ursa major the big dipper is depicted pointing upward
to the heavens and the north star truman 0 angell the temple
architect said that the big dipper was to remind the saints that the
lost may find their way by the aid of the priesthood fig 5 15

the towers the structure and organization of the various
priesthood quorums is also expressed by the exterior of the temple
william ward 16 an associate architect with truman angell re-
counts a visit from brigham young to the architects office at the
inception of the design phase of the temple while there brigham
young drew a sketch on a slate and described it as follows

there will be three towers on the east representing the president
and his two counselors also three siisirslisimilarnilar towers on the west repre-
senting the presiding bishop and his two counselors the towers on
the east the melchisedekmelchisedecMelchisedek priesthood those on the west the aaronic
preisthoodpreisthood sic the center towers will be higher than those on the
sides and the west towers a little lower than those on the east end 17

the drawing was basically a simple rectangle with three circles at
each end
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during general conference
on the day that the temple
cornerstone was laid brigham
young explained where he ob-
tained the basic idea of what
the temple should look like

five years ago last july I1

was here and saw in the
spirit the temple not
ten feet from where we
have laid the chief cor-
ner stone I1 have not in-
quired what kind of a
temple we should build
why because it was
represented before me
I1 have never looked upon
that ground but the vi-
sion ot it was there I11 see
it as plainly as if it was infig 5 truman 0 angellsangelsAngells plan for reality before me it

the big dipper stones 1884 will have six towers to
begin with instead of

one now do not any of you apostatize because it will have six tow-
ers and joseph only built one it is easier for us to build sixteen than
it was for him to build one 18

brigham young knew that the salt lake temple would be a
visual departure from the single towered kirtland and nauvoo
temples however the use of multiple towers at opposite ends of
the temple representing the melchizedek and aaronic priesthoodsPriesthoods
and their presiding officers fig 6 had an interior architectural
precedent in the kirtland temple in this temple the main meet-
ing rooms had three tiers of three pulpits at each end the fourth
and lowest level was designed with a drop leaf sacrament table
rather than a breastwork of pulpits one set of pulpits was for the
presiding officers of the aaronic priesthood and the other for
those of the melchizedek priesthood 19 part of brigham youngs
inspired architectural genius was to make the symbolism of tiered
pulpits externally visible in the form of the three multilevel towers
at each end of the salt lake temple 20 this design reinforced presi-
dent youngs statement about the salt lake temple being for
priesthood purposes rather than for public meetings
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this priesthood tower symbolism has continued beyond the
salt lake temple A highly simplified form of contrasting priest-
hood towers is expressed on the manti and logan temples more
recently the priesthood iconography of six towers has been uti-
lized in the design of such temples as those in boise frankfort
johannesburg lima portland san diego santiago stockholm
taipei and washington DC

the cornerstones the temple symbolically communicates
the order of organization and priesthood authority as evidenced
in the april 6 1853 ceremony of the laying of the temple corner-
stones the southeast cornerstone was the first one placed and
thus became the chief cornerstone another name for christ thus
christ and his plan of salvation become the symbolic foundation
of the temple the metaphor of the construction of the temple as
an expression of the organization of the church goes back to the
new testament

now therefore ye are no more strangers and foreigners but fel
lowcitizenslowcitizens with the saints and of the household of god and are built
upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets jesus christ himself
being the chief comer stone in whom all the building fitly framed
together growethgroseth unto an holy temple in the lord eph 219212192219 2211

aware that starting from the southeast corner was a depar-
ture from the worlds norm of starting at the northeast corner
brigham explained that we commence by laying the stone on
the southeastsouth east corner because there is the most light 112121 light
may be another reference to jesus christ who declared 1 I am
the light of the world he that followeth me shall not walk in
darkness but shall have the light of life john 812 further-
more the glory of god is intelligence or in other words light
and truth dacd&c 9336935693369536 since much of the teaching in the
temple is about god and his plan for us associating light with
truth and intelligence works well with temple symbolism

brigham used the cornerstone laying ceremony to teach the
assembled saints about the order of the priesthood the laying of
the four cornerstones in the foundation was done in a clockwise
direction the first cornerstone was laid by the first presidency
and three members of the quorum of the twelve apostles because
apostles hold the keys of the priesthood now recollect that the
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fig 6 the six towers the higher ones on the east representing the
melchizedek priesthood and the lower ones on the west the aaronic
priesthood were a departure from the single towered kirtland and nau-
voo temples

high priesthood and the lesser priesthood and all the priesthood
there is are combined centered in composed of and circum-
scribed by the apostleship 13221122232222 the authority of an apostle was the
foundation of the governing authority

I1 speak thus to show you the order of the priesthood we will
now commence with the apostleship where joseph commenced
joseph was ordained an apostle after he was ordained to this
office then he had the right to organize and build up the kingdom of
god for he had committed unto him the keys of the priesthood
which is after the order of melchisedec the high priesthood which
is after the order of the son of godgod2313

the previous nine years had seen some confusion among the
saints concerning the succession of church leadership the cor
nerstone4ayingnerstone laying ceremony and the strong priesthood symbolism
of the exterior of the temple provided a spiritual and intellectual
articulation of the legitimacy of the governing foundation of the
church and of the succession of church leadership through brigham
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young and the quorum of the twelve apostles men such as james
strang william smith sidney rigdon david whitmer and lyman
wight none of whom had the support of the quorum of the
twelve apostles had unsuccessfully made their claim to lead
the church the salt lake temple with its foundation symbolically
resting on the apostles and prophets helped to solidify the church
pattern that on the death of the president of the church the first
presidency is dissolved and leadership of the church reverts to the
quorum of the twelve apostles this relationship between church
governance the twelve apostles and the first presidency is sym-
bolized on the exterior of the salt lake temple

the melchizedek priesthood is symbolized by the east end of
the temple but brigham young declared the aaronic priesthood
belongs in the west consequently the presiding bishop laid the
second stone the third or northwest cornerstone was laid by
the high priests and elders with the twelve laying the fourth or
northeast cornerstone the priesthood leadership again returned
to the apostleship which circumscribes every other priesthood
for it is the priesthood of melchisedec which is after the order of
the son of god the lesser priesthood then you perceive
comes within the purview of the apostleship the beginning and
the end the height depth length and breadth of all that is that
was and ever can be to all eternity brigham also informed the
saints in the conference this is the order of the priesthood
brethren I1 have endeavored to carry it out before you that you
all might know hereafter what is the true order as far as it can be
exhibited in the laying of corner stones 24

governing councils of the church are expressed in the de-
sign of the towers the spires of the towers represent the govern-
ing councils such as the first presidency and the presiding
bishopric the twelve pinnacles on each tower represent other
councils such as the twelve apostles and the twelve members of
stake high councils 2515

the east and west sides the use of cornerstone location
to symbolize priesthood order communicated two messages the
special witnesses of jesus christ and the two leading governing
councils of the church were associated with the east face of the
temple thereby reinforcing the primacy of the east the west end
is associated with the aaronic or lesser priesthood As we look at
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the completed eastern and western towers today subtle differences
reinforce this priesthood symbolism the east towers are six feet
taller than the corresponding west towers this difference in
height is more than a statement of organizational hierarchy it also
relates to the increased knowledge and responsibilities associated
with the melchizedek priesthood

in addition there are five windows on the external walls of the
east towers but only four windows on those same walls of the west
towers fig 7 originally the same number of windows was planned
for each cornercomer tower with the west towers having an oval window
in the top story to compensate for that storyssporys lower height when
the walls reached the level to put in the top windows truman angell
decided to eliminate the top window in the western towers he
explained to president john taylor the reasons for this change

the original design was to represent the greater priesthood
with the east end and the lesser with the wet enaenddna ohpthpthagtlirrtltrparhirrf tat1t AF

ference in height with more mature reflection it was observed that
the lesser priesthood depended entirely upon the greater and it
would be more strikingly typical with the windows left out espe-
cially as their onionlyy object was for exterior appearance 26

0

fig 7 the tower on the east right has five windows the tower on the
west has only four
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several other elements dis-
tinguish the east and west towers
from each other the west towers do
not have a dedicatory plaque this
plaque identifies the building 0 11

3

briefly sketches out its history and rc
V

maker and lists the owner it also
clearly indicates that the almost
symmetrical temple faces east

the original design called for ilk

each center tower to have an
angel weathervaneweathervane similar to one
that had been on the nauvoo
temple fig 8 by the time the
salt lake temple neared comple-
tion however weathervanesweathervanes had kaiellaai

gone out of style and monumen-
tal figurative sculpture had taken

fig 8 originally the plan for theits place on major public build-
ings salt lake temple called for an27 when the temple was

angel weathervaneweathervane similar to the
finally complete a large sculpture one on the nauvoo temple to
of an angel was placed only on top each central spire 1887
the tower at the east end

another element demarcating the difference between the
east and west towers is the use of starstonesstarstones the starstonesstarstones are
placed in a row just under the first level of the battlements on the
east towers the center east tower has four stars on each side fig 9
while the two other east towers have three stars per side for a total
of forty stars a scripturally propitious number 2821 the west towers
have no row of stars under their battlements

the stars make a fine allusion to the higher spiritual ordi-
nances revelatory responsibilities and presiding position of the
melchizedek priesthood in the pearl of great price the lord draws
a parallel between priesthood governance and the governance of
heavenly bodies the prophet abraham said and I1 saw the stars
that they were very great and that one of them was nearest unto
the throne of god and there were many great ones which were
near unto it and the lord said unto me these are the governing
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fig 9 starstonesStarstones under the first level of battlements on the east central
tower

ones abr 32 3 the absence of stars on the west towers rein-
forces the fact that the aaronic priesthood is not a governing priest-
hood and cannot administer most of the ordinances of exaltation

stars are also symbolic of gods children in the heavens job 387
isa 1412 14 rev 124 dacd&c 2936 abr 322 24 the preeminent
spirits in the premortal existence are referred to as morning stars
these were the noble and great ones those who served valiantly
and who were chosen before they were born to perform mighty
works here in mortality 2919 wilford woodruff made this comment
about preearthlypreearthly callings for spiritual leadership on the earth

in every dispensation the lord has had those who were fore ordained
to do a certain work we all dwelt in the presence of god before we
came here and such men as abraham isaac jacob the ancient
prophets jesus and the apostles received their appointments before
the world was made they were ordained before the foundation
of the world to come and tabernacle here in the flesh and to work for
the cause of god and this because of their faith and faithfulness 3031
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the prophet daniel refers to the valiant spiritual leaders as
stars and they that be wise shall shine as the brightness of the fir-
mament and they that turn many to righteousness as the stars for
ever and ever dan 123 lehi received a vision of the future in
which he saw the coming of christ and the twelve he compares
the brightness of the one to the sun and the other twelve to the
stars 1 ne 19 10 the depiction of stars below the battlements
of the melchizedek priesthood towers would seem to reinforce the
connection between leaders of the church and divine callings

the complete name of the melchizedek priesthood is the
holy priesthood after the order of the son of god dacd&c 1073
what better technique to emphasize this priesthood than to focus
on the birthday of the one after whom the priesthood is named
because LDS scripture suggests that christ may have been born on
april 6 31 two moonstonesmoonstones depicting the moons phases in early april
appear on the east central tower fig 10

at the opposite end of the temple the moon phase of early
october is found on the buttresses of the west center tower 32 we
know from the new testament that john the baptist was born six
months before jesus luke 1361 36 john the baptist holds the keys of
the aaronic priesthood and returned to the earth as a resurrected
being to confer this priesthood on the head of joseph smith on
may 15 1829 dacd&c 277 8 131 what better personage to repre-
sent the aaronic priesthood than john the baptist who brought it
back to the earth how better to integrate him into the exterior sym-
bolism of the temple than to commemorate his birthday

in summary priesthood order appears to be expressed on the
temple in the following ways the towers represent the mel-
chizedekchizedek priesthood on the east and the aaronic priesthood on the
west the position of the towers and their heights reinforce this dis-

tinction in the laying of the cornerstones brigham young spells out
the order of the priesthood the spires represent the governing
councils of the church with the first presidency on the east and the
presiding bishopric on the west the pinnacles on the cornerscomers on
the east towers represent the apostles the stars emphasize the
leadership and the ordinances that come through the melchizedek
priesthood and the guidance of the presiding officers of the church
the sequence of the moonstonesmoonstones reinforce the melchizedek priest-
hood on the east and the aaronic priesthood on the west
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fig 10 buttress blocks commencing with course m2ma representing the moon inin all
its phases during the year 1878 this diagram specifies that the moon phases for
march april and may appear on the east towers and the phases for september octo-
ber and november on the west it calls for thirteen new and first quarter moons and
twelve full and last quarter moons

priesthood symbolism is only one of several iconographical pro-
grams on the temple exterior several of these same images appear in
other configurations to imply quite different messages this layering
of symbolic meaning is one of the glories of the temple

space

most of the symbols on the temple are heavenly bodies this
emphasis is not coincidental truman angell pointed out that the
whole structure is designed to symbolize some of the great archi-
tecturaltectural work above 113333 hugh nibley makes this link between the
cosmos and the temple A temple good or bad is a scale model of
the universe 113434 according to the great religious scholar mircea eliadeellade
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such patterning is an ancient religious conceptconcept353531 the ultimate pat-
tern is god himself be ye therefore perfect even as your father
which is in heaven is perfect matt 548 being the most expan-
sive of the lords creations the heavens are a visual metaphor for
the lord orson FE whitney of the quorum of the twelve apostles
said do I1 err then in believing that the universe is built upon
symbols to the end that it may bear record of its all wise architect
and builder god teaches with symbols it is his favorite method of
teaching the savior often used them 32311131323636

the heavens testify of the reality of god 37 in the book of mor-
mon korihorKorihor the antichrist challenges alma to show him a sign
that there is a god alma replies all things denote there is a god
yea even the earth and its motion yea and also allanaliail the planets
which move in their regular form do witness that there is a
supreme creator alma 3044504430 44 the lord tells us that the spirit of
christ is in and through all things dacd&c 8871388788 7137 13

the temples symbolic heavenly bodies testify of the lords
existence by orienting us toward the order and vastness of his
heavenly creations some of the symbolic stones on the temple
accomplish this task by literally moving our vision from the earth
toward the heavens at the base of the temple are huge cut stones
with a square raised pattern surrounding a convex circle fig 11

these are the earthstonesearthstones above them are the moonstonesmoonstones then
the sunstonessunstones and finally the
starstonesstarstones on the east towertowerstowers38sas338

and the ursa major figure on
the west central tower the
ursa major is itself pointing b1 A

55directly into the heavens to
the approximate location of the
actual north star jgiai& oplvpl

the iconography of the
temple exterior moves the

4p&fviewer to a heavenly referent naana4 NWR
fig 12 to teach us that the igb i

lords ways are on a differ-
ent plane we are told for
my thoughts are not your fig 11 hearthstoneearthstoneEarthstone



fig 12 the temple exterior moves the viewer to a heavenly referent
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thoughts neither are your ways my ways saith the lord for as
the heavens are higher than the earth so are my ways higher than
your ways and my thoughts than your thoughts isa 5589558 9
here the lord uses the heavens as a referent for his wisdom righ-
teousness and actions

when we gaze into the heavens we see the vastness bril-
liance and ordered movements of the heavenly bodies created by
the lord these three elements of the heavens vastness brilliance
and order give us a glimpse of the lord for the lord reveals much
of himself through his majestic creations his power and glory give
them light and order As a metaphor the heavens teach us much
about christ the bright and morning star rev 2216

just as the heavens testify of their creator so do their symbols
on the temple our understanding of the lord is increased when
we both see and begin to apprehend the spiritual component of
the heavens building on this comprehension the temples sym-
bolism attempts to expand our vision and actions to more closely
approximate those of the lord

axis mundi

the temple represents the axis mundi the center of the world
around which the earth pivots 39 As the axis mundi the temple is

the earthly end of a great shaft connecting the center of earth
to the center of the heavens

end of a vertical pole around which all revolve at the
base of each of the temples buttresses is an earthstonehearthstoneearthstone truman 0
angellsangelsAngells 1853 drawing of an earthstonehearthstoneearthstone shows the earthstonesearthstones
with longitudinal and latitudinal linesfinesiinesbines and the continents all stand-
ing out in bas relief fig 13 the original plan was to have the
earthstonesearthstones represent the earth as though it were revolving on its
axis as one walked around the temple this scheme visually re-
inforcedinforced the interpretation of the temple as the center of the earth

the clarity of the original earthstonesearthstones symbolism was lost
when hard course grained granite was used in building the
temple this change made carving fine detail on the stones very
difficult so the stones were simplified losing the detail of a rotat-
ing earth brigham youngs original intention was to build the
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salt lake temple out of adobe 40

since dried mud and straw would
not hold detail the symbolic stones
were to be carved of freestone
and applied to the exterior at
key places freestone was a

term used for a fairly soft easy to
carve stone such as limestone or
sandstone the use of freestone
would have made it possible to
incorporate more intricate detail
on the carved stones 41 since the
original elevation drawings and
overall renderings of the temple
were done when the intention
was still to build out of adobe
and freestone the early draw-
ings show symbolic stones with
much more detail than we see in
the completed temple and help
illuminate the icono-
graphical

fig 13 plan for an earthstonehearthstoneearthstone original
with longitudes and latitudes intentions
truman 0 angell 1853 As the earthstonesearthstones revolve

around the temple fig 14 above
them the moonstonesmoonstones also revolve around the temple depicting
the moon going through its four phases over and over again
above the moonstonesmoonstones the sunstonessunstones circle the temple the star
stones of the ursa major point to the north star around which all

the heavenly bodies appear to rotate the actual north star in the
heavens of course does not appear to move at all thus the temple
not only sits at the center of the earth but is also linked to the cen-
ter of the heavens in the temple sacred ordinances are performed
and covenants made that can connect worshipers on earth to the
heavens and their home with god

conduit to god As an axis mundi the temple fulfills its
essential role as the conduit between heaven and earth god and
man a place where the lord communicates with his children at
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fig 14 earthstonesEarthstones encircle the temple

the temples cornerstone laying ceremony parley P pratt spoke
of the connecting role of the temple

ye are assembled here today and have laid these comer stones for
the express purpose that the living might hear from the dead and
that we may prepare a holy sanctuary where the people may seek
unto their god for the living to hear from the dead and that heaven
and earth and the world of spirits may commune together 4241

another name for the temple is mountain of the lords
house ajsajsa 22 this temple metaphor alludes to the many sacred
contacts between heaven and earth that have taken place on moun-
tains for example moses went up on mount sinai to commune
with the lord ex 19 the savior appeared in his glory to peter
james and john upon the mount of transfiguration matt 171 8
christ suffered for the sins of the world on the mount of olives and
mount calvary these experiences among the most important in
the spiritual history of the earth have communicated the lords
will to his children and have shown us his power and glory

the lords dwelling place eliza R snow referred to the
temple as a portal for angels a threshold for god 43 deity and
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mankind meet in the temple 44 the lords earthly abode in re-
sponse to the question would the lord himself dwell in the
temple brigham young answered straightforwardly

he may do just as he pleases it is not my prerogative to dictate to
the lord but we will build him a house that if he pleases to pay us
a visit he may have a place to dwell in or if he should send any of
his servants we may have suitable accommodations for them I1 have
built myself a house and the most of you have done the same and
now shall we not build the lord a house45house15house 4515

spiritual bearings the temple is the meeting point of the
three cosmic regions heaven earth and the abode of the dead 4641

from the earliest times temples have been built as scale models of
the universe

there are three temples one in heaven one on earth and one
beneath the earth these three are identical one being built
exactly over the other with the earth temple in the very middle of
everything representing the pole of the heavens around which all
heavenly motions revolve the knot that ties earth and heaven
together the seat of universal dominion here the four cardinal
directions meet and here the three worlds make contact 47

the idea of the three vertical levels and four horizontal re-
gions dominated temple plans and orientation in the old world
and the new in ancient times and gave spiritual meaning and guid-
ance to the societies that built those temples 48 through participa-
tion in temple worship humanity can meet its thirst for meaning
by becoming oriented to the earth the heavens time and god
the horizontal connecting point of the four cardinal directions is
established bringing the earth together as one whole the vertical
pole connects the whole earth to the heavens

the temple is the center eminentlypreeminentlypre the zone of the
sacred the zone of absolute reality 49 the temple ultimately teaches
us what is real what is eternal and significant we are taught how
the lord organizes time space and relationships the significance
accorded organization was observed by eliade who notes that the
divine act of creation transformed chaos into cosmos 115050 by taking

us back to the time of creation latter day saint temples repeat this
preeminent time connecting god and the cosmos
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in the temple we are taught how we should live we learn
about authority and responsibility in the lords kingdom and the cen-
tral role that christ plays in our livesfivesilveshives and we learn something about
our spiritual potential in short the temple is about understanding
the sacred through obtaining our physical and spiritual bearings

facing directly east the temple is placed foursquare to the
compass this alignment creates a line from east to west and north
to south with the two lines crossing directly in the center of the
temple the latin word for temple templumtemplomtemplum means the point
where two lines cross among the ancient romans the templumtemplom
was the site where the signs from heaven were interpreted the
word plum meaning a straight vertical line leading from earth
upward also comes from the root word templomtemplumtemplum as does tem-
plate which is a pattern just as the temple is the pattern for uni-
verse this is the center from which we see the image of what is
most real the temple gives us our bearing here on earth and con-
nects us with the heavens 51

orientation of salt lake city to the temple on july 28
1847 shortly after brigham youngs arrival in the valley of the great
salt lake wilford woodruff witnessed brighamsBrighams first visit to what
came to be known as temple block and later gave this account

we walked along until we came to this temple block it was covered
with sagebrush there was no mark to indicate that god ever
intended to place anything there but while walking along brother
brigham stopped very suddenly he stuck his cane in the ground and
said right here will stand the great temple of our god we drove
a stake in the place indicated by him and that particular spot is situ-
ated in the middle of the temple site he then went to work and
laid out this city he laid out these streets these sidewalks these
blocks he laid out this temple block here 5251

this account identifies the early centrality of the temple in the lit-
eral laying out of the latter day saints new zion in the heart of
the everlasting hills the actual point from which the geological
surveys are measured is the stone base for a telescope that was in
an observatory just south of the temple figs 15 16 it seems
appropriate that utahs earliest observatory should have been
placed next to the temple that spiritually unites heaven and earth

the psychological space the cultural the juridical the reli-
gious rykwert comments should be treated as aspects of the
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fig 15 salt lake temple with the observatory inin front of it ca 1896

ecological space some consideration must be given to the
urban model frequently religious and spiritual which its inhab-

itants construct menmentally53mentallytany 115353 the starting point for beginning to
understand salt lake city is the temple

the temple quite literally orients salt lake city in terrestrial
space it is the survey measuring point

to survey the city apostle orson pratt began at the southeast comer
of temple square this point became the origin of the cityscites street
naming system streets immediately surrounding temple square are
called respectively north east south and west temple streets one
block from the temple are named first north east south and west
respectively two blocks from the temple are second north east
south and west and so on cardinally thoughoutthroughoutthoughout the city the south-
east comer of temple square is also the onginoriginangin for the survey of the
great basin begun under pratts direction and completed by the fed-
eral government after the 1870 federal land survey in short every
location in the mormon west whether in the capital city or in the
vast hinterlands has temple square as its ultimate reference pointpoint5451
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fig 16 observatory interior charles E johnson ca 1900

this survey is marked by the base meridian stone that was placed
just outside the wall on the southeast comer of temple square it is

from this point that all the streets are numbered in salt lake city
thus every street address in the older part of salt lake city ac-
knowledges the centrality of the temple

time

elder boyd K packer has told us that it is at the temple that
we may begin to see into the eternities 115555 it is there that we can
get our bearings about time some of the symbolic stones on the
temple very literally move us toward an understanding of a place
where we can escape the tyranny of mortal time we more clearly
understand the lords concept of and relationship to onomnipresentnipresentnipresent
eternal time which are described this way

thus saith the lord your god even jesus christ the great I1 AM

alpha and omega the beginning and the end the same which
looked upon the wide expanse of eternity and all the seraphic hosts
of heaven before the world was made the same which knoweth all
things for all things are present before mine eyes decd&cid&c 381 see
also isa 44.6446446 Ps 932 902 10224 and dacd&c 39.2239225922
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expository verbal communication is not very useful in unify-
ing time and for the lord time is unified and omnipresent joseph
smith attempted to communicate this reality by comparing time to
a ring the elements are eternal that which has a beginning will
surely have an end take a ring it is without beginning or end cut
it for a beginning place and at the same time you have an ending
place 115656 but it is still difficult for us to understand the lords view
of time because we are largely metaphysical captives of a newton-
ian physics logical positivism and phenomenology As a result of
our world view we see time as linear

it is necessary for our epistemological parameters to broaden
and become more layered in order for our understanding of time to
expand and more nearly parallel the lords taking on this challenge
matters because we are told and this is life eternal that they might
know thee the only true god and jesus christ whom thou hast
sent john 175173173 john taylor the third president of the church
eloquently articulated the significance of an eternal perspective

when we speak of time and eternity they are only relative terms
which we attach to things that are present and things that are to
come and things that are past but in relation to ourselves as individ-
uals we are eternal beings although we occupy a certain space of
eternity called time in relation to the gospel we preach it is eter-
nal in relation to the priesthood it is eternal in relation to our cove-
nants and obligations they are eternal in relation to our promises
prospects and hopes they are eternal 57

visual symbolism is one way for humans to transcend their
verbal limitations in dealing with time elder orson E whitney said
the universe is built on symbols whereby one thing bespeaks

another the lesser testifying of the greater lifting our thoughts
from man to god from earth to heaven from time to eternity 5158115858

the symbolic stones on the temple that refer to time also
refer us to the heavens of the connection between the heavenly
bodies and the reckoning of time the prophet abraham wrote

and the lord said unto me the planet which is the lesser
light lesser than that which is to rule the day even the night is
above or greater than that upon which thou standeststandfeststandest in point of reck-
oning for it movethloveth in order more slow this is in order because it
standeth above the earth upon which thou standeststandfeststandest therefore the
reckoning of its time is not so many as to its number of days and of
months and of years abr 5535
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As we move upward into the heavens the time sequences
become longer likewise the temple stones that communicate time
begin with a short period of time the day and move toward the
eternal present where time almost ceases to move representing
days the earthstonesearthstones rotate on their axis as they go around the
temple the original concept of sequential carvings on the stones
required seven stones to depict one complete revolution thus
necessitating forty nine stones for one week in this fashion the fifty

earthstonesearthstones on the temple could represent both days and weeks 59

in addition some of the earthstonesearthstones are shown tipped off center on
their axis thus making it possible to also allude to the seasons
engendered by the earths tipped position the moonstonesmoonstones show
the moon going through its four distinct phases each complete
sequence recording a lunar month fig 17 the sunstonessunstones are
carved with forty rays representing the length of the biblical gener-
ation fig 18

on the west center tower the ursa major literally points
toward the heavens and the north star fig 19 thus the most
important symbol about time the north star is not even on the
temple but we are led to it through the symbolic stones on
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fig 18 each sunstone has forty rays

fig 19 on the west central tower the big dipper points toward the
north star
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the temple the north star or pole star has served as the pilot star
because it is a fixed place in the heavens that does not move for
purposes of temple symbolism it represents the victory over
movement change and time since time is measured by move-
ment with the symbol of the north star time ceases and we focus
on eternity

the symbolic stones remind us that the temple sits in the cen-
ter of time and transcends it making time an endless eternal
round this relationship to time matters for temple worshipers
who can perform sacred ordinances vicariously for departed
ancestors these ordinances can seal together a family chain that
goes back to the beginning of human history and forward into the
future see front cover elijah holding symbolic keys for sealingseating
families the endowment the sacred ordinances performed in the
temple that are essential to return to dwell with the lord links us
with the future the ability of time to fragment the human family is
thus overcome past present and future become one in eternity
time is collapsed into an omnipresent

here in the temple time and space come together barriers
vanish between this world and the next between past present and
future solemn prayers are offered in the name of jesus christ to the
almighty what is bound here is bound beyond and only here can
the gates be opened to release the dead who are awaiting the saving
ordinances here the whole human family meets in a common enter-
prise the records of the race are assembled as far back in time as
research has taken them for a work performed by the present gen-
eration to assure that they and their kindred dead shall spend the
eternities together in the future 60

the restoration

the existence of the salt lake temple and the authority to
perform the ordinances therein are possible only because the
gospel ofjesus christ was restored to the earth this great restora-
tion is also part of the symbolism of the temples exterior

the angel moroni crowning the east central tower is a gold
leafed statue of an angel blowing a trumpet fig 20 this is moroni
a resurrected prophet who brought the sacred record of his people
to joseph smith at the beginning of the restoration 61 james talmage



fig 20 the statue of the angel moroni on the salt lake temple
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refers to this sculpture as a representation of the angel mentioned in
the fourteenth chapter of the book of revelation61revelation62Revelation6261

and I1 saw another angel fly in the midst of heaven having the ever-
lasting gospel to preach unto them that dwell on the earth and to
every nation and kindred and tongue and people saying with a
loud voice fear god and give glory to him for the hour of his judg-
ment is come and worship him that made heaven and earth and the
sea and the fountains of waters rev 146 7

the cloudstonesCloudstones at the top of the eastern buttresses on the
east central tower are cloudstonescloudstones with rays of lightfighthight streaming
down fig 2211 the early architectural renderings of the temple
have cloudstonescloudstones on all the buttresses of all the towers truman
angell described these stones as clouds and rays of light descend-
ing downwards elaborating on this symbolism james anderson
said the cloudstonescloudstones are emblematic of the rays of gospel lightfight
piercing downward from heaven to earth dispelling the clouds of
superstition and error that had engulfed the world 6361 in some nine
teenthsteenth century latter day saint sermons a cloud is linked with
darkness which is variously dispelled by faith the restored priest-
hood the lightfighthight of restored truth and ultimately christs presence
prepared for by the restoration 64 in 1840 parley PR pratt drew

upon the same metaphor in the words to his well known hymn
the morning breaks 65 in which the verbal symbolism parallels

the exterior temple symbolism

the morning breaks the shadows flee
lo10 zions standard is unfurled
the dawning of a brighter day
the dawning of a brighter day
majestic rises on the world

the clouds of error disappear
before the rays of truth divine
the glory bursting from afar
the glory bursting from afar
wide oer the nations soon will shine 66

charles W penrose wrote a series of popular missionary tracts
titled rays ofalfvingliving light the covers of which also referred to this
metaphor 6717 this restoration image was captured by lambourne in
two paintings for the temples interior that were commissioned by
the first presidency both works depict a great storm cloud being
pierced and displaced by a sunburst over hill cumorah 681



fig 21 cloudstoneCloudstone on one of the eastern buttresses
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an early architectural drawing of the temple shows the cloud
stones with an arm holding a long trumpet pointing downward as

if to declare the restoration of the gospel with the sound of a
trump to the whole earth fig 22692219 and ye shall go forth in the
power of my spirit preaching my gospel two by two in my name
lifting up your voices as with the sound of a trump declaring my
word like unto angels of god dacdagd&c 426

some interesting similarities between these early cloudstonecloudstone
renderings and the sunstonessunstones on the nauvoo temple probably
indicate that some of the nauvoo elements were carried over to
the salt lake temple both sets of images have hands holding trum-
pets both show clouds with the sun shining through on the nau-
voo temple the entire face of the sun is visible shining above the
clouds on the salt lake temple the face of the sun is hidden
behind the cloud but the rays are shown flowing down

second coming symbolism the conjoining of the suns
rays dispelling the clouds and the trumpet announcing the restora-
tion relates also to the imminence of the lords second coming

fig 22 an 1854 rendering by truman 0 angell of trumpets and cloud
stones
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which will be announced with a trumpet joel 2211 7010 for the sec-
ond coming symbolism the cloudstonescloud stones earthstonesearthstones and towers
form a symbolic unit 71 the earthstonesearthstones represent missionary work
around the globe preparing the world for the second coming in
this regard truman angell says the motto of the earthstonesearthstones is

the gospel has come for the whole earth 12721172727272 since the towers rep-
resent the priesthood we have a visual depiction of an imperative
for the priesthood to carry the message of the restoration through-
out the world and warn the people dacd&c 8881 of the coming
of the great and dreadful day of the lord dacd&c 12817 an addi-
tional missionary message of helping others discover the way to
correct their course is symbolized by the depiction of ursa major 73

sculptures other symbols of the restoration are mahonri
youngs sculptures of joseph smith the prophet through whom
the gospel was restored and hyrum smith his brother both
stand as sentinels who hold the keys of the restored priesthood
dacd&c 13 24 27 for a
short time these statues
were placed in exterior 1 7 T A

niches of the temtempletempiepap1 M
90N IN

fig 23 before being OF
momNOMmoved to the temple

FF

grounds in the early papartA INWS
of this century fig 3 74

the moonstonesMoonstones R IM wealveal
the calculated ordering
of the moonstonesmoonstones fig 24

creates one of the most
powerful yet subtle sets
of symbols concerning
the restoration four
sequential moonstonesmoonstones
would represent each lu-
nar month fig 17 the
moonstonesmoonstones are placed
in the wall so that janu-
ary would start in ap fig 23 plan for a sculpture in an exterior
proximately the middle niche by the great eastern door
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fig 24 closeupclose up of a moonstone

of the north wall of the temple 7571 the wall that used to be the most
visually obscure usually one would not begin a major iconograph-
ical sequence at such a place unless the intention was to feature
some other point in the sequence by having it fall at a much more
prominent place this was apparently the intention the position-
ing of the moonstone phases made it possible for the two but-
tresses on the east side of the east central tower the most
prominent tower on the temple to be decorated with the two
phases of the moon for early april commemorating not only
christs birth but also the official organization of the church on
april 6 1830 76

the beehive and motto another important aspect of the
restoration is the building of zion A symbol often used for zion is

a beehive 77 representing industry hard work and cooperation
beehive medallions are at the center of two roundelsroundersroundels on each of
the great exterior doors fig 25 two nineteenth century latter
day saints wrote the hive and honey bees form our communal
coat of arms it is a significant representation of the industry



fig 25 beehive medallion on the eastern door
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harmony order and frugality of the people and of the sweet
results of their toil union and intelligent cooperation 31781178327878 beehives
were on early flags that flew over utah territory 79 the beehive is
frequently used on church logos it is on the seals of both the uni-
versity of utah and brigham young university it eventually
became the center of the great seal of the state of utah

A spiritual component ofofzionzion was expressed by including the
words holiness to the lord80lord10 above the beehives on the door-
knobs fig 26 brigham young used the phrase holiness to the
lord in a dedicatory prayer presenting the temple thus far com-
pleted as a monument of the saints liberality fidelity and faith
concluding lord we dedicate this house and ourselves to thee 81

he then elaborated what holiness to the lord meant to him

thirty years experience has taught mathatmethatme that every moment of my life
must be holiness to the lord resulting from equity justice mercy
and uprightness in all my actions which is the only course by which
I1 can preserve the spirit of the almighty to myself 82

christological symbolism

the most significant focus of the temple is christ one can
see allusions to christ and his gospel in many symbols in their
location and relationships and indeed in the very orientation of
the temple

the temple doors the escutcheon plates for the door han-
dles reinforce the centrality of christ in latter day saint theology
the plates have a small bas relief of a door fig 27 the scriptures
contain numerous references to christ and his gospel as the door
or the gate 8381 christ himself says 1I am the door by me if any man
enter in he shall be saved john 109 in the nineteenth century
church leaders occasionally referred to the gospel of jesus christ
as the door when a man entered the church by the door that is

by faith repentance baptism for the remission of sins and the lay-

ing on of hands he was required to live in strict obedience to the
principles laid down in the teachings of our savior 84

above the door on the escutcheon plate is an arch with a very
prominent keystone fig 28 elder erastus snow spoke of the



fig 26 doorknob on the salt lake temple



fig 27 escutcheon plates for door handles with bas relief of a door on
the upper half



fig 28 detail of escutcheon plate showing the arch and keystone
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sealing ordinances and the covenants the saints make with the lord
as a keystone

this new and everlasting covenant reveals unto us the keys of the
holy priesthood and ordinances thereof it is the grand keystone of
the arch which the lord is building in the earth in other words it
is that which completes the exaltation and glory of the righteous
who receive the everlasting gospel and without it they could not
attain unto the eternal power and godhead and the fullness of
celestial glory 8515

celestial bodies and light the glory of celestial bodies and
of the earth are depicted in symbols covering the temple some
scriptural passages represent these bodies as praising the lord

praise ye him sun and moon praise him all ye stars of light
Ps 1483

let the sun moon and the morning stars sing together and let
all the sons of god shout for joy and let the eternal creations declare
his name forever and ever and again I1 say howglorioushow glorious is the voice
we hear from heaven proclaiming in our ears glory and salvation
and honor and immortality and eternal life kingdoms principali-
ties and powers decdacd&cid&c 12823

an ancient hebrew song speaks of the lords light bringing
worshipers to sacred places 0 send out thy light and thy truth
let them lead me let them bring me unto thy holy hill and to thy
tabernacles Ps 433 light particularly light from heavenly bod-
ies is an expression of christ intelligence revelation life truth
and the power of the lord which power animates all things
including the heavens christ is described as the life and the lightfightbight

of the world alma 389 in the doctrine and covenants we
learn for the word of the lord is truth and whatsoever is truth is

light and whatsoever is light is spirit even the spirit of jesus
christ dacd&c 8445

perhaps the most inclusive scriptural statement about light is

in doctrine and covenants 88 which says that the light of truth or the
light of christ is the medium through which the lord animates
the universe brigham youngs focus on light at the laying of the
first cornerstone and the depiction of heavenly bodies on the temple
are undoubtedly related to these theological ideas consider the
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extensive use of celestial symbols on the temples exterior while
reading these verses

he that ascended up on high as also he descended below all
things in that he comprehended all things that he might be in all
and through all things the light of truth

which truth shinethchinethshineth this is the light of christ As also he is in
the sun and the light of the sun and the power thereof by which it
was made As also he is in the moon and is thelightelightththe light of the moon
and the power thereof by which it was made As also the light of the
stars and the power thereof by which they were made and the earth
also and the power thereof even the earth upon which you stand
and the light which shinethchinethshineth which giveth you light is through him
who enlightenethenlighteneth your eyes which is the same light that quickenethquickeneth
your understandings

which light proceedethproceedeth forth from the presence of god to fill

the immensity of space the light which is in all things which giveth
life to all things which is the law by which all things are governed
even the power of god who sitteth upon his throne who is in the
bosom of eternity who is in the midstmidstofof all things dacd&c 88613886 13

the heavenly bodies depicted on the temple bathe it in the
perpetual light of the sun moon and stars this light ultimately
emanates from christ himself thus the entire temple symbolically
radiates the light intelligence and order of the lord into zion

the moonstonesMoonstones and the towers the specific placement
of the moonstonesmoonstones celebrates the savior in several ways each
cycle of the moon is depicted for the year of 1878 fig 10 81686116 As pre-
viously discussed the lunar year was started in a relatively obscure
placeplace on the temple exterior because neither january 1 nor decem-
ber 31 are important dates for temple symbolism the most signifi-
cant date is the possible birthdatebirthratebirthdate of the savior april 6 8717 this was
the approximate date that he commenced his earthly ministry 88

he was crucified and rose from the dead in early april 8919 thus the
calendrical function of the east central tower moonstonesmoon stones cele-
brates key dates in the life of the savior 90 these moonstonesmoonstones also
commemorate the organization of the church and the official be-
ginning of christs last dispensation each year on or near april 6
latter day saints celebrate these events by holding annual general
conference 91 in october the probable birth month of john the
baptist who prepared the way for the lord the saints hold their
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semiannual general conference marked by the moonstonesmoonstones on the
west central tower at these general conferences christs living
prophets speak to his people and testify of him

the twelve small pinnacles on each of the east towers fig 29
represent the twelve apostles 92 who are called to be special wit-
nesses of jesus christ the three great pyramidal spires that cap
the towers of the east represent the first presidency of the
church it is the president of the church who holds all the priest-
hood keys of christs church on earth dacd&c 812

the clasped hands carved into the stone panel above the
bottom window in the center east and west towers is a pair of
clasped hands fig 30 which represent the hand of fellowship
and the unity of the saints 93 but the clasped hands seem to have
additional meanings for surrounding the hands is an oval with rays
emanating outward the usual meaning of an aureole of light is
divine sanctification or divine presence thus two interpretations
seem to be associated with the addition of the aureole of light the
first is that the fellowship of the saints is part of building a sacred
community zion the second is that the lord is bound with us in
a covenant which is central to temple worship

for those who enter these walls this house becomes a house of
covenants here we promise solemnly and sacredly to live the
gospel ofjesus christ in its finest expression we covenant with god
our eternal father to live those principles which are the bedrock of
all true religion 94

engraved into the scroll on the keystone above the clasped
hands and gilded are the words alpha and omega these the
first and last letters in the greek alphabet are one of the names of
the lord 1I am alpha and omega the beginning and the ending
saith the lord which is and which was and which is to come the
almighty rev 18 thus saith the lord your god even jesus
christ the great I1 AM alpha and omega dacd&c 383811

the all seeing eye above the second window in the east
and west central towers is an eye looking out at us from below a
veil of pleated fabric fig 31 surrounding the eye is another aure-
ole of light depicted by a raised oval with outward shooting rays
the keystone in the arch above is blank 95 this is the all seeing eye
a symbol frequently used in pioneer utah this symbol reminded
the saints that the eye of the lord was upon them and that all that
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fig 29 of the twelve spires per tower nine can be seen on some of the
towers in this 1893 photograph by H H thomas

they did should be in accordance with the will of the lord john
taylor noted it penetrates and is enabled to weigh the actions and
motives of the children of menmen9691 in proverbs we are told the
eyes of the lord are in every place beholding the evil and the
good brovprov 153 the all seeing eye of the lord was often used
on church cooperative buildings with the phrase holiness to the



fig 30 clasped hands and keystone
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fig 31 the all seeing eye

lord arched over it sometimes the all seeing eye was used in pio-
neer tabernacles one is located over the choir seats in the st
george tabernacle

however the all seeing eyes on the temple differ from all the
rest most all seeing eyes have eyebrows above them but those on
the salt lake temple are depicted looking out from beneath a
pleated veil 97 veils are used to separate the sacred from the pro-
fane the spiritual from the carnal truth from confusion the lord
from mankind the veil separating man and the lord is removed
only on rare occasions of great faith and obedience

and because of the knowledge of this man the brother of
jared he could not be kept from beholding within the veil and he
saw the finger ofjesus which when he saw he fell with fear for he
knew that it was the finger of the lord and he had faith no longer
for he knew nothing doubting wherefore having this perfect
knowledge of god he could not be kept from within the veil there-
fore he saw jesus and he did minister unto him ether 3.192031920319 20

and prepare for the revelation which is to come when the
veil of the covering of my temple in my tabernacle which hidethaideth
the earth shall be taken off and all flesh shall see me together
dacd&c 10123
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holiness to the lord above the second window in the east
central tower is the large dedicatory plaque which reads holi-
ness to the lord the house of the lord built by the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints commenced april 6 1853 com-
pleted april 6 1893 fig 32 see also fig 33 president hinckley
made this comment about the dedicatory plaque

the first phrase of this statement is a declared recognition of the
Ahalmightynighty and a pledge of holiness and reverence before him the sec-
ond is a statement of ownership this is his house built through the
consecrations of the people and presented to him as their offering of
love and sacrifice 9891

the first phrase holiness to the lord is also a millennial
declaration about building a zion to which the lord can return at
his second coming

in speaking of the gathering we mean to be understood as
speaking of it according to scripture the gathering of the elect of the
lord out of every nation on earth and bringing them to the place of
the lord of hosts when the city of righteousness shall be built and
where the people shall be of one heart and one mind when the sav-
ior comes yea where the people shall walk with god like enoch
and be free from sin the word of the lord is precious and when we
read that the vail spread over all nations will be destroyed and the
pure in heart see god and reign with him a thousand years on earth
we want all honest men to have a chance to gather and build up a
city of righteousness where even upon the bells of the horses shall
be written holiness to the lord 99

elder bruce R mcconkie also comments on the relationship be-
tween holiness to the lord and the city of enoch

enoch continued his preaching in righteousness unto the people of
god and it came to pass in his days that he built a city that was
called the city of holiness even ZION what was more natural than
to name the city after the people the pure in heart called their
abode by the name city of holiness their every thought was hobholi-
ness to the lord and blessed be he that cometh in the name of the
lord hosanna in the highest100highestimhighesthighestImloo100

the cloudstonesCloudstones the latter day saint belief that the temple
is the house of the lord here on earth as well as his point of con-
tact with his people is reinforced symbolically by the cloudstonescloudstones
the final placement of cloudstonescloudstones was altered from the original
plan this change was probably part of the simplification that



fig 32 dedicatory plaque
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occurred because of the difficulty of carving granite instead of
the softer freestonesfreestones originally a cloudstonecloudstone was to be placed at the
toptop of each buttress on each tower this would have made a total
of eight cloudstonescloudstones per tower for a total of forty eight cloudstonescloudstones
in all but the temple was completed with just two cloudstonescloudstones these
were placed on the east face of the east central tower figs 9 2211

this simplification actually strengthens the christological symbol-
ism of the temple exterior by keeping the cloudstonescloudstones on the tower
that symbolically is the most focused on the savior since one of
the symbolic functions of this tower is to focus on christ the cloud
stones when interpreted as symbols of the presence of the lord
reinforce both this focus and the literal meaning of the great dedi-
catory plaque holiness to the lord the house of the lord

the key to understanding the relationship of the cloudstonescloudstones
and the lord is found in the rather consistent linking of the pres-
ence of the lord and clouds in holy writ truman angell stated that
brigham young diligently studied the scriptures particularly the
old testament 101 before developing the plan for the exterior sym-
bolism of the temple over and over in the scriptures the lord
appears in a cloud to his prophets and his people

the lord often dealt with the children of israel in the wilder-
ness from within a cloud he went before them by day in a pillar
of a cloud to lead them the way ex 1321 he spoke to moses
on sinai and to the elders of israel from within a cloud ex 2416
199 2415 345 num 1125 the lord appeared in a cloud

and the lord said unto moses speak unto aaron thy brother that he
come not at all times into the holy place within the vail before the
mercy seat which is upon the ark that he die not for I1 willwin appear
in the cloud upon the mercy seat lev 162

and it came to pass when the congregation was gathered against
moses and against aaron that they looked toward the tabernacle of
the congregation and behold the cloud covered it and the glory
of the lord appeared num 1642

the lord came to the dedication of the temple of solomon in a cloud

then the glory of the lord went up from the cherub and stood
over the threshold of the house and the house was filled with the
cloud and the court was full of the brightness of the lords glory
ezek 104 see also 2 chr 513
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the lord informed joseph smith that when the temple is
built in jackson county a cloud of glory will rest upon it for ver-
ily this generation shall not all pass away until an house shall be
built unto the lord and a cloud shall rest upon it which cloud
shall be even the glory of the lord which shall fill the house
dacd&c 845

god the father spoke to the apostles on the mount of transf-
iguration from within a cloud while he yet spake behold a
bright cloud overshadowed them and behold a voice out of the
cloud which said this is my belovedbelovedsonbelovedSonson in whom I1 am well
pleased hear ye him matt 175 the lord spoke to the brother
of jared from a cloud and it came to pass that when they had
come down into the valley of nimrod the lord came down and
talked with the brother of jared and he was in a cloud and the
brother ofjared saw him not ether 24 14

after his final visit with his apostles the savior ascended to
heaven in a cloud acts 19 he also ascended in a cloud after vis-
iting the nephitesNephites 3 ne 1838 finally the lord told the prophet
joseph smith that he would come again in a cloud for behold
verily verily I1 say unto you the time is soon at hand that I1 shall
come in a cloud with power and great glory dacd&c 347 see also
dacd&c 4545 luke 2125 28

since the temple is set apart as the house of the lord it
seems logical to assume that the cloudstonescloudkonescloudstoneskonessones could symbolize the
second coming of the lord as well as his word and presence in his
earthly home the temple

the house of the lord because the temple is the earthly
sanctuary of the lord it is physically set off from the world the
traffic outside the wall of temple square is now frequently heavy
and noisy within the wall there is an environment of peace and
beautybeauty102102 aside from the peace attained within the walls of
temple square the positioning of the temple within those walls
adds some symbolic elements the main access to temple square
is from the north and south gates which are located in the center
of the south and north walls of the square A secondary gate is
located in the center of the west wall of the square there was no
public access from the east until very recently when an eastern
gate was made none of these four gates center on the temple
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the front of the temple faces directly into the east wall less
than seventy five feet away in fairly recent times the thick
masonry wall directly in front of the temple has been replaced
with a high ornamental iron fence making the temple more visible
from the street fig 33 compare to fig 4 however there is still
no access to the front of the temple from the street the temple
could have been placed where the tabernacle now stands making
the front of the temple easily accessible from temple squares
main north south pedestrian mall remember that the temple was
begun over ten years before the tabernacle was begun the
temple actually turns its back on people entering temple square
clearly easy casual access for visitors was not the intention in posi-
tioning the temple on the square

the temple is further set off from visitors within the walls sur-
rounding temple square by inner fences and walls even those that
come to temple square to attend the temple do not directly enter
the temple they enter the temple annex through a small gate in the
north wall of the square the entrance into the temple itself is via an
underground passage coming from the north one is reminded of the
various courts that set off the temple of solomon from the world
that temple was not only in a holy city it was also approached
through a series of courts to which access was increasingly re-
strictedstricted the walls around temple square and the somewhat serpen-
tine entrance into the temple seem to be a reflection of the tradition
that temples should be a sanctuary set off from secular world 103101105

so why does the temple face east if the east doors are not for
regular worshiper access the dedicatory plaque on the east face
of the east central tower holds the answer ultimately the temple
is not a house for man it is the lords house the eastward facing
position of the temple on the square reinforces the millennialism
of the gospel just as the east central tower welcomes the untram-
meled lightfightbight of the rising sun coming from the east so it will wel-
come the lord at the commencement of the millennium but the
son of man will come as the sign of the coming of the son of man
which will be as the lightfighthight of the morning cometh out of the
east 104 this prophetic doctrine was reaffirmed in 1956

the los angeles temple was the first in the twentieth cen-
tury to include an angel moroni statue on its 257 foot tower



fig 33 east side of the salt lake temple
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architectural plans called for the angel to face southeast as did the
temple itself president david 0 mckay however insisted that
the statue be turned to face due east most but not all IDSLDS temples
face east symbolic of the anticipated second coming of christ which
jesus compared to the dawning in the east of a new day matt 2427 110505

thus the dedicatory plaque is not a casual sign in one sense it is
an announcement to greet the lord when he comes to his house at
his second coming the temples position facing the east wallwanwailwaii of
temple square reminds us that this is not our house it is the
lords we go to the temple to be taught of him to adjust our lives
to the lord in order to understand his ways

conclusion

A few years ago joseph mcconkie wrote a short article on the
symbolism of the exterior of the salt lake temple he made this
observation about interpreting the symbols

one explanation of a symbol that has been given does not preclude
someone else seeing beyond that symbols were intended to expand
our freedom of expression and feelings not limit them in suggesting
some meanings associated with the symbols on the salt lake temple
it need not be supposed that this constitutes the final word on the
matter finality robs symbols of their meaning 106

my interpretation of the exterior symbolism on the temple
will not be the last words on this subject scholarship willwin add
more to our understanding but as a sacred structure the salt lake
temple derives its meaning primarily from the spiritual context that
caused it to be built and from its use for over a century as a place of
spiritual teaching inspiration worship and religious ordinances

I1 have tried to avoid the interpretation of exterior temple
symbols in isolation the medieval cathedrals of europe are viewed
by scholars as a symbolic microcosm of the medieval world 107 a
microcosm in which the symbols are bound together in many
ways the salt lake temple is a microcosm of latter day saint belief
and even of some of its central sacred history As such through the
symbolic relationships expressed on its exterior it gives physical
form to latter day saint faith

the salt lake temple has yet to be matched in the tradition of
the latter day saint temple architecture some may see in this article
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an imperative on how latter day saint temples should be orna-
mented that is neither my intention nor the intention of those
who built the salt lake temple the three other pioneer temples
the st george manti and logan temples which were all begun
and completed during the period that the salt lake temple was
under construction were all made with much less elaborate exte-
rior symbolism orson pratt had this to say about temple architec-
ture and design

you see that notwithstanding all these temples that are now build-
ing in this territory and those that have been built before we came
here in kirtland and nauvoo the lord is not confined to an exact
pattern in relation to these temples building in the different
stakes he will construct his temples in a great variety of ways
and by and by when the more perfect order shall exist we shall con-
struct them through the aid of revelation in accordance with the
temples that exist in yonder heaven 108

spiritual and aesthetic power and majesty and amazing com-
prehensive theological and intellectual thought are expressed
through the exterior symbolism of the salt lake temple it shows
the theological unity of the heavens the symbolism expresses the
sacralization of a new zion and visually links mankind with
the heavenly realms of the lord the sacred history of this dispen-
sation is made manifest and with it the imperative to carry that
message to the world though an orderly process presided over by
the lords priesthood leaders the organizational structure of the
presiding councils of his church is made visible and the centrality
of christ and the imminence of his return to the earth are
expressed surely the architecture of the salt lake temple shines
with craftsmanship and aesthetics but it is the nobility of the tem-
ples sacred messages expressed through the relationships of its
symbols that shines with transcendent brilliance according to
nineteenth century church leaders 109119log the salt lake temple fulfills
this prophecy from isaiah

and it shall come to pass in the last days that the mountain
of the lords house shall be established in the top of the mountains
and shall be exalted above the hills and all nations shall flow unto it

and many people shall go and say come ye and let us go up
to the mountain of the lord to the house of the god ofofjacobjacob and he
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will teach us of his ways and we will walk in his paths for out of
zion shall go forth the law and the word of the lord from
jerusalem

0 house ofjacob come ye and let us walk in the light of the
lord ajsajsaisa 22522 5

richard G oman is senior curator of the museum of church history and art the
author would like to acknowledge doris R dant nancy R lund steven L olsen
robert 0 davis and glen M leonard for their insights and help he thanks his
wife pamela fillmore oman for her encouragement support and patience

NOTES

viktor emil frankl mans search for meaning new york washington
square 1985

12I purposely avoid discussing some symbols such as the inverted stars on
door keystones and the so called saturn stones because I1 did not find a reliable
LDS source on which to base an interpretation several authors have preceded me
in interpreting the salt lake temple and others will do so after this article is pub-
lished similarly there are dozens of books on the iconography of byzantine and
medieval architecture in some cases the authors agree in others they do not
such is the nature of scholarship about significant and complex works of art and
architecture the salt lake temple is such a work I1 approached the exterior
iconography of the salt lake temple from a particular point of view that point
of view affected which sources I1 most valued

3numaonumauma denis fustelaustel de coulanges the ancient city A study on the reli-
gion laws and institutions of greece and rome baltimore johns hopkins
university press 1991 4 As georges duby said in his monumental work on
gothic cathedrals we have to give more attention to the theology than to
the sociology of the period if we wish to understand its art georges duby the
europe of the cathedrals 1140 1280 trans stuart gilbert geneva editions

dart albert skira 1966 9
KsAs a believing latter day saint I1 am not impartial but according to the ger-

man philosopher hegel such impartiality is a myth anyway

even the ordinary the impartial historiographer who believes and
professes that he maintains a simply receptive attitude surrendering
himself only to the data supplied him is by no means passive as

regards the exercise of his thinking powers he brings his categoriescatagoriescatagories
with him and sees the phenomena presented to his mental vision
exclusively through these media G W F hegel philosophical his-
tory in the worlds great thinkers man and the state the7 be politi-

cal philosophers ed saxe commins and robert N linscottUnscott 4 vols
new york random house 194711947 3408
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in other words who we are conditions what we see in spite of all of our
attempts at impartiality

5asaasAs an art historian I1 have used the visual images on the temple itself as its
own best document although I1 have referred to the significant body of spiritual
and scholarly material written about the temple and its meaning james E tal-
mage boyd K packer hugh W nibley and others have written extensively on
this subject the author is grateful for the role these authors have played in build-
ing the foundation for this study james E talmage the house of the lord A
study of holy sanctuaries ancient and modern 1912 reprint salt lake city
bookcraft 1962 boyd K packer the holy temple salt lake city bookcraft
1980 hugh W nibley temple and cosmos beyond tuisthis ignorant present ed
don norton salt lake city deseret book provo utah foundation for ancient
research and mormon studies 1992

among the other scholars who have written about the temple are in alpha-
betical order by surname laurel brana blank andrew the early temples of the
mormonscormonsMormons the architecture of the millennial kingdom in the american west
albany state university of new york press 1978 matthew B brown and paul

thomas smith symbols in stone symbolism in the temples of the early
restoration american fork utah covenant communications forthcoming
1997 loren C dunn symbols in architecture of the temple are aa means of
teaching church news february 13 1993 7 charles mark hamilton author-
ship and architectural influences on the salt lake temple masters thesis uni-
versity of utah 1972 charles mark hamilton nineteenth century mormon
architecture and city planning new york oxford university press 1995
charles mark hamilton the salt lake temple an architectural monograph
phd diss ohio state university 1978 charles mark hamilton nethe salt lake

temple A monument to a people based on the research and study of C mark
hamilton and written in collaboration with the concept and design of C nina
cutrubus salt lake city university seservices 1983 matthew kevin heiss the
salt lake temple and the metaphors of transformation masters thesis univer-
sity of virginia 1986 richard neitzel holzapfel every stone a sermon salt
lake city bookcraft 1992 nels benjamin lundwall temples ofodtheofthethe most high
salt lake city bookcraft 1947 truman madsen ed the temple in antiquity

ancient records and modern perspectives religious studies monograph series
vol 9 provo utah religious studies center brigham young university two
articles of particular interest being hugh W nibley looking backward 395139 51
and hugh W nibley what Is a temple 193719 37 duncan mcneil mcallister A

description of the great temple salt lake city and a statement concerning
the purposesforpurposes for ubichwhich it has been built salt lake city bureau of information
and church literature 1904 joseph fielding mcconkie symbols of our faith
tuisthis people spring 1993 31 34 wallace alan raynor history of the construc-
tion of the salt lake temple masters thesis brigham young university 1961
wallace alan raynor the everlasting spires A story of the salt lake temple
salt lake city deseret book 1965 george H schoemaker acculturation and

transformation of salt lake temple symbols in mormon tombstone art mark-
ers IX journal of the associationforassociation forror gravestone studies 1992 196 215

foror example talmage among others mentions saturn stones referring
to the small stones each decorated with a circle in a square and located just below
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the battlements of the towers talmatalmagetaimagege house of the lord 122 examining the
symbolism of these stones presents several problems the stones were depicted
in the original drawings at the same time that huge stones that are clearly the
ringed saturn were also depicted these stones were dropped from the final
design fig 5434 compare to figs 9 and 19 so we are faced with the question
why depict saturn with two different visual images A second problem is that if
the small circle in a square is not saturn what is it some speculate that these
stones represent the dome of heaven the circle and the earth the square paul
thomas smith and matthew B brown personal communication with author

fig 34 detail from the 1854 side elevation

A third problem is why represent saturn on the temple some speculate
that perhaps this stone is a symbol for kolobdolob a possibility that makes some sense
because kolobdolob is a governing planet its time frame is much slower than the
earths one revolution being one thousand years this interpretation would be
consistent with the expression of time slowing down as ones eye moves upward
from the earthstonesearthstones to the moonstonesmoonstones to the sunstonessunstones again the problem is

that I1 have no historical scriptural or authoritative church reference that says
the saturn stones are really kolobdolob stones to make such a conclusion is too
speculative for me at this time although I1 acknowledge that this omission repre-
sents a major visual gap in my interpretation

7 iconography can refer to a set of symbolic forms or to the images an artist
selects to communicate the meaning of his or her work the word comes from
eikonographia sketch description

because of perceived parallels this symbolism actually linked mary back
to the greek goddess artemis
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see9seeasee n 38 for a discussion of why 1I do not equate the moonstonesmoonstones on the
temple with the terrestrial degree of glory

1010stevensteven epperson symbolic stones and the salt lake temple unpub-
lished paper in possession of the author

temple recommends are certificates that can be signed only by ward and
stake ecclesiastical leaders after interviews that ascertain the spiritualworthinessspiritual worthiness
of the supplicant hugh W nibley meanings and functions of temples in
encyclopedia ofmormonismofmormonism ed daniel H ludlow 5 vols new york macmil-
lan 1992 41462 hereafter cited as EM

12 steven L olsen the mormon ideology of place cosmic symbolism of
the city ofofzionzion 1830 1846 phd diss university of chicago 1985 302

13brigham young in journal of discourses 26 vols liverpool F D
richards 1855 86 8202 october 8 1860 hereafter cited asjdasdasad

14brigham young mjdinjdined 8203 october 8 1860
15truman 0 angell quoted in talmage house of the lord 145

william16wifliam wards architectural drawing of the temple is featured on the
back cover of this issue

17william ward who designed the temple deseret news april 16

1892578 79
brigham young injdined 11133133153155 april 6 1853 hugh nibley says latter day

saints see in the completeness and perfection of joseph smiths teachings regard-
ing the temple a sure indication of divine revelation this is also seen in the design
of the salt lake temple nibley meanings and functions of temples 41462

19thishis tradition was continued in many of the large solemn assembly rooms
in other post nauvoo temples such as st george logan manti los angeles and
washington DC

20thethe melchizedek priesthood with the altar fixtures and furniture
belonging thereunto is situated on the east and the aaronic priesthood belongs
in the west brigham young injdmjdined 11135135 april 6 1853

brigham young injdiajdmajdined 1113311531155133 april 6 1853
22brigham young injdined 11134134 april 6 1853

brigham young mjdinjdined 11134134 april 6 1853
24brigham young injdmjdined 1135 36 april 6 1853
25truman 0 angell cited in raynor everlasting spires 175
2626t 0 angell to president john taylor april 29 1886 john taylor presi-

dential papers LDS church archives underlining in original
27note for example the statues on top of the salt lake city and county

building and the capitol in washington DC
211moseswasonmountmoses was on mount sinai forty days ex 2418 the children of israel

wandered in the wilderness forty years num 1433 jonah predicted nineveh
would be overthrown in forty days jonah 34 and christ fasted forty days in the
wilderness matt 42

isaiah291saiah 491 5 jeremiah 15 abraham 318 james E talmage vitality of
mormonism boston gorham 1919 322 bruce R mcconkie mormon doc-
trine 2dad ed salt lake city bookcraft 1966 765 66

31vilfordilford woodruff injdmjdined 18114 15 september 12 1875
3doctrinedoctrine and covenants 201 see also john franklin hall april 6 in

EM 161 62
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31 buttress31buttress blocks commencing with course m2ma representing the moon in
all its phases during the year 1878 stonemasons diagram salt lake temple
architectural drawings collection LDS church archives

3333trumantruman 0 angell the temple deseret news august 17 1854 2
34 hugh W nibley mormonism and early christianity ed todd M

compton and stephen R ricks collected works of hugh nibley vol 4 salt lake
city deseret book provo utah FARMS 1987 557357

35mircea eliadeellade the myth of the eternal return or cosmos and history
trans willard R trask bollingenbollingerBollingen series XLVI princeton NJ princeton univer-
sity press 1991

310rsonorson F whitney latter day saint ideals and institutions improvement
era 30 august 1927 861

hugh37hugh nibley states that god and the temple represent an ordering agent
counteracting the second law of thermodynamics hugh W nibley temple and
cosmos 1 11

visitors to temple square sometimes see the sun moon and stars as rep-
resenting the three degrees of glory I1 have not offered this interpretation for three
reasons first the three degrees of glory as described in doctrine and covenants
76 are represented by stars telestial moon terrestrial and sun celestial in
ascending order but the pilasterspilasters on the temple have earthstonesearthstones moonstonesmoon stones
and sunstonessunstones in ascending order this difference in sequence seems to indicate
that the order of heavenly rewards is not the iconographical intention of these
symbolic stones second starstonesstarstones are not included in the pilasterspilasters the star
stones that do appear on the temple are over the windows below the battlements
of the east towers and on the big dipper on the west central tower it is not logi-
cal to assume that the telestial kingdom would be represented by stars that are
higher than the sunstonessunstones if the sunstonessunstones were to represent the celestial king-
dom third on the nauvoo temple the sunstonessunstones are rising suns indicating the
restoration not the celestial kingdom if the sunstonessunstones in nauvoo do not symbol-
ize the celestial kingdom they probably do not symbolize the celestial kingdom on
the salt lake temple therefore one may logically assume that there is not a
degrees of heaven iconographical program on the temple

eliadeellade myth of the eternal return 12 the role of a temple as an axis
mundi is well known throughout the earth and across time for example among
the moslems

the kacbakabba at mecca is still thought to mark the exact middle of the
earth and hub of the universe it is surrounded by special shrines
marking the cardinal points and the roads that lead to it are holy the
main one being called the royal road thereatthere at a set time the whole
human race must assemble in one tremendous concourse as it shall
assemble on the day of judgment before the throne of god it was
common in the middle ages to represent jerusalem on maps as the
exact center of the earth and to depict the city itself as a quartered
circle hugh W nibley tuetheeue ancient state salt lake city deseret
book and FARMS 1987 102 4

among the ancient mesopotamiansMesopotamians the ziggurat was a stairway that led
between the lower and upper worlds it represented a mountain because moun-
tains were viewed as places where contact between man and the heavens could
take place nibley what Is a temple 360
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among the hopi indians of northern arizona the kachinas who serve as
the messengers of the gods live on the tops of the san francisco peaks just north
of flagstaff arizona several times per year kachinas come down from the san
francisco peaks into the hopi villages they emerge from the kiva a hopi version
of a temple see harold courlander the fourth world of the chopishopis new york
crown publishers 1971 farkpark waters and oswald white bear fredericks book
of the hopi new york ballantine books 1963 harold S colton hopi kachina
dolls with a key to their identification albuquerque university of new mex-
ico press 1959

among the navajoscavajosNavajos hogans function not only as homes but also as sacred
space hogans are always oriented to the four cardinal directions with the door
facing east the sacred land of the navajoscavajos is surrounded by the four sacred
mountains where the yeisbeis or holy people live contact with the yeisbeis happens
during navajo religious rituals called sings in the sings the creation stories are
told and a large symmetrical diagram like sand painting is created in the hogan
that depicts through symbolic forms the story that is being sung sacred space
symmetry cardinal orientation and creation stories are elements for patterning
the navajo life physical and spiritual health is renewed through a sing when one
brings ones life back into parallel with the spiritual pattern of spiritual leaders
who brought order out of chaos in the beginning of life on this level of existence
some excellent books on navajo religion and culture include paul G zolbrod
dine bajanebahane the navajo creation story albuquerque university of new mex-
ico press 1984 gladys A reichard navaho religion A study of symbolism
bollingenbollingerBollingen series 18 princeton princeton university press 1970 gary wither-
spoon language and art in the navajo universe ann arbor university of
michigan press 1977 and james C faris the nightway A history and a his-
tory of documentation of a navajo ceremonial albuquerque university of
new mexico press 1990

among the ancient greeks and romans temples represented this idea of
centering and connecting with the realms of the sacred the root tem- in greek
and latin denotes a cutting or intersection of two lines at right angles and
hence the place where the four regions of the world come together ancient
temples being carefully oriented to express the idea of pre established harmony
between a celestial and a terrestrial image alfred jeremias quoted in nibley
mormonism and early christianity 358

for additional bibliography see hugh W nibley christian envy of the
temple in mormonism and early christianity 391434391 434 nibley what Is
a temple in mormonism and early christianity 35590355 90 hugh W nibley
the hierocentricHierocentric state western political quarterly 4 june 1951 226 53

packer holy temple and talmage house of the lord A fullfuli length bibliography
on early temples is donald W parry stephen D ricks and john W welch A bib-
liographyliography on temples of the ancient near east and mediterranean world
lewiston NY edwin mellenmeilen 1991

brigham young injdmjdined 1218 19 october 9 1852
angellangeii to taylor

42parieparleyparleypparleysParleyPP pratt oration deseret news april 16 185185318553 2 3
43thethe temple in contributor 14 april 1893 254 orginallyoriginallyorginally published in

deseret news april 16 185185318553 lyrics written by eliza R snow for the cornerstone
laying ceremony of the salt lake temple
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nibley meanings and functions 414585941458 59
45brigham young injdmjdined 113761576376 december 16 18518511

elladeeliade myth of the eternal return 15
47nibley meanings and functions 41458
41nibley41nibley what Is a temple 358

eliadeellade myth of the eternal return 17 eliadeellade indicates that other sacred
central sites also serve this function

eliadeellade myth of the eternal return 10
nibley what Is a temple 358

52wilfordWifod woodruff collected discourses comp and ed brian H stuy 5

vols burbank calif B H S publishing 1987 2208 april 6 18911891

joseph rykwert the idea of a town the anthropology of urban form
in rome italy and the ancient world london faber and faber 1976 24 25

14olsen mormon ideology of place 282
packer holy temple 45

56joseph fielding smith comp teachings of the prophet joseph smith
salt lake city deseret book 1972 181

john taylor injdmjdined 1366 april 19 1854 italics added
whitney latter day saint ideals 851
the fifty earthstonesearthstones can also represent one jubilee cycle see leviticus

258 16 23 55 2716 25
nibley6onibley meanings and functions 414626341462 63 in ancient times a temple

connected the deceased with the present and the future the living could not do
without the dead nor the dead without the living fustelaustel de coulanges ancient
city 28

61forfor an excellent review of the evolution of the symbolic imagery of the
angel moroni see fred roe angels moroni and his associates unpublished
manuscript LDS church archives

61talmagetaimage house of the lord 176
63angell63angell temple 2 james H anderson salt lake temple contributor

14 april 1893 276
john taylor injdmjdmadined 5158 59 august 23 1857 wilford woodruff injdmjdined

6138 december 27 1857 orson hyde injdined 7158 february 12 1860 orson
pratt injdmjdined 7314 september 18 1859 orson pratt injdined 1683 june 15 1873

15 karen lynn davidson our latter day hymns the stories and the mes-
sages salt lake city deseret book 1988 29

66hymns of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city
the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints 1985 hymn no 1

charles W penrose rays of living light library division historical
department the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city

richard G oman and robert 0 davis images offaithof eaithfaith art of the latter
day saints salt lake city deseret book 1995 20 21 the second painting
replicates the first which was painted in 1893

19seesee also brigham young mjdmadin JD 9364 65 august 31 1862 the testi-
mony of gods servants has sounded like the voice of a trumpet from nation to
nation and from people to people and orson pratt injdinedin JD 17318 19 febru-
ary 282818751875

70see also orson hyde injdined 265 october 8 1854
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hexactexact7exact juxtapositjuxtapositionsions are not necessary to establish every iconographical
interpretation part of the beauty of the temple iconography is that the symbolism
has layers of meaning sometimes this layering requires connections between
symbols that are not next to each other let me use two examples the base
meridian stone is part of Nibleys axis mundi interpretation yet there are numer-
ous landscape elements including a high wall separating the base meridian stone
from the temple the east towers represent the first presidency the apostles
and the melchizedek priesthood by all standards these are the governing priest-
hood towers yet the big dipper that points us symbolically to the home of god
is on the lesser priesthood tower intervening architectural and symbolic ele-
ments between the big dipper and the melchizedek priesthood towers do not
mean that our priesthood line of command goes through the aaronic priesthood
to link with god the east central tower needed to be used for the dedication
plaque thus it was not available for the big dipper the big dipper was placed
where there was available space even though there were other architectural and
iconographical elements between it and the east towers ample precedent exists
for connecting elements symbolically that are not juxtaposed physically

atr7trtrumanuman 0 angell the salt lake city temple millennial star 36 may
5 1874 275 cited in raynor everlasting spires 176

73seesee also hamilton temple monument to a people 145
71talmagetaimage house odtheoftheof the lord 180
75 buttress75buttress blocks commencing with course m2ma
76anan excellent article on the significance of the date is john P pratt

passover was it symbolic of his coming ensign 24 january 1994 38 45 see
also hall april 6 161 62 this date has been celebrated by holding a semian-
nual general conference of the church on or near this date for well over a century
and a half

77richard G oman beehive symbol in EM 199
71deseret71 deseret deseret news october 11 1881 2

john79john L cross and violet G cross old glory and her predecessors over
utah orem utah npap 1975 unpaged

tio110 holiness110holiness to the lord was engraved on the plate of the holy crown of
pure gold that was part of aarons temple garments ex 2836 38 see also zech
1420

81joseph81joseph smith jr history of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints ed B H roberts 2dad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1971

7456577456 57 hereafter cited as history of the church
12brigham young injdmjdined 9220 february 16 1862
8317orfor example see matthew 713 john 101 revelation 38 2 nephi 941

3117 18 and doctrine and covenants 22 437
14georgegeorgeaA smith injdmjdined 12265 june 21 1868
85 erastus snow injdmjdined 2416124l6ljunejune 24 1883
861878 is the year the buttresses were raised to the level at which the

moonstonesmoonstones were to be placed
87pratt passover 38 45
88pratt88pratt passover 42 43 44
89pratt89pratt passover 43 44
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this91this date frequently coincides with the feast of the passover which cele-
brates the escape from slavery of the children of israel in egypt so the central
position of this date stretches back over almost thirty five hundred years of reli-
gious history

9doctrinedoctrine and covenants 202011 harold B lee strengthen the stakes ofofzionzion
ensign 3 july 1973 2 spencer W kimball remarks and dedication of the
fayette new york buildings ensign 10 may 1980 54 see also B H roberts
outlines of ecclesiastical history salt lake city deseret book 1979 17

92raynor everlasting spires 175
93talmage house of the lord 179

gordon B hinckley the salt lake temple ensign 23 march 1993 6
rhese91thesethese are the only blank keystones in the temple during the recent ren-

ovation of the exterior of the temple faded paint residue was found on the eyes
indicating they were originally painted naturalistically

96johnjohn taylor indinjd 163163010 1 november 16 1873
this91this distinctive use of a veil seems to be an augmentation from the origi-

nal design the earliest architectural renderings of the temple show the all seeing
eye with the usual eyebrow

91hinckley91hinckley salt lake temple 6
99history of the church 2357 58 italics in original holiness to the lord

also appears on the block of stone designed by the deseret legislature for the
washington monument which was exhibited at general conference and then for-
warded to washington DC the central emblem was a beehivebee hive in full opera-
tion in the centre encircled by the convolvulus &cac with the inscription
holiness to the lord deseret james R clarkdarkoark comp ninth general epistle
messages of the first presidency 6 vols salt lake city bookcraft 1965 2114
april 13 1853

bruce R mcconkie A new witnessorwitnesserwitness porforor the articles of faith salt lake
city deseret book 1985 568 69

101loiangell101angell wrote this in a letter to president john taylor in response to a
question from franklin D richards about the presence of what richards per-
ceived to be masonic symbols on the temple angell to taylor

112hinckley salt lake temple 5
103the walls and courts before the temple of solomon served the same

function
smith teachings of the prophet 287

115richard 0 cowan history ofofldsoflasLDS temples from 1831 to 1990 in EMEK
41453

mcconkie symbols of our faith 32
emile male the gothic image religious art in france of the thirteenth

century trans dora nussey new york harper and row 1958 see also erwin
panofsky gothic architecture and scholasticism new york new american
library 1976

orson pratt injdmjdined 2427 october 26 1879
109log george109george A smith injdinedin JD 2219 march 18 1855 charles W penrose in

JD 22168 july 17 1881 wilford woodruffswoodruffwoodruftwoodruffes dedicatory prayer of the salt lake
temple april 6 1893 in G homer durham ed the discourses of wilford
woodruff salt lake city bookcraft 1969 337



keepingV promises
the LDS church

enters bulgaria 1990 1994
opening bulgaria to LDS missionaries is a story of ofpublicpublic

service andpersonaland personal interaction that bore goodfruitgood fruit through
helping needyneedypeoplepeople improve theirtheirpersonalpersonal conditions

kahlilekahline mehr

introduction

the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints had long antic-
ipated the day it would be allowed to extend its message to the
people behind the iron curtain when communist power began
to evaporate latter day saint missionaries quickly entered hun-
gary 1987 poland 1988 east germany and estonia 1989 and
russia czechoslovakia and romania 1990 in contrast however
the door opened more slowly in bulgaria where the first represen-
tatives of the church were volunteers assigned to teach english
rather than preach the gospel as proselyting missionaries 1

in 1989 bulgaria was a communist nation with a christian
tradition but no bibles during the five centuries bulgaria had been
ruled by the ottoman empire the bulgarian orthodox church had
played an important role in saving bulgarian culture monasteries
helped stave off turkish assimilation by preserving the bulgarian
language literature and religion in 1878 the bulgariansBulgarians shed the
ottoman yoke with military assistance from the russians but in
1944 their liberators became their captors the soviet army rum-
bled into bulgaria and like the ottomans installed a regime that
attempted to efface bulgariasbulgarianBulgarias christian past

bulgaria was one of the most loyal of the satellite states under
soviet communist hegemony nevertheless on november 111119891989

byustudies36BYU studies 36 no 4 1996 9797 69
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two days after the dramatic fall of the berlin wall todor zhivkovzsivkov
the communist party leader in bulgaria for thirty five years was
arrested and forced to resign the nation installed a more demo-
cratic regime opening the door not only for political reform but
also for religious and social reawakening

the communists had eliminated bibles but vestiges of chris-
tianity had survived to nurture a revival of faith the bulgarian
orthodox church of the pre communist past reemerged and many
other religions from outside the country began to establish them-
selves in bulgaria the LDS church arrived in bulgaria not only
with a spiritual message but also with temporal assistance english
teachers and humanitarian service workers who brought much wel-
come assistance to a country struggling with the leviathan task of
reentering a world from which it had long been isolated

because the ability to speak english is highly valued in much
of the world missionaries from the united states have often shared
their language as well as their faith by teaching english classes
indeed english classes are commonly taught in many LDS missions
in bulgaria however the primary purpose of the first missionaries
sent in 1990 was to teach english in bulgarian schools while teach-
ing their language these volunteers shared their beliefs and tapped
a wellspring of curiosity in a nation long denied public religious
observance the arrival of these english teachers gospel preach-
ers was the first milestone in recent church history in bulgaria

in a matter of months the english teaching missionaries were
followed by full time proselyting missionaries who were in turn fol-
lowed just as quickly by another type of church representative
the humanitarian service worker the church had long provided
temporal assistance for its members in need but beginning in the
1980s more of its humanitarian work was focused on the under-
privileged regardless of religion 2 since 1985 the church has in-
creasinglycreasingly asked older church members to donate their knowledge
and skills to nations needing medical educational or other hu-
manitarianmanitarian assistance these missionaries work under the direc-
tion of area presidenciesPresiden cies or church headquarters and coordinate
their work with mission presidents bulgaria was included in this
evolving program
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official contact

even though no official LDS church organization existed in
bulgaria in 1990 the country was under the jurisdiction of the
austria vienna east mission directed by president dennis neuen
schwander elder hans B ringger was president of the europe
area and from 1985 to 1990 elder russell M nelson had the as-

signmentsignment of overseeing the church in eastern europe during this
period these three leaders were frequent visitors to the eastern
european countries emissaries to the newly self directed govern-
ments emerging from the moribund autocracies of communism

some missionaries and church leaders responsible for establishing the
church in bulgaria april 23 1991 sofia bulgaria left to nightright bryan
meyer an elder transferred from yugoslavia to bulgaria dennis B

neuenschwanderNeuenschwander who was president of the austria vienna east mission
which had jurisdiction over bulgaria hans B ringger president of the
europe area elder dallin H oaks who replaced elder russell M nelson
in overseeing the church in eastern europe christian elggren an elder
transferred from germany to bulgaria matthew smith one of the first
missionaries specifically called to bulgaria and mikeal olsen another
elder transferred from yugoslavia to bulgaria courtesy christian elggren
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elder nelson and elder ringger visited sofia in october 1988
the government was still communist and tsviatko tsvetkovtsvetkova of
the religious affairs department was unimpressed through his
interpreter he said nelson ringger mormonscormonsMormons ive never heard
of you elder nelson replied that makes us even we have never
heard of you either its time we got acquainted they did but
much was left undone when the two returned to sofia in feb-
ruary 1990 the government was no longer communist and the re-
ception was more cordial they met with many government and
media representatives 3 desiring to help the bulgarian people and hop-
ing to establish the church in bulgaria elder nelson decided to try
the approach he had used in other eastern european nations 4

rather than asking the bulgarian government what they could do
for the church he asked instead what service the church could
render the bulgariansBulgarians the answer was surprising but simple
send english teachers 5

elders nelson and ringger concluded their visit to bulgaria in
the park of liberty in sofia on february 1513 1990 they were ac-
companiedcompanied by baird king a church member then working at
the US embassy his wife susan and their family there in a
peaceful grove enfolded by fog and surrounded by softly falling
snow elder nelson offered a dedicatory prayer for the preaching
of the gospel in bulgaria and a blessing of hope for a better day in
which the nation would develop in peace politically economi-
cally and socially 6

the english teachers

the request for english teachers to go to bulgaria came to the
desk ofofrossokrossross ekins at church headquarters in salt lake city he was
responsible for processing the paperwork connected with the as-
signmentsignment of missionary couples concurrently morris andan annettadAnnetta
mower a retired couple intent on serving a mission contacted roy
king a former acquaintance and a director in the missionary de-
partmentpartment to inquire about possibilities for missionary service
king referred the mowers to ross ekins morris held a doctorate in
education and was a retired principal annetta was a nurse and had
also worked as a schoolteacher they discussed the possibility of
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bulgarian service and before the mowers left they agreed to ac-
cept an assignment in bulgaria if it was offered their call to bul-
garia 7soon came

another couple delbert and marilyn fowler were also called
to serve in bulgaria delbert fowler had been a high school princi-
pal in salt lake city marilyn had taught one year of high school
they were not seeking a mission call when they were interviewed
by their stake president their names had been suggested by
george brooks a newly appointed mission president who had
been the personnel manager of the salt lake city school district
the fowlers accepted the call 8

meanwhile the mowers in downtown salt lake city to com-
plete their missionary paperwork coincidentally met elder nel-
son outside the church office building learning of their call to
bulgaria he invited them to his office where he told them they
would not only teach english but also teach the gospel and bap-
tize and he predicted that people would come to them seeking
religious guidance 9

the mowers energetically made preparations packing was a
major undertaking because they wanted to include substantial
amounts of church literature as well as english texts they scrupu-
lously stowed away the ninety pounds permitted each airline pas-
senger which was nonetheless twenty pounds in excess of what
was permitted in europe without paying a surcharge while at the
missionary training center in provo utah for a week of training
the mowers and the fowlers went to utah valley community col-
lege to observe classes taught in english as a second language

on september 9 1990 the two couples departed salt lake
city en route to new york 10 on takeoff from denver the plane
blew a tire they now faced the exhausting trial of making new
connections meanwhile a fifth english teacher judith gubler who
had also accepted a call to bulgaria was scheduled to connect in
new york with the two couples from salt lake but no one came

A schoolteacher from provo utah sister gubler felt the
desire to serve a mission even though she was older than the usual
single missionary after submitting her mission papers she sought
confirmation of her feelings while attending a temple session the
response was clear and unequivocal she heard the words you
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are needed now in her minds eye she saw people who did not
look american she was confused when her mission call came and
it was to north carolina 11

sister gublersgullersGublers feeling of disquiet grew when she was asked
to extend her stay at the missionary training center in order to re-
ceive family history training she had been in north carolina for
just a week and a half when the missionary department called and
explained that her assignment was being changed to bulgaria where
they needed english instructors she knew that this was where she
was needed

sister gubler arrived in vienna alone president and sister
neuenschwanderNeuenschwander met her with a bouquet of flowers and asked the
whereabouts of the others for news of the mishap in denver
had not yet reached vienna the president told her the church had
been trying all year to set up the english instruction program but
had encountered delays because of turmoil in the new govern-
ment he added that he had been praying for english teachers

the initial group of english teachers september 11 1990 front row
morris mower rose mariemanemarle daegledaegele annetta mower back row delbert
fowler marilyn fowler judith gubler courtesy judith gubler
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sister gubler later met her first mission companion rose marie
daigle from maine who had been working as a companion to an
older church member in finland sister Dadalgiesigles finnish visa had
been about to expire and she had been looking for an opportunity
to serve elsewhere when she learned of the opportunity to teach
english in bulgaria

the mowers and the fowlers finally arrived and the group of
six departed by plane for sofia on september 12 1990 1211 repres-

entativessentatives of the hosting organization the saints cyril and method-
ius international foundation were at the airport to greet them and
transport them to their assignments the single sisters were taken
to smolyan site of the bulgarian national school of language the
fowlers were sent to teach in a high school north of sofia at
pravetscravetsPravets the birthplace of todor zhivkovzsivkov the mowers were as-
signed to sofia

teaching english in sofia the realization they were in
totally foreign circumstances began to sink in as the mowers
encountered their first challenges the former residents of the
apartment that had been secured in their behalf by the foundation
had not entirely moved out when they arrived when the mowers
were finally in the apartment the lights went off at the time it
was a common occurrence to have insufficient electrical power to
service all customers twenty four hours a day since it was already
dark the mowers decided to go out to eat they were seated at a
table for six where in the usual bulgarian manner four seats were
already occupied since they knew no bulgarian they ordered by
pointing and were served a dish made primarily of sour cheese a
taste they were definitely unaccustomed to they arrived back at
the apartment before the lights came on found stubby candles but
no matches and resigned themselves to an evening in the dark

two interpreters from the foundation took them on a city tour
the next day As they passed the US embassy baird king emerged
he had been alerted by his parents acquaintances of the mowers
of the imminent arrival of the missionary couple all felt mutual
comfort in a newly found friend so far from home king inquired
who told you what to bring elder mower answered no one

king responded this is going to be a hard winter and it was the
food stores were empty food lines for cheese bread and eggs
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were long the wait tedious and the mowers had no time to waste
the first winter was the toughest of their stay yet these circum-
stances soon waned into insignificance as they began to teach

the mowers began teaching on september 24 1990 13 they
could have hardly anticipated the conditions they encountered
at the first class the chalk was so hard as to be virtually useless
and the chalkboardchalkboard had a surface like cement there were no
erasers they had to wash the board with a sponge or rag and wait
for the water to evaporate the windows were broken there was
no heat there were no books except those they had brought the
podium was a rickety platform the class was comprised of young
adults at the graduate level preparing for a graduate record exam-
ination that would permit them to study abroad they sat at grade
school desks when the weather turned colder elder mower
decided to move the class to the mowers apartment where ac-
commodations were better 14 the class lasted three hours a day for
two weeks

sister mower started teaching separately during the second
week doubling their teaching capacity they taught several differ-
ent classes a day sometimes in rotation with bulgarian teachers of
english the classes lasted for two four or six weeks the mowers
were told a week before each class where they would teach next
they would walk to class or use public transportation sister
mower even taught in an army installation they taught evenings
as well as days and they rendered their service gratis the classes
grew quickly but the mowers managed the heavy work load 15

whatvatwat was particularly inspirational to them was that in spite of
not knowing the language they were always able to make appoint-
ments deal with the customs and run into people they needed to
contact they saw the hand of the lord constantly with them in
small matters 16

elder mower stumbled upon another way to help their stu-
dents when he unpacked to his surprise he found five boxes of
personal checks and no neckties he knew he had intended to
pack the ties and certainly not the checks he could see no value in
them until he learned that the english testing service at the US
embassy would not accept payment in bulgarian currency US dol-
lars could not be bought in bulgaria at the time after reviewing
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the instructions from the testing service elder mower discovered
they would accept US checks As a service to his students he
paid for their tests and they returned the payment to him in bul-
garian money at the official rate of exchange before US dollars
became available to bulgariansBulgarians the mowers went through four
boxes of checks 17

whatever their success in teaching english the missionaries
efforts to establish the church flourished four members lived in
bulgaria when the english teachers arrived dr kafeero G wil-
liams from uganda baptized in london and attending medical
school in sofia ivan miranov baptized in hungary and married to a
bulgarian gabor todorov baptized in switzerland while attending
school and sneginastegina filipova baptized in france 18 when the
mowers assignment concluded in march 1992 they left a church
membership of several hundred and a mission that had the third
highest baptismal rate in europe 19

the mowers exerted a religious influence through their en-
glish instruction because no restriction was placed on the subject of
their classes they incorporated church literature into their lessons
because of the long absence of religion from bulgarian culture the
discussion of religion piqued the interest of many students

president neuenschwanderNeuenschwander visited sofia the weekend after
the first english class he proposed holding a fireside to which the
mowers would invite their students twenty came as well as
sneginastegina filipova one of the four bulgarian members of the
church president neuenschwanderNeuenschwander who holds a doctorate de-
scribed graduate school and then taught from the scriptures
the reactions were mixed one student said the joseph smith
story sounded like a fantasy another mirella lazarovakazarovaLazarova asked to
learn more

on october 14 1990 a month after arriving in bulgaria the
mowers held a church service in their apartment and invited their
students twenty three came mirella lazarovakazarovaLazarova interpreted for sis-
ter mower and kafeero williams interpreted for elder mower in
later church meetings students from the english classes taught
church lessons even though they were not yet members within a
month fifty four people were attending church services leaving
standing room only
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the mowers also made contacts in food lines one day
while waiting in a food line a woman eager to speak english
helped them understand the price of bread the mowers invited
her to church she later served as a pianist and a chorister in an-
other food line they met a woman who accepted their invitation
to go to church and brought her granddaughter at the time the
childs mother was in italy where she had joined the church
the grandmother was very upset at her daughters conversion
until she met the mowers and became better acquainted with the
church she was baptized and became one of the first relief soci-
ety teachers and a translator of lesson materials

on november 14 1990 four proselyting missionaries arrived
in bulgaria and on november 24 six converts were baptized in
the first bulgarian baptismal service among those baptized were
mirella lazarovakazarovaLazarova and her husband ventsislavVentsislav lazarov 20 ventsislavVentsislav
was later called as one of the first branch presidents and mirella as
one of the first relief society presidents 21

the mowers coordinated their efforts with the proselyting
missionaries they arranged for the missionaries to attend the
english classes adding a new dimension to the lessons one mis-
sionarysionary for instance told the students about his experiences
rock climbing rappellingrappelling and camping in america the mowers
were assertive and the bulgariansBulgarians seemed to accept that ap-
proach in the words of an early convert they were aggressive
in a good way 22

food was scarce during the first winter in sofia the mowers
did not know what they would be able to buy or when they would
be able to buy it yet in elder mowers words we were fed by the
ravens 23 an american of bulgarian descent victor coy who was
a member of the church came to visit his cousins in bulgaria dur-
ing christmas he brought food and shared it with the missionar-
ies he even went to greece and brought back food baird king
also carried in food from greece and president neuenschwanderNeuenschwander
brought in food from vienna still the mowers were down to a few
onions potatoes and some dried milk in late february 1991 when
john dinkelman an embassy employee in belgrade and four mis-
sionariessionaries from yugoslavia drove through a snowstorm to bring in a

vanloadvanloan of food the kings also left the mowers their excess food
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the first baptismal group in post communist bulgaria november 24

1990 sofia left to right elder morris mower emil and deanna christov
with their children rumen and eugeny and mirella and ventsislavVentsislav
lazarov courtesy christian elggren

when they left the country in march 1991 in spite of the ravens
elder mower lost thirty pounds during the first winter 2421

teaching english in pravetscravetsPravets the food situation was not as
dire in pravetscravetsPravets where the fowlers taught at an elite boarding
school there they could eat at least one meal a day with the stu-
dents stinnstillstiff they faced challenges whisked away upon arrival the
fowlers found themselves isolated in a small village totally unlike
the metropolis where they had lived in utah however they had
little time to ponder their fate for they immediately immersed
themselves in teaching english they found some comfort in the
fact that they could converse with four bulgarian english teachers
at the school 25

the school accepted approximately twelve hundred students
with high achievement test scores from throughout the country
and focused on training them in the use of computers A computer
company stood adjacent to the school and some students were
employed part time in computer manufacturing
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elder fowler taught third and fourth year students while his
wife taught second year students in contrast to most schools in
the US in pravetscravets the teachers rather than the students moved
from class to class this custom caused considerable hardship for
the older couple who had to lug their materials up and down
stairs unlike the mowers the fowlers were unable to offer their
services gratis because their salaries would have been dropped
from the school budget had they not accepted the money how-
ever they used their salaries to benefit the school buying hard to
obtain supplies such as tape recorders in sofia and donating them
to the school the fowlers had the same problem with hard chalk as

had the mowers but they solved the problem by shipping chalk in
from utah

the main hardship for the fowlers was their isolation they
went to sofia at least monthly to in elder fowlers words recover
their sanity and to help in church services in pravetscravets they had
only each other they were told not to teach the gospel to the stu-
dents unless the parents were present As the parents lived else-
where the fowlers did not proselyte they had served in pravetscravets
for seven months when in march 1991 they were temporarily
transferred to vienna in vienna they learned how to manage a mis-
sion office and then returned to sofia in june 1991 to establish and
run the mission office of the newly created bulgaria sofia mission

teaching english in smolyan the sisters in smolyan also
fared well in a boarding school where food was available smolyan
is located on the southern border of bulgaria about six hours by
bus from sofia the sisters taught in the ivan vasovbasov language school
which included grades two through high school german and en-
glish were the principal languages taught the language school was
also an elite school accepting annually only about fifty out of two
thousand applicants As in pravetscravetsPravets students qualified for admittance
through exams sister gubler taught english classes for eighth and
eleventh grades sister daigle taught ninth and tenth grades they
like the fowlers accepted salaries to preserve the schoolsschools budget
and returned the money to the school in supplies they also ex-
panded their students cultural experiences for instance they
imported bats mitts and baseballs from utah and taught their stu-
dents how to play baseball 26
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sister gubler did not leave religion out of the classroom she
may have been the first person to teach the bible as literature in a
public school in bulgaria since the advent of communism in that
country and she did it at the insistence of the students when the
students invited her to meet their families who lived out of town
sister gubler explained that on sunday she needed to study the
bible as well as hold church services with sister daigle the stu-
dents were shocked that she had a bible one boy said when they
come to take you away you call me and I1 will protect you they
asked permission to attend her church services and on the first
sunday fourteen students came to the missionaries apartment

when school officials learned of her weekend activities they
summoned her to explain the students asked she offered in her
defense and then she reminded the officials that it may do little
good to tell teenagers what they could not do the board decided
that if the students were that curious they would allow her to
teach the bible in school where they could observe they had only
one qualification that she teach the bible without a religious em-
phasis she said that was not possible they suggested that the sub-
ject not be brought to their attention again so the discussion
stopped but the classes continued

along with english classes the sisters taught classes in the
evenings culture one night a week music on another and the bible
on another they continued to hold meetings on sunday and the
number attending grew when twenty students were coming they
started looking for another place to hold meetings assistance came
through a dentist who was curious about why americans were in
smolyan he arranged for the group to meet in the library of the
dental clinic eventually school officials let them meet on school
premises in the music room so that they could have a piano when
german speaking missionaries arrived later the group held services
in three languages and students interpreted between bulgarian
german and english when the group reached forty five people
the church authorized them to rent a facility in the youth center

the proselyting missionaries

the first four proselyting missionaries to enter bulgaria were
serving in other countries when they were assigned to bulgaria
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two were from yugoslavia then part of the austria vienna east
mission and had been speaking a language similar to bulgarian
the other two missionaries were serving in germany together the
combined skills of the missionaries prepared the way for a much
larger contingent of missionaries to follow

when david garner entered the missionary training center
in provo utah in the fall of 1989 the berlin wall was still standing
and the communist world was still a reality his call was to
yugoslavia little did he realize he would be serving in more than
one communist country on sunday evening november 11 1990
the anniversary of todor zhivkovsZhivkovs arrest president dennis neuen
schwander phoned elder garner to extend a new assignment as

the district leader over the first bulgarian missionary district the
most experienced serbo croatian speaker he would be the senior
elder of those entering bulgaria the announcement was so sur-
prising and unexpected that after the telephone call elder garner
turned pale and shook for at least fifteen minutes 2717 elder trent
warner had served in zagrevzagreb yugoslavia for eight months when
he received his telephone call from president neuenschwanderNeuenschwander
that sunday evening all elder warner knew of bulgaria was that it
produced catsup sold in yugoslavia elder garner and elder
warner reported to vienna the following tuesday28tuesday28121128

when christian elggren entered the missionary training cen-
ter for the germany frankfurt mission in january 1990 he wit-
nessed the excitement of missionaries receiving calls to enter the
former communist world many hoped to be included in the ex-
citementcitement of serving in countries that they had grown up thinking
were forbidden elder elggren served eight months in germany
on monday november 12 1990 he was attending a district mis-

sionary meeting in kaiserslautern when his president david
wirthlin phoned and announced his assignment to bulgaria the
missionary was numbed by the realization that he was now one of
those chosen to open another part of the former communist
domain to the latter day saint faith 29

elder elggren knew little of the bulgariansBulgarians A romanian con-
vert in germany had told him that all emigre bulgariansBulgarians were for-
mer KGB agents fleeing from the reforms in their homeland with
little success he had taught a few bulgariansBulgarians and had formed
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negative opinions based on that limited contact he therefore
thought it was ironic that he had been chosen elder elggren left
for frankfurt the next morning he was joined by elder timothy
kuta who had been serving in frankfurt and had also received the
surprising call to bulgaria the previous day president Wirthwirthlinhinfin blessed
the missionaries and put them on a plane to vienna austria

president neuenschwanderNeuenschwander brought the german elders
from the airport to the mission home just as the elders from
yugoslavia walked in from the train station the president ex-
plained the prospects they would be isolated in a poor and
unsettled nation and would be given no allowance for failing to
abide by the gospel they preached he told them that their time
was precious and that they needed to learn the language and cus-
toms as rapidly as possible in order to help the new missionaries
now being called to bulgaria 30 they stocked up on canned foods
soup mixes toilet paper sleeping bags and other supplies on
wednesday they departed 31

the foursome entered bulgaria on student visas because the
church did not yet have legal status in bulgaria 32 they were
hosted by the saints cyril and methodius foundation as an exten-
sion of the agreement that had brought in the english teachers
the foundation arranged for quarters and assigned them to two
bulgarian instructors two women who spoke neither english nor
german their textbooks were entirely in bulgarian bilingual dic-
tionariestionaries were scarce and had to be shared because serbo
croatian is related to bulgarian the two yugoslavian missionaries
provided a tenuous ability to communicate 3331 for two months the
missionaries studied six hours a day four days a week 34 in the eve-
nings they taught gospel discussions to students from the mowersspowerssMowerss
english classes or to bulgariansBulgarians who had encountered the church
while traveling abroad with his nascent understanding of the lan-
guage elder garner attempted to teach in bulgarian a week after
arriving 35 until they obtained some mastery of the new language
the other missionaries taught in english german or serbo croatian 36

originally the missionaries were to provide humanitarian ser-
vice after they mastered the language but at the end of their train-
ing this service was not requested consequently since they were
there they taught they did not proselyte in public there was no



food supplies brought into bulgaria by the elders 1990 sofia standing
behind their supplies are left to right elders timothy kuta david gar-
ner and trent warnerwamer courtesy christian elggren
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the elders first day in bulgaria 1990 sofia left to right david garnergamer
christian elggren timothy kuta president dennis B neuenschwanderNeuenschwander
who had accompanied them to sofia to help orient them and trent

warner courtesy christian elggren

tracting door to door no street contacting with displays and no at-
tempts to reach contacts through the media they did not wear
nametagsnametags still they taught a constant flow of people as the inter-
est generated by the mowers spread through the students to rela-
tives and friends 37 people were curious about the missionaries
from america and for some the spiritual message the elders pro-
moted brought hope for a better future

the missionaries worked in a grim world of stark architec-
ture polluted air and darkly clothed people hunkered in endless
food lines the entire stock of the central department store in sofia
consisted of some tools and blue work clothes 38138311 eating establish-
ments offered only one entree and only a relatively few people had
enough money to eat out one had to get up early and stand in line
to purchase meat for one hour out of three the electricity was
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off 39 to elder elggren initially everything seemed dead but for
him the shock the gloom and the sadness quickly dissipated as

he became involved in the lives of the people 40 the missionaries
quickly discovered bulgarian hospitality of her own volition the
coordinator of the bulgarian classes stood in line for two hours to
buy the missionaries some bologna 41 although food was in short
supply the people they visited would always feed them even
when the missionaries requested that they not do so 42

the missionaries found many opportunities to converse with
people on the streets A missionary would say to a person at a bus
stop or on a bus do you mind if I1 talk with you im from amer-
ica and im trying to learn your language inevitably the conversa-
tion would lead to religion one couple who wanted to learn more
invited the missionaries straight off the bus into their home 43

interest in religion ran high at the time and the missionaries
were constantly occupied with teaching on december 8 1990
elder elggren reported in his journal that there were thirty five inves-
tigatorsti at church he lamented that with our language class we
dont have enough time to teach them all 44 on january 12 1991
president neuenschwanderNeuenschwander spoke to 230 people at a fireside elder
mower introduced the missionaries individually and invited people
to ask them questions and many did 45 by january 27 there were
eighty five investigators at church although church membership
stood at only fifteen 46 on february 9 six more investigators were
baptized elder elggren commented in his journal 1I have no doubt
in my mind that these people were prepared to begin the work
here and to be the future leaders the level of spiritual sensitivity is

awesome what a great blessing it is to be a messenger of the true
gospel in this choice land with these people 47 in march elder
elggren wrote

we have over 200 referrals to look up and this weekend pres ring-
ger of the quorum of seventy is coming down to speak at the
national palace of culture to get this get us more contacts we

also had a full page article on us in the newspaper with a picture of
the salt lake temple lehi and family on the ship and elder mower
its called adding injury to pain we cant do all 48

the lamanite generation a brigham young university perform-
ing group went to bulgaria in june 1991 As no one was buying
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tickets the mowers bought a
thousand tickets and gave them
to former students missionar-
ies neighbors and people they
had met in customs the post
office the airport or anywhere
else they generated an audi-
ence of two thousand the
sisters in smolyan supported
the groups production in
plovdivPlovdiv 4919 the performances
provided bulgariansBulgarians a new
perspective on the church as

gy more than a sunday affair
produced many investigators

lyubomir traikovtraikosTraikov october 1992 and created a great deal of
baptized partly as a result of the goodwill 50 among those whose
lamanite generations 1991 visit to baptisms were generated by
bulgaria traikovtraikos became the first the visit of the lamanite gen-

erationbulgarian to LDS missionserve an was lyubomir traikovtraikosTraikov
he was assigned to ukraine cour-
tesy who later became the firstkahlilekahline mehr

bulgarian to serve as a mis-
sionary for the church

in february 1991 two more missionaries elder bryan meyer
and elder mikeal olsen were transferred from yugoslavia to join
the four in bulgaria 51 the tensions in yugoslavia would soon
erupt into a civil war temporarily terminating any possibility
of teaching a gospel of peace there meanwhile the first group of
missionaries specifically called to bulgaria arrived at the mission-
ary training center in provo utah on february 13 1991 the
first anniversary of elder nelsonsbelsonsNelsons dedicatory prayer in the park of
liberty 5251 they were elders matthew smith benjamin allred
brian felt and joel flood

the kiriakovskiriakousKiriakovs

when the first missionaries to be sent to bulgaria entered the
missionary training center they were greeted by julia kiriakovaKiriakova
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caswell a native bulgarian the ability to speak bulgarian was a
rare skill in a church only recently permitted to enter that country
and julia who was a member of the church had accepted an invi-
tation to move from virginia to provo for the purpose of teaching
her native tongue to the missionaries 5313

in 1963 the kiriakovkiriakosKiriakov family parents kiril and nevenka and
children julia and peter were living in sofia the father kiril was a
dental technician when kiril learned that a post in algeria was
available he applied praying for the first time in his life he asked
that he would be able to take his family to algeria six other people
in kirilskirias section also applied to avoid conflict in determining
who should go the seven colleagues decided to draw slips of
paper six noes and one yes out of a hat kiril drew the yes
slip the others protested they drew a second time and again
kiril drew the yes the group insisted on seven draws in all
demanding new slips blindfolding kiril having someone else draw
for him and finally making him draw last at every draw kirilskirias slip
said yes the group finally abided by their agreement 5414

after completing his assignment in algeria kiril applied for a
visa to vacation in france his unspoken intent was to flee the
bulgarian embassy granted him a visa but would not grant visas to
his family julia offered a solution she had been taught to forge sig-
natures in school as part of the training offered bulgarian children
in anticipation of them defrauding their foes in the west she
forged the words and family on the visa after the name of the
father 55 in the confusion following an attempted coup the author-
ities granted the whole family visas and the kiriakovskiriakousKiriakovs escaped to
france eventually the bulgarian intelligence network located them
and repeatedly sent letters threatening them with death if they did
not return

the kiriakovskiriakousKiriakovs had been struggling with poverty and fear for
nearly one year in france when the LDS missionaries knocked on
their door the family were baptized in june 1966 julia was even-
tually awarded a scholarship to brigham young university and in
1969 the kiriakovskiriakousKiriakovs immigrated to the US in november 1989 it
was julia broadcasting from washington BCDC over the voice of
america who informed the bulgarian people and the world that
bulgaria was no longer a communist nation
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kirilskirias patriarchal blessing informed him that he would one
day preach the gospel to his people in bulgaria it was not pleasant
to anticipate returning to a country in which the sentence of death
for kiril and of life imprisonment for nevenka still hung over them
because of their defection then in 1991 kiril lay in a hospital
bed with a gangrenous leg the surgeon intended to amputate it
but kiril knowing that he was still to preach the gospel in bul-
garia refused the operation and requested a blessing from his local
priesthood leaders the next morning he walked out of the hospi-
tal and two days later he received a call to serve as mission presi-
dent in bulgaria while julia taught bulgarian to the missionaries in
provo her father prepared to serve as their mission president

A new mission

in april 1991 the missionaries taught by julia and others in
provo arrived in bulgaria the first sister missionary assigned to
proselyte raylyn hales arrived in june 556 the nucleus of the mis-
sionary corps was in place for the creation of a new mission on
july 1 1991 the austria vienna east mission was largely disman-
tled bulgaria sofia became a separate mission romania was trans-
ferred to the hungary budapest mission and yugoslavia to the
austria vienna mission leaving only ukraine within the earlier mis-
sions boundaries austria vienna east mission president dennis B

neuenschwanderNeuenschwander had been sustained as a member of the second
quorum of the seventy in april conference in july he began to
serve as a counselor in the europe area presidency thus he con-
tinued to play a role in bulgaria but now as a support to the new
mission president kiril kiriakovkiriakosKiriakov

because of legal considerations the church came into bul-
garia not as a church but as an association in january 1991199iggi1 elder
mower began the process of filing and remrefreremmlingfilingfling the papers neces-
sary to resolve the various questions and objections of the govern-
ment so it would grant official recognition to the church A petition
for recognition was signed by church members in bulgaria and
submitted in april 1991 57 the saints cyril and methodius founda-
tion leaders used their influence on behalf of the church they had
a critical impact on the final recognition which was granted
july 10 1991 just after the arrival of president kiriakovkiriakosKiriakov the church
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was registered in the name of bulgarian resident ventsislavVentsislav
lazarov 58158511 elder elggren recorded in his journal today the church
was registered what does that mean we wear tags we contact
we tracttract595919 after the church was legally recognized the mission-
aries could set up a street display and typically within two hours
fill up their schedule for a week 60

on september 881991199 1 elder boyd K packer and elder dallin H
oaks visited bulgaria 61 A church service attended by 355555 people
was held at the national palace of culture the membership had
now surpassed a hundred As elder elggren reported even the
atheists were listening 62

president kiriakovkiriakosKiriakov served for six months before being re-
leased because of poor health on his way to bulgaria he had
slipped in a zurich hotel bathtub and broken two ribs though the
extent of his injury was not known until he arrived in bulgaria
this and other medical problems led to his early release in january
1992 president neuenschwanderNeuenschwander confirmed that the lord had
kept his promise that president iakovkiriakovkiriakosKir would preach to his people
and that he had set an example for future missionaries by accept-
ing the call to serve 63

elder mower served as acting mission president during feb-
ruary 1992 in march dale warner the new mission president
arrived with his wife renee president warner had been an educa-
tional administrator and russian teacher in the weber county
school district in ogden utah where he had been dennis neuen
schwanderswanderssch first russian teacher sister warner had taught geogra-
phy and history 64

in 1990 the warners had initially been considered for service
as english teachers in bulgaria but elder nelson had changed the
assignment when he became aware of brother warners russian
language skillskiffskinn the warners were the first missionaries called to
the finland helsinki east mission which was being formed to over-
see the preaching of the gospel in russia

the warners served eighteen months in finland and russia
they had been home only two days when brother warner received
a call from elder dallin H oaks who asked the couple to visit him
in salt lake city they went thinking that elder oaks wanted a
report on their service in russia instead elder oaks called them
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to serve in the land to which they had nearly been called two years
previously entering bulgaria in march 1992 president warner pro-
vided the administrative skill needed to organize inexperienced
members young missionaries and church service workers into a
united functioning whole

meanwhile another couple was being called to replace the
fowlers who were in the mission office during the 1991 october
general conference keith hansen who was living in logan utah
took particular notice of elder nelsonsbelsonsNelsons talk calling for more mis-
sionariessionaries and he and his wife discussed serving a mission that
same day while his wife was away keith received a call from
church headquarters asking the hansens to go on a mission to
eastern europe later he had a hard time convincing his wife that
they had received such a call they preceded the warners by two
months arriving in january 1992 65

the first members

following the 6 baptisms in 1990 were 147 more in 1991 66

As of october 1992 167 more people had been baptized for a
total of 320 members missionaries worked in sofia plovdivPlovdiv and
smolyan there were four branches in sofia and groups in plovdiv
and smolyan

fledgling relief society and young women programs were
initiated by the sister missionaries in 1991 by this time in sofia
were twelve sister missionaries 67 sister warner assisted particu-
larly by sister leslie ann davis began to direct the work of the sis-
ter missionaries in strengthening young women organizations and
developing relief society programs 68 elder mark james helped
establish the primary program 69

by early 1994 the number of branches in sofia had doubled
and they were organized into two districts the groups in plov
div and smolyan had become branches the membership stood at
approximately eight hundred 70

the church had a profound effect on the lives of many of
the new members mirella and ventsislavVentsislav lazarovakazarovaLazarova were two of the
first to be baptized when mirella gave up coffee her mother
teased her unmercifully yet mirella persisted in her beliefs and
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her mother eventually became a faithful member who strength-
ened the daughter she once teased mirellasmerellasMirellas gospel experience
taught her to love people even when she disapproved of their con-
duct the gospel gave her hope for something better than the
banality of her environment 71

during october and november of 1990 olia botchevabatchevaBotcheva
attended the second english class taught by the mowers she knew
more english than most and could communicate well with her
teachers they invited her to church but she felt strange about
going because she had little conception of what church meant
she was merely curious about the religion until she was visited by
the missionaries at first she thought they were simply guests but
she soon learned they were serious about teaching her their reli-
gion she listened but was held back by the prejudices of her
upbringing the first time she read the book of mormon she did so

to find fault the second time her attitude changed she began to
recognize it was a powerful book unlike any she had read because
of her rational upbringing these feelings frightened her at first but
in the end religion turned her world around she discovered for
herself that there was something greater in life than logic 72

on july 6 1991199iggi1 she was baptized her family was upset they
had been influenced by the media describing the church as a cult
and an evil influence but they liked the missionaries olias mother
would serve meat to the missionaries while olia would be with-
out olia interpreted for foreign visitors from the church trans-
lated hymns and helped edit bulgarian translations of the scriptures
she was later admitted to brigham young university

in october 1991 zlatan denchevdencheydancheyDenchevchey a young man with a doc-
torate in chemistry sat in a class of twentyfivetwenty five students waiting
for their english instructor from america there was no mistaking
their instructor elder mower arrived in a checked shirt and cow-
boy boots speaking so rapidly that zlatan though he had studied
english for some time could not understand a word it took an
hour to begin catching on and a month to understand more than
half but he persisted 73

zlatan also attended church his interest was such that on
one occasion after a class he stayed to hear elder mowers explana-
tions about the church even though the power was out and they
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sofia central branch october 25 1992 elder brian felt is at the piano
courtesy kahlilekahline mehr

sofia central branch leadership october 25 1992 left to kightright zlatan
denchevdanchevDenchev branch president later a district president one of his coun
selorsdelors and elder evan Menimemmottmott who replaced elder mower courtesy
kahlilekahline mehr
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sat together in darkness elder mower let his students check out
books and zlatan was the one who most availed himself of this
opportunity he checked out gospel principles and at the follow-
ing class reported on the doctrine of individual agency he asked
for a book of mormon at the end of the english course 7471

when the missionaries visited zlatanszlatanaZlatans home his family
according to zlatan was in a critical situation both spiritually and
temporally however they discovered that knowing eternal truths
could change their lives in february 1992 zlatan denchevdanchev and
his wife nadia were baptized on march 1 1992 the last sunday
the mowers were in bulgaria zlatan blessed the sacrament for the
first time

nadia denchevadanchevaDencheva discovered through the gospel that happi-
ness comes from small things she enjoyed the happy counte
nancesbances of the missionaries and felt the joy in their hearts
pondering the changes in her life after three years and two months
of membership nadia decided the most important change was
learning how to love others 7571

these members and others similarly altered by their new
faith formed the core of church membership in bulgaria friend-
ships in the church were deep and members often socialized long
after the meetings concluded branch members felt more like a

large loving family than a group of casual acquaintances 76 the
new meaning that members found in their inner lives changed
their outer world

humanitarian service

during this time the church not only brought bulgaria a new
spiritual message it also offered the country new means to help
itself temporally the first humanitarian service workers sent to
bulgaria were lynn and beverly nelson lynn had served as director
of the sheltered workshop a special education school program in
logan utah the nelsonsbelsons were called by the welfare department
of the church to serve in bulgaria for eighteen months they
entered the country in february 1992 and began to ascertain what
needs could be met by church resources they were given wide
discretion in what they chose to do for their call was simply to
reduce the suffering of the children 77
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just as the nelsonsbelsons entered bulgaria a large container of sup-
plies including medical books arrived from deseret industries the
staff at the medical school in sofia were ecstatic and in order to
make sure that the supplies reached them the school sent their
own vehicle to pick the container up at the seaport of varna the
missionaries spread the contents of the shipment all over the floor
in one of the rooms at the school elder nelson distributed the sup-
plies while elder mower stood at the door to make sure that noth-
ing was removed without proper accounting 78

elder nelson visited the director of special schools in the
ministry of education and asked what was needed for the children
the response was for assistance in psychological testing and cur-
riculum development the nelsonsbelsons relayed these requests to salt
lake city and a call went out for specialists willing to spend two
or more weeks in bulgaria and for donations of other resources
needed to assist in upgrading the bulgarian educational system
one of those answering the call was cregg ingram from brigham
young university ingram visited special education schools in bul-
garia for four weeks and at the university of sofia worked closely
with the dean of the school for training special education teachers
he returned home and devoted six more months to developing the
needed curriculum

meanwhile the nelsonsbelsons determined that bulgarian specialists
needed firsthand experience in america they selected the head-
master of a school for the deaf and an associate professor from the
university of sofia to visit utah in early 19951993 professor ingram
hosted them at brigham young university they also visited the
university of utah and utah state the foreign visitors were im-
pressed by the respect given to those with disabilities and by the
special education programs in the universities the nelsonsbelsons also
coordinated the shipment of equipment such as braille typewriters
to two of bulgariasbulgarianBulgarias schools for the blind 79

the nelsonsbelsons suggested that the bulgariansBulgarians set up a model
classroom a wood workshop with modern tools where disabled
students could develop a skillskiffskinn that would provide them some inde-
pendencependence in life the headmistress of the school selected for the
model classroom believed so strongly in this program that she
defied the old system and demanded funds for it from chambers of
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commerce in various cities she obtained the funds for the facility
and in may 1993 the church gave the newly acquired facility eight
thousand dollars worth of equipment and tools 8010 the instructor
in the new classroom was devoted to the task having descended
from a father and grandfather who both taught the disabled

the nelsonsbelsons found time to broaden their work into other
areas they met with the head pediatrician in bulgaria and asked
again what was most needed in response to his request for train-
ing fanny tait a neurologist and blair bybee an oncologistontologistonco logist both
from the university of utah medical center volunteered to come
to bulgaria for two weeks bulgarian doctors gathered from through-
out the country to be instructed and the US doctors developed a
warm rapport with their colleagues during their term of service
the nelsonsbelsons arranged for the visit of six other pediatric specialists

through the nelsonsbelsonsNelsons the church helped implement a proj-
ect of the international eye institute the institute provided funds
to purchase modem equipment and the church provided doctors to
train bulgarian specialists in its use the first volunteer was dr greg-
ory brinton a specialist in retina surgery he worked in bulgaria
for two weeks both teaching and performing surgery seven more
eye specialists came later

the nelsonsbelsons oversawoversad other services such as coordinating the
delivery of textbooks to schools and libraries microfilm equip-
ment to archives and clothing and blankets to orphanages 81 though
under the direction of church headquarters the nelsonsbelsons also coor-
dinated their efforts with president warner who knew more about
the ramifications of their efforts in bulgaria 8281

inured by years of cynicism under communist rule the bul
garlans were leery of accepting help without payment commu-
nity service had always been forced in the communist system and
they found it difficult to believe in a free offering 8381 but through
the churchschurche efforts the bulgariansBulgarians began to see the benefits of
voluntary service the pediatricianspediatricians and ophthalmologists were
taught not only new techniques but also an important social ethic
that they could use to help build their country 84 on may 18 19931995
elder M russell ballard observed the results of the nelsonsbelsonsNelsons work
assured that they had accomplished their task of blessing the chil-
dren he added its a wonderful thing and surely the lord must
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be pleased that his church is involved in this kind of humanitar-
ian service 2185118185

the humanitarian service also sparked bulgarian interest in
this new religion they asked what church would give such ser-
vice and wanted to know more they would often interrupt speak-
ers to ask questions about the church it was not uncommon for a
few hours of a medical lecture to be spent talking about the gospel
many influential people who knew of the projects to aid the dis-
abled became friends of the church 86

the last of the language teachers

the first contract for teaching english in smolyan was for two
years 1990 92 and the church extended it for two more after
the contract with the saints cyril and methodius foundation ex-
pired the mission directly sponsored english classes in sofia
the church also provided school supplies giving the school in
smolyan forty thousand english language books in 1994 8717 after
returning home the fowlers stayed in touch with the school in
pravetscravets and in 1994 were still sending supplies 81888118

english was also taught in shumen which is in eastern bul-
garia william and barbara williams from st george utah ex-
tended their mission after leaving yugoslavia and spent six months
teaching in shumen from january to july 1991 8919

sister judith gubler left bulgaria in december 1991 even
after returning home sister gubler maintained an interest in her
students she essentially extended her mission by either financing
or finding others to sponsor her bulgarian students at colleges in
california and utah 90

of the original six english teachers the mowers were the last
to leave doing so in march 1992 91 lynn nelson the humanitarian
service missionary served temporarily for thirty days as an english
teacher in sofia until the arrival of evan and ruth memmott the
replacements for the mowers 9291 A sequence of sisters and another
couple taught in smolyan while sister gubler and sister daigle
were still there two sisters were transferred to smolyan on july 1

to teach german for the last six months of their mission sister
laura karren who had been serving in the germany munich
mission and sister mirjam vitense who had been serving in the
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germany frankfurt mission 93 sister raylyn hales arrived in june
1991 just before the departure of sister daigle 94 sister haless call
was to proselyte but she taught english in smolyan for a month
and a half until her proselyting companion sister kira snow
arrived sister hales was replaced in smolyan by sister joann
vasques arriving with sister vasques was a couple murray and
elsie smith the smiths taught german in smolyan until the end of
1992 james and loislotslols schwertz taught in smolyan after the smiths
they came in late 1992 but worked in humanitarian services
before going to smolyan in february 1993 while in smolyan the
schwertzesSchwertzes themselves financed the trip of the schools director to
vienna for training other sisters who taught in smolyan were sis-
ter suzanne vary sister gwen wheeler and sister kara gillespie 95

president warner gradually altered the english program dur-
ing his presidency assignments for missionaries to teach english
full time were eventually phased out instead president warner
assigned proselyting elders to teach faculty and staff at schools and
hospitals he always taught the first english class made an assess-
ment to determine at what level the class could be taught and
then assigned missionaries to continue the instruction of the
eighty two missionaries in bulgaria when president warner left in
june 1994 only about fourteen were teaching english classes as
part of their assignment 9691

obstacles

the fall of communism presented a new world to the bulgar
ians interested in what had long been denied them they began to
sort through a maze of new ideas and options flooding in from the
west at first this curiosity benefited the church many bulgariansBulgarians
eagerly listened to those with religious tidings from the west the
overnight transition from totalitarianism to freedom opened the door
not only for the LDS church but for all other western churches
who wished to introduce their beliefs

in 1992 a majority of bulgariansBulgarians still knew nothing about the
LDS church the majority of those who did know about the church
had positive opinions formed by awareness of the missionaries
or the humanitarian services by this time however many other
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german speaking missionaries 1992 smolyan bulgaria left to right sis-
ter laura karren elder christian elggren and sister mirjammiriamminiam vitense
sisters karren and vitense were transferred from germany to bulgaria
to teach german courtesy christian elggren

churches had also become active in bulgaria A few groups staged
extravagant revivals and rallies and performed public faith heal-
ings on the streets LDS missionaries were easily recognizable as a
result of their dark suits and nametagsnametags and they were sometimes
associated with the more showy evangelistic groups about the
same time rumors about the church began circulating the most
pernicious being that the church taught suicide as a means to
achieve heaven 97

A swedish evangelist held a revival in bulgaria in 1992 and was
to return to sofia in 1993 the whole city was plastered with post-
ers and flyers were stuffed in every mailbox when the evangelist
was refused entry for allegedly trying to spirit bulgarian money out
of the country the media gave the incident wide attention por-
traying it as a government initiated crackdown on all religions from
the west 98198911

the LDS church was targeted by the press along with other
religions A flurry of negative reporting began in late 19951993 articles
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appeared distorting LDS beliefs and when a sofia branch clerk fell
to his death from an apartment window in december 19931995 the
press claimed that he fanatically hoped to become a god on
another ygg19999 the the incident sui-
cide

planet although press reported as a

the case was never investigated reports of the tragedy were
nationally televised three times in a seven day period the media
photographed and broadcast the tithing records that were in the
branch clerks room implying clandestine financial operations 100

this negative and erroneous publicity discouraged the curi-
ous from investigating the church As one member explained
people were frightened to listen to the missionaries because of the
things they had heard in the news yet she felt that this fear would
not stop those with a sincere interest in religion from investiga-
ting 101 being a latter day saint became less socially acceptable but
opposition strengthened the members testimonies 102101

missionaries at times became the objects of ridicule and the
recipients of physical violence some were hurt sufficiently to be
hospitalized but they took these problems in stride not letting
their outer circumstances alter their inner commitment 103 to avoid
confrontations missionaries started keeping a lower profile by oc-
casionallycasionally not wearing nametagsnametags or suits

not all problems encountered by the church in bulgaria have
been external as bulgarian branches have evolved from small
closely knit groups into multiple units with many new faces the
church has encountered the same challenges that have existed in
every country after the gospel has been introduced 104 the excite-
ment of conversion is always difficult to match with the endurance
of commitment

the bulgarian government has begun to retrench significantly
from the excesses of freedom once allowed and has returned to
a socialism closely resembling its communist past the govern-
ments attitude is that foreign churches have exploited the coun-
try bulgaria will continue to restrict the activity of these churches
as long as this perception remains still officials have not entirely
classified the church of jesus christ of latter day saints in this cat-
egory the church arrived with a program of service aimed at
meeting the needs of the people as defined by the bulgarian
government english teachers and humanitarian service workers
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contributed to the countryscountrys wellbeingwell being at the time bulgaria came
into open contact with the western world some government offi-
cials admit privately that unlike some groups the latter day saints
keep their promises 105115

conclusion

the LDS church has been in bulgaria since 1990 it has sent
not only its missionaries to reach the soul but also its volunteers to
treat the body and teach the mind the churchschurche humanitarian
service has allowed the church to meet the physical needs of a

people and provide spiritual guidance to those who express an
interest sending english teachers to a country in which the church
is not yet established has been tried elsewhere but not with such
an immediate effect on church growth as in bulgaria the work in
bulgaria exemplifies in action as well as in word the churchschurche ulti-
mate purpose of blessing the lives of the people

kahlilekahline mehr is a supervisor in cataloging at the family history department of
the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints

NOTES

for a brief history of the church in these countries see listings under each
country in the 1995 96 church almanac the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints salt lake city deseret news 1994

duringcuringmuringmuning 1985 watershed events in the churchechurchs humanitarian service
occurred when two churchwidechurchwisechurchwide fasts were held on behalf of african fanlinefamine vic-
tims the total donation toward the purchase of foodstuffs amounted to ten mil-
lion

mi-
lron dollars

russelirussellmussell M nelson drama on the european stage ricks college devo-
tional november 13 1990 typescript 7 copy in possession of the author

prior to an offer of service to the bulgarian government elder nelson had
approached other governments with offers of humanitarian assistance in the after-
math of Armenias 1988 earthquake elder nelson represented the church in nego-
tiating an agreement with the armenian government to provide for disaster relief as
directed by them this assistance eventually took the shape of refurbishing a con-
crete factory to produce building slabs the week before his visit to armenia elder
nelson had been in romania inquiring of the romanian government what the
church could do to help the romanian people he left after agreeing to provide
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assistance for the many orphaned children of that country providing humanitarian
services to the nations of the former soviet bloc introduced the gospel perhaps
more effectively than traditional proselyting in countries where the church was
completely unknown church helps armenian homeless church news pub-
lishedlisheddished by deseretnewsdeseret nemsnews august 191919891989 3 4 czechoslovakia grants recognition
to church church news march 3 1990 373 7
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not of thisTWs fold

sherrie johnson

becoming part of the fold
is not as easy as it seems
bending
so as to make
everything square

folding while everyone
is bending in
different directions
is counter
to everything

but
the grace of pleat against pleat
is worth the wrinkledness
once you are there

106log



personal essay

tomorrow shall be
my dancing day

cynthia L hallen

its the heart afraid of breaking
that never learns to dance

from the rose by amanda mcbroom

our ballet teacher says that every time we come to dance
practice we learn something new about our bodies and our spirits
I1 have learned that my body has strengths and weaknesses my nat-
ural turnout is not ideal I1 can improve but I1 probably never will
point my knees in east west pliespiles and north south splits I1 have to
be careful not to torque the bending activities because my right
ankle and knee are still weak from old accidents my mother says
that my right foot was bent up against the front of my ankle at
birth so every day for several weeks she had to massage it back
into shape

my left side is more limber than my right lowerbacklower back lateral
flexibility is one of my strengths so I1 am good at extending my leg
on the bar I1 have a good sense of balance so I1 can also extend one
leg back in arabesque position when we work in center without
the bar the pas de chat catstepcat step is my favorite pattern

when we focus on one thing at a time I1 can obey the
teachers commands when the instructions are more compli-
cated I1 often become confused to simultaneously move my legs
arms and head into different but complementary positions does
not come easily my brain seems to reverse concepts of right and
left up and down back and front I1 sometimes feel like a turkey
but I1 learn from watching and following the swans

BbyustudiesBYUYU stuStudiesdies 3366 non0 4 1991996971996696 9977 107
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the teacher explains that some people have an extra bone in
the foot that inhibits full arching of the foot and pointing of the
toe I1 must have the extra bone because I1 sickle the foot in my ef-
forts to gain extension every once in a while I1 feel the energy spi-
raling down my leg and out through my toe in a perfect line of
beveled light on a good day I1 have won a word of praise

children who study dance are able to develop the rotator
muscles that good ballet position demands starting ballet as an
adult is harder because the outer thigh quad muscles want to do allanaliail

the work in bending and lifting the legs learning to use the rota-
tors means struggling to become again as a little child dancing
means a restoration of my childhood the joy of walking on my
first birthday the delight of discovering that buggy wheels move
the thrill of skating on ice

I1 have a native sense of musicality my body can dance or
skate gracefully in spontaneous freestylefreestyle patterns when I1 am not
feeling self conscious music also affects my soul when I1 hear fine
music I1 want to be good I1 want to be kind I1 want to be pure my
soul wants the discipline of dance not just the freedom but my in-
born response to music does not automatically include a talent for
counting and keeping time music and dance demand a mathemat-
ical precision that sometimes paralyzes me I1 can sense the logic
and see the purpose of the patterns but I1 am confounded in per-
formanceformance the temptation to quit dancing is strong but my love
for music helps me go on

some students have the gift to perform a complex dance fig-

ure just by viewing the teachers demonstration one time I1 usually
have to learn the dance over and over again in separate steps as if
I1 am repatterning a part of my brain that has become lame per-
haps my body is tired of being contracted by past fears is weary
from contortions that I1 have assumed to protect myself from emo-
tional pain to overcome these mental and physical restrictions
takes an incredible amount of work and energy

making mistakes in daily practice is a threat what if my mis-
takes are etching the wrong messages into my muscles I1 feel frus-
trated when I1 cannot get the exercises right on the first try yet the
ballet syllabus forbids us from saying that we cannot do the figures
we must try in spite of error on a good day my body responds to
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my work my wishes and my will after days of effort something
registers in my mind and my body complies

in spite of the difficulties I1 love ballet my mortal body tends
to hunch and fidget with hypervigilancehypervigilance when I1 am tired my true
soul has good posture graceful gestures timely discipline and ele-
gance when we stretch I1 feel liberated when we jump I1 feel
exhilarated dance to my body is like food to the starving dance to
my soul is like water to a garden

the bitter snow

far beneath the bitter snow
lies the seed that with the suns love
in the spring becomes the rose

from the rose

daddy was the only child of a harsh father and a doting
mother embittered by unresolved family problems daddy ridi-
culed grandma gert and resented grandpa joe As soon as he grad-
uated from high school he enlisted in the air force to get away he
met and married my mother when he came home on leave after
the korean war

both of my parents loved the color blue for their first christ-
mas eve they bought blue lights and blue ornaments for the
christmas tree my father who tried to drown his insecurities in
alcohol became violent and knocked over the tree breaking the
holiday into fragments of blue glass my mother saw the signs of
danger but she was pregnant three other children followed and
she stayed in the marriage for our sake daddy had his good days
and his good points but patterns of verbal and physical violence
continued under his hand we fell like trees breaking into splin-
ters of wooden fear

daddysdaddes disabilities and drinking problems made it hard for
him to stay employed so my mother had to support the family
when grandma gert became gravely ill daddy had to borrow
money from his aunt elizabeth to fly home to wisconsin instead
of going straight to the hospital to see his mother daddy procrasti-
nated and went to a local bar to drink a few beers with some old
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buddies that night grandma gert died without seeing her son
again he arrived at the hospital too late to say goodbyegood bye which
added more guilt to his cup of inescapable pain

by the time I1 was a senior in high school my parents mar-
riage had deteriorated beyond repair I1 tried to escape from the
violence in our home by searching for love and truth elsewhere
just before I1 graduated from high school my quest led me to be-
come a member of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
at the same time my mother decided to leave my father

when the divorce became final daddy moved back to wis-
consin to live with his widowed father hardened by old sins bad
habits deep griefs and stubborn grudges grandpa joe and daddy
fought constantly one sunday night daddy came home very drunk
from an am vets picnic and suffered a stroke he lay on the floor for
two more days before grandpa realized that he was critically illinlii and
called an ambulance daddy died in the hospital a few days later we
four children attended the funeral and saw him buried in his air
force dress blues grandpa fell and broke his hip the night we
arrived so he did not attend the funeralmeralmeraifi the doctor sent him to a

nursing home and he never lived in his own house again
A few months after daddysdaddes funeral I1 went away to college

I1 lived for a year with myninetymy ninety year oldoid great aunt elizabeth who
taught me the names of my ancestors she also told me about an
incident she had witnessed at granpagrampa joes house one day when I1

was just old enough to walk my father came into the living room
in a bad mood I1 ran to the arms of my father as toddlers do in-
stead of embracing me daddy hit me knocking me down to the
floor with the back of his hand

when great aunt elizabeth died I1 decided to go on a mission
before continuing my education but first I1 flew to wisconsin to
help grandpa joe settle his affairs when he allowed me to sort out
the belongings left in the family homestead I1 found a troubled
note in his handwriting that explained my fathers last days grand-
pas note stated that daddy had come home from the picnic in a

drunken stupor grandpa confessed that he yelled at daddy to turn
down the volume on the television daddy did not respond at all

so grandpa hit him knocking him down to the floor daddy never
got up again grandpa wrote that he did not know that daddy was
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so ill he wanted someone to know that he did not kill his own son
I1 tore up the note then I1 gathered photographs and the docu-
ments that would enable me to do the temple ordinances for my
family members

only lately have I1 been able to come to terms with our history
the father who struck his children down to the floor died after his
father struck him down to the floor the son of god who was lifted
up on the cross descended below these things so that he could lift
us all up from the dust to dance in the day of resurrection

blue roses

therefore they shall come and sing in the height of zion and shall
flow together to the goodness of the lord and their soul shall be
as a watered garden jer 3112

our fifth grade class was my first memorable exposure to
talent shows and the fine arts kathy murphy played fur elise
by beethoven 1I thought she said furry leaves martha mit-
chell wore ballet slippers dancing to a song by burl ives called
thank heaven for little girls another student transformed the

witches speech from macbeth into a soliloquy double double
toil and trouble

I1 had never read shakespeare I1 had not taken acting lessons
or piano lessons I1 had been enchanted by the biography of anna
pavlova but I1 had never taken ballet lessons I1 did not know what
to do for the talent show my mother encouraged me to sing so I1

selected a favorite folk song from the arts volume of the childcraftChildcraft
encyclopedia when it was my turn I1 tried to sing the words
nothing came out but a thin expiration of terrified air on the last
chorus of the second verse I1 finally managed a squeaky whisper
on the bonny bonny banks of loch lomond

notwithstanding such disappointments in high school I1

took up poetry painting harp lessons modern dance and drama
when I1 saw a ballerina dance the dying swan on the ed sullivan
show I1 cried like a child I1 felt the stirrings of some kind of beauty
within me and I1 cried because I1 did not have a name or a face for
the gift
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my exposure to the liberal arts continued with great aunt
elizabeth who was a humanities scholar elizabeth was not a latter
day saint but she admired LDS church members because they
took care of their own and had compassion on the less fortunate
she had been especially touched by the kindness of some young
men at an institute dance years before an LDS couple had invited
her to be the guest speaker for a lecture series after the lecture
there was a dance and elizabeth stayed to observe the young
people on the sidelines of the cultural hall she saw a handi-
capped girl who could hardly walk much less dance throughout
the evening all of the young men took turns asking her to dance
elizabeth never forgot how the young woman was included

while I1 lived with aunt elizabeth I1 began to attend the insti-
tute dances at first I1 stood in the back cornercomer of the hall feeling
shy and plain and ever so awkward kind brothers soon sought me
out and brought me into the circle of funfan and friendship some-
times I1 forgot my fears and brothers would waltz me around the
room sometimes I1 faltered and one brother laughed me out of fail-
ure by comparing our foxtrotfox trot to the nephitesNephites knee fights an-
other brother borrowed a record player after family home evening
and asked me to dance in his kitchen I1 refused even though I1 was
secretly in love with him because I1 did not want him to know my
clumsiness I1 was haunted when he expressed disappointment
you dont trust me he said how could I1 explain that it was myself

I1 did not trust that unseen burdens and barriers often kept me
from participating wholeheartedly in the dance of life

that same year I1 took a drama class and read the glass
menagerie by tennessee williams I1 cried and cried when jim
asked laura to dance and she accepted in spite of her lameness it
was not just the dance and the broken glass unicorn and the blue
roses that made me cry I1 cried about the family pain the fragility
the lost alcoholic father and the faceted globe of illusions at the
paradise dance hall I1 cried because somehow someday love would
triumph over self absorption self pity and self indulgence then
shall the virgin rejoice in the dance for I1 will turn mourning
into joy and will comfort them and make them rejoice from their
sorrow jer 3113
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the lord of the dance

at a 1995 single adult conference fireside elder andrew
peterson told us to go home bend the knees of our hearts in
prayer and crawl to the healing pool of siloam before the lord if
we would so humble ourselves the lord would have a special
message of instruction for each one of us I1 obeyed prayed and
searched the scriptures for lightfighthight I1 was led to a message of comfort
in jeremiah 313513313315 4

yea I1 have loved thee with an everlasting love therefore with loving
kindness have I1 drawn thee again I1 will build thee and thou shalt be
built 0 virgin of israel thou shalt again be adorned with thy tabrets
and shalt go forth in the dances of them that make merry

As I1 prayed about the scripture I1 felt prompted to participate in
the weekly church dances for single adults which I1 had not at-
tended for a long time shortly after I1 began going to the dances
again I1 was called to be the single adult leader in our ward

like the paradise dance hall the church dances seemed to
be a paradox of hopes and disillusionsillusionsdis I1 liked making friends and
listening to popular music I1 enjoyed dancing with a middle east-
ern brother who turned me around the room in style I1 liked the
community spirit of country line dancing that invites all to partici-
pate whether they have a partner or not

however many of my single friends could not bear to go to
the dances the contrast between promised blessings and present
realities can seem to be a painful joke for those who have never
been married after death or divorce takes a spouse the spirit of
loneliness can be overwhelming notwithstanding the colored lights
the lively music and the dressy crowds in spite of priesthood
supervision the dances sometimes attract predators malcontents
or even married persons out on a lark away from home

I1 admire the human courage of brothers and sisters who go to
the dances anyway some of them carry heavy burdens of disap-
pointment and responsibility my own losses seem small in compar-
ison many single adult brothers and sisters have lost people that
they knew husbands wives children how can they dance I1

sometimes wonder with such pain perhaps they dance because
they sense that dancing is a promise dancing fulfills a prophecy of
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deep spiritual significance no matter what happens christ is the
lord of the dance let them praise his name in the dance let them
sing praises unto him with the timbrel and the harp Ps 1493

the red shawl

in the october 1992 conference elder menillmerrillmen illiiilii J bateman told
a true story about ann parker a pioneer woman in a handcart com-
pany her little boy had wandered away from the trail and was lost
the members of the company searched for three days for the boy
and then had to move on when ann sent her husband robert
back alone to look for the child she gave him her red shawl if he
found him dead he was to wrap him in the shawl if alive the shawl
would be a flag to signal her three days later ann saw the red
shawl dancing on the horizon and slept for the first time in six days

I1 thought about that red shawl of hope as I1 went to the
temple one friday night before the singles dance I1 sat in the chapel
and searched the scriptures as if I1 were looking for the red shawl
in the celestial room I1 noticed the red sash that jesus wears in the
portrait of his second coming the lord seemed to be looking at
me with outstretched arms as if to say this have I1 done for my
true love I1 started to understand something

many pioneers lost loved ones and had to leave them behind
on the trail but through christ their love was not in vain even if
robert parker had not found his lost son his search would not have
been futile even if he had buried the child in the red shawl the
story would not be a tragedy even if ann parker had not seen
the shawl of joy gleaming on the horizon her prayers would not
have been fruitless even if death had taken her beloved son her
hopes would not have been foolish

I1 went from the temple to the dance wearing a new red dress
rumor has it that women in red get more invitations to dance I1 sat

under the red lights drinking red punch listening to sentimental
songs like lady in red I1 waited for someone who never came but
I1 was not alone for a moment the scene was transformed from a
mismatched menagerie to a gathering of quiet glory I1 saw those sin-
gle adults on a pioneer path looking for loved ones like a mother
searching for a dear child some of the sisters and brothers are out
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there dancing looking for the lord to wave a second chance to
them from the horizon others have buried their dreams in the red
shawl giving up the last vestiges of warmth and comfort as a sacri-
fice they may sit on the side for a while not dancing for a small
moment they may mourn but soon they will go forward watching
faithfully for restorations waiting patiently for compensations

like all of gods children we need not despair if the sun sets
on the day without a glimpse of the red shawl the lord who has
healed the eyes of the blind and the ears of the deaf will also make
the lame to dance and the desolate to leap as an hart if not now
then tomorrow will be our dancing day

thou hast turned for me my mourning into dancing thou hast put
off my sackcloth and girded me with gladness to the end that my
glory may sing praise to thee and not be silent 0 lord my god I1 will
give thanks unto thee for ever Ps 3011 12

this essay was awarded third place in the 1996 BYU studies essay contest
cynthia L hallen is associate professor of linguistics at brigham young university



pioneer

ed D lauritsen

hear the midnight mobs still hounding
hear the gunshotsgunshowsgunshots still resounding

hear the fists on doors still pounding
pioneer oh pioneer

smell the smoke of nauvoo burning
feel the mississippi churning

taste the tears of grief and yearning
pioneer oh pioneer

feel the icy night wind screaming
see your breath in lamplightlamp lightfighthight steaming
keep awake theres death in dreaming

pioneer oh pioneer

chip a frozen grave for brother
grip the trembling hand of mother

live one day and then another
pioneer oh pioneer

lash and bend and drag and carry
ration every root and berry

grit your way across the prairie
pioneer oh pioneer
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storm the mountains steep and looming
hear the crashing boulders booming

see the oxen straining fuming
pioneer oh pioneer

gaze at last with soulful sighing
see the object of your trying

join the thankful singing crying
pioneer oh pioneer

tame the desert bring the waters
raise up zions sons and daughters
steady them while mammon totters

pioneer oh pioneer

send your stripling missionaries
send them over seas and prairies
send them while the spirit tarries

pioneer oh pioneer

watch us now from where youre waiting
see the millions congregating

shout in holy celebrating
pioneer oh pioneer

in commemoration of the sesquicentennial anniversary of the arrival of the mor-
mon pioneers july 24 1847
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james H harts contribution to
our knowledge of oliver cowdery

and david whitmer

edward L hart

most latter day saints take for granted the existence of por-
traits of the three witnesses but in fact no likeness of oliver cow-
dery was available to the church until 18831885 and then it was
touch and go whether one would be obtained had it not been for
the faith and tenacity of james H hart who pursued the portrait
when others had failed we might never have known just what
oliver cowdery looked like in the course of following the trail of
the portrait hart was also able to conduct important interviews
with david whitmer

junius FE wells editor of the contributor a church publica-
tion could find no picture of cowdery when he planned to pub-
lish portraits of the three witnesses in the october 1883 issue he
knew that an oil portrait and a daguerreotype photograph taken
of cowdery four years before his death were in missouri in the
hands of cowderysCowderys daughter whose husband dr charles john-
son was adamant about not letting the likenesses go wells with
the aid of others had tried unsuccessfully to obtain the daguerreo-
type and as a last resort turned to james H hart for assistance I11 As

it is my special mission to obtain it wrote hart 1I shall no doubt
be successful 2

at the time wells called upon him for help hart was immi-
gration agent for the church in new yorkayork3 and was on one of his
regular visits west between immigrant ship arrivals he immedi-
ately made plans to stop over in missouri on his return trip to new
york he went first to see david whitmer in richmond expecting
to find the johnsons there also whitmer informed him that the
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the first LDS publication of oliver cowderysCowderys portrait this frontispiece
for the october 1883 contributor shows the three witnesses over an
engraving of the hill cumorah the angel on the left holds a scroll that
reads rev XIVXTVklugmtvklu 6 at the top right is a heavenly being showing the
golden plates to three men under cowderysCowderys portrait are the sticks or
scrolls of joseph andandjudahjudah brought together courtesy edward L hart
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johnsons along with whitmerswliitmerswhittersWhitmers sister oliver cowderysCowderys widow
were in the extreme southwest corner of the state south west
city whitmer was not optimistic that dr johnson would permit
the portrait or the daguerreotype to be taken away 4

the railway stop nearest to south west city was seneca
twenty eight miles away at seneca hart hired a buggy and driver 5

the month was august and the heat dust and flies assailed the
horses the driver and hart always the immaculate english gen-
tleman with a full beard top hat and cane undeterred hart con-
tinued to the johnson home

the doctor was at first quite hostile hart wrote but after
laboring with him several hours during which his wife and mrs
cowdery warmly seconded my pleading some kind spirit came
upon him and he gave me the choice between the oil painting and
the daguerreotype 6 hart wisely chose the daguerreotype and re-
turned to seneca the way he had come he continued on to new
york where he placed the picture in the hands of H B hall and
son engravers since the engravers already had the likenesses of
the other two witnesses they were able to complete the fron-
tispieceti in time for the october 1883 issue of the contributor

on a subsequent trip west hart repeated his journey to
south west city to return the daguerreotype to its owners harts
acceptance of the assignment to procure the likeness as a special
mission made him willing to expend a great deal of effort which
along with his determination conversational skill and charm
resulted in the procurement of the portrait of oliver cowdery now
familiar to virtually all latter day saints

during his journeys to obtain the daguerreotype and return
it james hart had two opportunities to interview david whitmer
in richmond missouri hart was one among several who reported
that whitmer remained firm to the end in his testimony of the
truthfulness of the book of mormon even though others also re-
ported on whitmerswhittersWhitmers testimony some distinctive features of harts
interviews lend a credibility that make them worth examining

to begin with hart sometime editor of the bear lake demo-
crat which changed its name later to the southern idaho inde-
pendent and associate editor of the paris post was a skilled journalist
and employed a form of pitman shorthand to take down verbatim
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his interviews with whitmer often putting portions in quotation
marks immediately after the interviews while his memory was
still fresh he transcribed his shorthand notes into his journal sub-
sequently hart expanded the interviews by providing background
and setting and then sent the write ups to his hometownhome town newspa-
pers and to the deseret news

on his return visit to david whitmerwhitmen hart showed him what
he had written and whitmer fully endorsed it as a correct ex-
pression of his sentiments 2171177 the final stage for hart was the trans-
formation of the prose versions of the interviews into a long poem
divided into iambic pentameter quatrainsquatrains composed of two cou-
plets in this final form called appropriately an interview with
david VAwhitmerlitmer 1 I8 hart was able to be even more expansive with de-
tails recollected in tranquility 9

to show how the first david whitmer interview progressed
from journal entry to deseret news account to poetry I1 give one
example by way of illustration beginning with the opening sen-
tence of the journal entry

august 21st 1883
richmond mo

I1 met david whitmer and his son david and had a pleasant
conversation with them 10

for the deseret news account hart provided a setting and details
about the weather

seneca newton county
missouri aug 2323dd 1883

having some business in richmond ray county I1 took occa-
sion to call on mr david whitmer who was suffering considerably
from the intense heat but I1 had notwithstanding a long and pleas-
ant conversation with him and his son david whitmer jr

the first stanza of harts poem adds further detail about the age

and personal appearance of david whitmer

I1 met an aged man the other day
in richmond missouri in county ray
his step was feeble but his eye was bright
and in it beamed intelligence and light

this poetic version allows us a personal glimpse of whitmer that
we do not get in the two previous versions his age the feebleness
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of his step and the intelligence and light that beamed in his eye
the imagery makes it possible for the reader to visualize the scene
and the straightforward colloquial tone together with the versifica-
tion adds force and dynamism to the statement thus sharpening
considerably the focus of the interview

and so through the entire text of the journal entry the full
news dispatches and the complete poem the reader finds no
alteration of substantive facts but rather a ftfullnessillness in the strength-
ening and vivifyingvilifyingvivifying enhancement of their statement when the
poem was privately printed in blue ink on a parchment broadside
james H hart wrote in a footnote

it is worthy of historical mention that the above poem was read and
approved by david whitmer at a subsequent visit by the author
shortly before davids death in the presence of his grandson now
the custodian of the manuscript of the book of mormon and other
relics he expressed much pleasure in the receipt and reading of said
poem and acknowledged it as authentic in its entirety 12

james H harts special mission proved to be successful not
only in obtaining a portrait of oliver cowdery but also in making a

lasting contribution to our knowledge of another book of mormon
witness david whitmer

edward L hart is professor emeritus of english brigham young university

NOTES

for a full account of wellsswellas attempts to obtain cowderysCowderys likeness see
junius F wells editorial contributor 5 october 1883 343534 35 other background
information throughout is from edward L hart mormon in motion thethe life and
journals ofjamesof james H hart 1825 19061906saltsaitsalt lake city windsor books 1978

2jamesajamesames H hart to deseretdeseretnewsnemsnews dispatch sent from seneca newton county
missouri august 23 1883 published in the deseretdeseretnewsnemsnews september 4 1883

31lartart also served as first counselor to william budge in the bear lake
stake presidency

harnharthann to deseretdeseretnewsmewsnewsmems september 4 1883
arnannart to deseret news september 4 1883
hartantannart to bear lake democrat dispatch sent from new york august 29

1883 published in contributor 5 october 1883 35
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gamesjamesames H hart to the bear lake democrat march 18 1884 published
march 28 1884 the complete texts of harts interviews with Wiwhitmerlitmer are also
reproduced in lyndon W cook david whitmer interviews A restoration wit-
ness orem utah grandin book 1991

the poem has been reprinted many times the full text of the poem can
be found in contributor 5 october 1883 the same issue that carried the fron-
tispieceti of the three witnesses

from9frorn wordsworthsWordsworths observations prefixed to lyrical ballads in the
great critics ed james harry smith and edd winfield parks 3dad ed new york
norton 1951 514

james H hart journal special collections and manuscripts harold B lee
library brigham young university provo utah hereafter cited as BYU

archives hart wrote this entry in longhand but his journal contains a great deal
written in shorthand

I1 tiarttodeseretnewshart to deseret nemsnews september 4 1883
A copy of this printing of the poem and footnote is pasted in james H

harts scrapbook now in authors possession but shortly to be turned over to
BYU archives



the mantle of the prophet joseph
passes to brother brigham

A collective spiritual witness
after the death of josephofjoseph smith many of the saints reported
that they received a strong spiritual witness that convinced
them the mantle of ofjosepbjoseph hadfallenbadhad jullenfallenjailen on brigham young

lynne watkins jorgensen and BYU studies staff

we would like to acknowledge the help of those who when
learning of this research project informed us about mantle
accounts in therrtheirtheirfamilyfamily records without such help we might
not have located those accounts any readers aware of docu-
mented testimonies of0 the mantle experience that are not in-
cluded in this collection are invited to contact BYU studies or
lynnejorgensenlynne jorgensentorgensen ed

foreword

on august 8 1844 six weeks after the prophet joseph
smiths martyrdom a meeting of the saints was held in nauvoo
illinois brigham young president of the quorum of the twelve
and several other apostles had just returned from missions the pur-
pose of the meeting was to determine by vote who had the right
and responsibility to lead the church sidney rigdon first coun-
selor in the first presidency or the quorum of the twelve with
brigham young at their head 1 in the course of the two meetings
held that day many in attendance received a divine witness that
brigham young was to be the next leader some saints specifically
state that as brigham young addressed the congregation he
sounded and appeared remarkably like joseph smith others simply

BBYUYU studies 3366 no 4 19961996979977 125
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say that the mantle of joseph or of the prophets rested on
brigham young and others state that they were given a witness
by the spirit that brigham was to lead the church

this spiritual experience which has come to be known as

the mantle of the prophet falling on brigham young served to
unite and comfort the saints as they mourned the death of their
beloved prophet and to direct them when they voted to support
brigham and the twelve as leaders of the church some saints
who were not present at the august 8 meetings reported experi-
encing a similar mantle witness on later occasions at least one
hundred people wrote or otherwise passed on their remembrances
of this witness

most mormon historians acknowledge the mantle story
agreeing that something important happened in august 1844 for
example ronald K esplin states though there is no contempo-
rary diary account the number of later retellingstellingsre many in remark-
able detail argues for the reality of some such experience 2

leonard J arrington notes that an important event took place
but observes that there may be psychological explanations for the
phenomenon 3 and reserves judgment regarding whether a miracu-
lous transfiguration 4 occurred 5 others however have concluded
that it is unlikely that a miraculous spiritual manifestation took
place richard S van wagoner for instance writes when 8 august
1844 is stripped of emotional overlay there is not a shred of ir-
refutable contemporary evidence to support the occurrence of a

mystical event van wagoner concludes that a more likely sce-
nario was that it was the force of youngs commanding presence
his well timed arrival at the morning meeting and perhaps a bit of
theatrical mimicry that swayed the crowd 166

in order to enable readers to examine the evidence underly-
ing these interpretations for themselves numerous accounts of the
mantle experience have been compiled in appendixes I1 and 11II of
this article the evidence presented in these accounts demon-
strates that many people testified powerfully that they had re-
ceived a convincing sensory or spiritual witness of the mantle of
the prophet joseph falling on brigham young
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the symbolic mantle elijah and elisha

the image of the mantle as a symbol of the passing of author-
ity is at least as old as the well known old testament story of the
prophet elijah and elisha his young follower 7 the lord told elijah
that he was to anoint elisha to be prophet in thy room elishaefishaellshaafisha was
plowing in the fields when elijah walked past him and placed his
rough mantle cloak or cape across the younger mans shoulders
elisha left the fields to follow elijah and to minister to him 1 kgsggs
1916 21

As the story continues the time came for elijah to leave his
earthly mission

and it came to pass when they were gone over the jordan river
that elijah said unto elisha ask what I1 shall do for thee before I1 be
taken away from thee and elisha said I1 pray thee let a double por-
tion of thy spirit be upon me and he said thou hast asked a hard
thing nevertheless if thou see me when I1 am taken from thee it
shall be so unto thee but if not it shall not be so 2 kgsggs 29- 102910

when the veil parted there appeared a horse drawn chariot of
such brilliant glory it was called a chariot of fire this vehicle
swept between elijah and elisha and elijah went up by a whirl-
wind into heaven 2 kgsggs 211

and elisha saw it and he cried my father my father the chariot of
israel and the horsemen thereof and he saw him no more and he
took hold of his own clothes and rent them in two pieces he took
up also the mantle of elijah that fell from him and went back and
stood by the bank of jordan and he took the mantle of elijah that fell
from him and smote the waters and said where is the lord god of
elijah and when he also had smitten the waters they parted hither
and thither and elisha went over and when the sons of the prophets
which were to view at jericho saw him they said the spirit of elijah
doth rest on elishaellsha and they came to meet him and bowed them-
selves to the ground before him 2 kgsggs 21215212 15

like the sons of the prophets many of the saints in nauvoo
experienced a witness of the lords designation of the next
prophet as they met in conference in nauvoo on august 8 1844
the mantle experience of 1844 has become a symbol of the trans-
fer of prophetic authority in the church after the death of a
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prophet and the identification of his successor members of the
church frequently say that the mantle has fallen once again 8

oral tradition of mantle testimonies

several years ago on a warm sunday morning on a houseboat
at lake powell my father victor watkins gathered his children
and grandchildren together to share with them his testimony of
the august 8 1844 miracle 9 he told them about his own grandfa-
ther william lampard watkins who was seventeen at the time of
joseph smiths martyrdom on june 27 1844 when william heard
the tragic news he was in kentucky campaigning for the prophet
who was running for president of the united states 10 william hur-
ried back to nauvoo to join other grieving and confused mourners
at this point in the story my father pulled a wrinkled paper from
his pocket and began to read directly from williams own words

A meeting was appointed for august 8thath 1844 by which time
brigham young and most of the other apostles had returned home it
was at this meeting sidney rigdon made a lengthy and tedious
speech presenting his claims telling the people what wonderful
things he had planned for them

the darkness was soon dispelled for brigham young
explained before the people on that day the order of the priesthood

he was filled with the power of the holy ghost he stood before the
people as the prophet joseph smith often had done and we heard
the voice of the true shepherd for he spoke with the voice of
joseph his manner and appearance were like unto josephs and it
was manifested to all those present upon whom the responsibility
rested to carry on the work of god and lead the saints

sharing an ancestors testimony of seeing andor hearing
brighamsBrighams transformation before the multitude of followers is a
tradition for many latter day saint families whose forebears wit-
nessed the event juanita leavitt brooks recalled that her grand-
father dudley leavitt loved to retell the story as long as he lived 12

john and eliza billington welch were both present at the meeting
held august 8 1844 where the mantle of the prophet fell on
brigham young and these facts they related many many times
to their children and grandchildren greatly strengthening and
adding to the testimonies of those who listened 11313 some de-
scendantsscendants of cynthia harrington durphy bowen have for generations
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required their children to memorize cynthiascynthiusCynthias account of the event 14

william ervin stoker who was raised from the age of six by his
grandfather william stoker stated with pride that his grandfather
knew the prophet joseph smith personally and was present when

the mantle ofjoseph fell upon brigham young and received a per-
sonal testimony he would add that he owed much to his grandfa-
ther for building up his faith by relating this story to him 15

while the faith of most church members certainly is not de-
pendent on testimonies of the mantle experience clearly some
members of the church were strengthened by their faith in the va-
lidity of their own mantle experience or that of a loved one the
purpose of this work is to present the written and oral narratives
of the people in nauvoo who firmly believed they had experi-
enced a miracle and who left their testimonies as a witness

the august 8 1844 conference

one session of the august 8 1844 conference was held in
the morning and another in the afternoon records indicate that
sidney rigdon addressed the congregation in the morning ses-
sion 16 after sidneyskidneysSidneys speech brigham young stood to callcancalicail for an
afternoon session and to make a few remarks brigham young
spoke again in the afternoon along with others but apparently sid-
ney rigdon did not estimates of the attendance at the meetings
range from hundreds to thousands including men women and
children of all ages 17 the conference was obviously of great inter-
est to the membership and whole families attended the people
came expecting an answer to the succession dilemma

sidney rigdon outlined his claim to be guardian of the
church brigham young defended the position of the quorum of
the twelve 18 according to retrospective accounts as brigham
delivered his message many saints saw or heard joseph and some
startled rose to their feet 19 some people mention that the trans-
formation occurred when brigham stood to speak after sidney rig-
don had concluded possibly indicating that they witnessed the
phenomenon at the end of the morning session of the conference
others say they saw the miracle in the afternoon session the ac-
counts of stillstiff others indicate that they witnessed a transformation
not on august 8 but rather on a later date 20 A number of witnesses
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do not specifically mention seeing or hearing a vision but testify in
general terms that the mantle or the spirit of joseph rested
on brigham21Brigham21 others simply report that they or brigham were
touched by the spirit 22 in the course of the conference a vote was
taken with the majority voting for brigham young to assume lead-
ership of the church

of those witnesses of a transformation a few provided spe-
cific details about the traits they recognized as josephs homer
duncan not only commented on the voice of brigham sounding
like that of joseph but also referred to one of josephs manner-
isms the very gestures of his right hand when he was saying any-
thing very positive reminded me of joseph my decision was then
made as to who should lead the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints for surely the mantle of joseph has fallen upon
brigham 1123111323 mosiah lyman hancock commented I11I saw in him the
look of joseph and the voice of joseph and it seemed to me that
he was as tall as joseph too 32211121322424 benjamin FE johnson also observed
josephs tall straight and portly robust form 2125112525 he then added
his famous comments about josephs speech and a missing tooth
remarking that he heard the real and perfect voice of the prophet
even to the whistle as in years past caused by the loss of a tooth
said to have been broken out by a mob at hyrum ohio 26 george
morris also described josephs familiar speech patterns noting

in the afternoon presedentprecedentPresedent young arose when I1 was startled by
earing josephs voice he had a way of clearing his throat before he
began to speak by a peculierpeculiar effort of his own like ah hem
I1 raised my head sudinly and the first thing I1 saw was joseph as
plain as I1 ever saw him in my life that was testemonytestimonyTestemony anoughadough to
convince me where the proper athoratyathoraty rested 2717

did brigham himself know that something miraculous had
happened his own account dated august 8 1844 simply states

I1 arose and spockeshocke to the people my hart was swolenscolen with compo
sion toardsboards them and by the power of the holy gost even the spirit
of the prophets I1 was enabled to comfort the harts of the saints in
the afternoon a corden to my request the people assembldassemble by thou-
sands I1 lade before them the order of the church and the power of
the preasthoodPreasthood after a long and laboraslabonas talk of a bout two ours in the
open air with the wind blowing the church was of one hart and one
mindmindamindj they wanted the twelve to lead the church as brjosephbrjosephsrjoseph had
dun in his day 28
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perhaps brigham was alluding to the miracle in his reference
to the spirit of the prophets however records do not indicate
that he publicly acknowledged the manifestations at the time they
occurred brigham young was careful never to claim to take josephs
place As early as august 151518441844 he wrote an epistle to the saints
that stated emphatically let no man presume for a moment that
his josephs place will be filled by another for remember he
stands in his own place and always will 2919 later brigham advised
the spirit of joseph which fell upon me is ready to fall upon

somebody else when I1 am removed 3010

testimonies of the mantle experience of 1844

it is impossible to verify the number of those in attendance at
the conference who saw or heard a physical transformation records
currently known establish 101 written testimonies of people who
say a transformation or spiritual manifestation occurred of these
fifty seven are firsthand documents personal journals personal
narratives told to a scribe or first person testimonies published in
church magazine articles forty two are secondhand testimonies
accounts gleaned from biographies written by family members or
from historical compilations

the mantle testimonies come from people who eventually
settled all over the utah territory from northern utah and idaho
to southern utah and arizona and even tahiti there is no pocket
location of people who recorded this experience

at least the earliest writers had no opportunity to read other
detailed written accounts of the mantle experience before record-
ing their own some testimonies31testimonies31 were written at least fifteen to
twenty years before the publication of the most comprehensive
church sanctioned mantle testitestimonymony george Q cannons 1870
essay in thethejuvenilejuvenile instructor 5212 prior to the publication of elder
cannons essay printed references to the mantle ofofjosephjoseph falling
on brigham appeared in the millennial sralstaisrulstar5531 and in the times
and seasons 31 these two church publications do not mention any
visions among members of the congregation but simply focus
on the point of ecclesiastical interest that the mantle had fallen on
brigham young
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in a july 19 1857 conference talk brigham young referred to
albert carringtonsCarringtons mantle experience

he carrington could not tell me from joseph smith when I1 was
speaking in the stand in nauvoo during the october conference of
1844 somebody came along and passed a finger over his eyes and he
could not see any one but joseph speaking until I1 got through
addressing the congregation 3515

this talk was printed ten days later in the deseret mewsnewsmemsnewsynews6 and may
have inspired some saints to write down their memories of the
events of august 1844

As stories about the mantle experience began to circulate in
the 1850s some writers may have responded by offering their own
personalized or embellished accounts such is human nature how-
ever most of the stories recorded after this point were not identi-
cal it does not seem that the writers were relying on the same
source for their versions of the event in fact the accounts contra-
dict each other to some extent in their descriptions of the events of
the day suggesting that each person wrote his or her account as

remembered not as described by church leaders years later
george romney vigorously defended the veracity of the man-

tle stories 1 I testify to you in all fervor before god that the mantle
of joseph smith fell upon brigham young it was josephs voice
absolutely josephs voice and manner as brigham young addressed
the people and told them who should be their leader now this is

no fiction this is true as I1 stand here after so many years passing
from the year 1844 up to the present time 1237113737

testimony of the succession of the twelve

in 1844 the twelve were beginning to understand their role
in the church joseph had carefully instructed them as to their
responsibilities and had given them all the keys they would need
to continue with the lords work 3831 but they did not always under-
stand the significance of what they heard brigham himself sug-
gested that when he heard of josephs death he was at first
overcome fearing the keys of the priesthood were gone then he
said 1 I felt it come like a flash of lightening to my mind and I1 said
the keys of the kingdom are here 113939 when he came to nauvoo
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he knew by visions of the spirit that from the twelve would
come a new first presidency 40 several years passed however
before all the twelve agreed meanwhile the support engendered
by the events of the august 1844 conference gave him as presi-
dent of the quorum of twelve the authority he needed to guide
the church in the ensuing transitional period

during the weeks following josephs death the saints had
been obviously concerned about the succession of leadership for
the many who already believed that the twelve held the keys
and the authority to the leadership of the church the mantle
experience was an additional testimony of the rightful succession
of the twelve for others it might have been an answer to prayer
the powerful events of august 1844 finalized loyalties for many
nauvoo saints and resolved the direction of their religious com-
mitmentmitment As wilford woodruff recalled the mantle manifestation
was the turning point in 1872 he reminded church members
there was a reason for this the mantle experience in the mind

of god it convinced the people 41 by 1846 most of the saints who
attended the meeting were ready to leave nauvoo and follow brig-
ham young and the twelve west

edward hunter and talitha cheney affirmed in their mantle
testimonies that they had no doubt that brigham young should
lead the church 42 anson call and william allred concluded that
they were perfectly satisfied 14343113313 homer duncan pledged my deci-
sion was then made 44 mary dunn an eleven year old soberly re-
called her fathers remarks as the family was returning home from
the meeting they need not hunt any farther brigham young
is the man to lead us 45

for others however the way was not so clear A few families
were split in their loyalties in the case of albert and ada winchell
clements the mantle episode led to a divorce albert was a mis-
sionary called to serve shortly before josephs death on learning of
the martyrdom he started his journey back to nauvoo As he trav-
eled home he encountered his friend sidney rigdon sidney told
him he was hurrying back to nauvoo to take his place as guardian
of the church albert was satisfied with rigdonsRigdons position

albert did not arrive home until august 15 1844 when he
learned of the august 8 meeting which his wife ada had attended
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she happily described the mantle event testifying that brigham
young had actually looked and sounded like joseph smith albert
inquired about rigdon ada answered that he had spoken but the
spirit was not with him albert still took the side of his friend sid-
ney rigdon ada vowed she would continue with the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints she and the children left in the exo-
dus to the rocky mountains albert stayed behind 46

though albert refused to accept adas testimony other indi-
viduals bolstered their commitment to the twelve through the wit-
ness of a close family member who had attended the august 1844
meeting sarah studevant leavitt accepted her husbands testi-
mony without question

my husband jeremiah was attending a meeting where this question
was being discussed brigham young was speaking when suddenly
he seemed to be clothed with all the authority ofjoseph smith jere-
miah said that he had the same appearance the same voice as the
prophet if he had not known that joseph smith was dead he would
have thought that brigham young was joseph smith tears damp-
ened many cheeks joy and gladness filled many hearts the lord had
not forgotten his people after that there was no one to doubt
that brigham young was to be our new leader and prophet if
brigham had any doubts my husband jeremiah did not 4717

aurelia spencer rogers acknowledged that the testimony of
her sister ellen spencer clawson was what strengthened my faith
in the truth of mormonism aurelia wrote

ellen was at a meeting of the saints at this meeting brigham
young who was president of the quorum of apostles arose to
speak when the mantle of joseph fell upon him and he was like
one transformed his countenance voice and form were like those of
the late prophet many in the congregation even children saw this
miracle it satisfied the people and decided the question who was to
be the leader 48

evidence of contemporaneous discussion
of the experience

in nauvoo throughout the temple building period people
seem to have talked about the mantle experience and about
brigham youngs resemblance to joseph smith 49 one historian
D michael quinn sums up the immediate response
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there were contemporary references to youngs transfiguration
the times and seasons reported that just before the sustaining vote
at the afternoon session of the august meeting every saint could see
that elijasselijahsElijahs mantle had truly fallen upon the twelve although the
church newspaper did not refer to young specifically for this man-
tle experience on 15 november 1844 henry and catharine brooke
wrote from nauvoo that young favours br joseph both in person
manner of speaking more than any person ever you saw looks like
another five days later arza hinckley referred to brigham young
on whom the mantle of the prophet joseph has fallen 50

ezra T benson who was present at the august 8 meeting
later recorded in his autobiography that many said when they
heard brigham talk that it was not brighamsBrighams voice but the voice
of joseph benson made no claim to having seen the transfigura-
tion himself but evidently heard others discussing their experi-
ence which he seems to have accepted without question 51

the diary of william burton a missionary who returned to
nauvoo in the spring of 1845 may refer to residents talking about
the mantle experience in may 1845 he recorded events in his
diary that had occurred during his absence from nauvoo

that which had taken place during the time that I1 was out on my
mission that grevious and hard to be bomeborne this was the martyrdom
of the prophet and seer and patriarch whose voices I1 could not
hear declaring the truths of heaven but their josephs and
hyrumshyrams places were filled by others much better than I1 once was
supposed they could have been the spirit of joseph appeared to
rest upon brigham 52

burtonsbartonsBurtons use of the past tense the spirit ofjoseph appeared
to rest upon brigham in the context of his discussion of events
that had transpired in his absence is significant if burton was refer-
ring by these words to the mantle experience he must have heard
of the event from others who had been at the meetings if this was
the case at that early date at least some nauvoo residents were dis-
cussing the incident

some discussion also took place via correspondence in a
february 1845 letter wilford woodruff shared the mantle news
with fellow saints in the british isles by assuring them that

on the second day after our arrival august 8thath 1844 we met in a spe-
cial conference all the quorumsquorums authorities and members of the
church that could assemble in nauvoo we were addressed by
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elder brigham young the president of the quorum of the twelve it
was evident to the saints that the mantle of joseph had fallen upon
him the road that he pointed out could be seen so plainly 5351

recording the experience

the spiritual witness received at the august conference was
of such magnitude that believers were willing even eager to fol-
low brigham young and the twelve 5451 however for one hundred
and fifty years scholars have searched for a witness account writ-
ten on the same day as the mantle experience 5515 if the experience
was so intense and lifeilfe changing56changing51 for followers of the prophet
joseph why were none of the accounts that record the miracle
written on the day of the manifestation or shortly thereafter it is a

question that unfortunately cannot be answered definitively
A partial explanation may be that for the nauvoo citizens of

1844 and 1845 life was chaotic and dangerous the citizens were
stunned by events and some did not have the luxury of good
health time money or even access to writing materials 5717 after the
death of joseph and the acceptance of the leadership of brigham
and the twelve the saints primary goals were to feed their fami-
lies and to finish the nauvoo temple as quickly as possible58possible58

a charge repeatedly given by joseph smith and then amplified
by brigham young 59 in fact judge william hyde recorded that
brigham young spoke in the afternoon session of the august 8

meeting concerning the need to finish the nauvoo temple 60

the urgency expressed by young motivated the nauvoo
saints to complete as much of the temple in the next eighteen
months as had been accomplished in the previous three years 16161

he organized the brethren into work crews and continued to com-
mit the sisters to contribute a penny a week for glass and nails
furthermore brigham put the missionary work in order studied
joseph smiths plan for an expansion of gathering places and vig-
orously pushed industrial development and construction numer-
ous new frame and brick homes as well as the seventies hall were
erected in the next year 6261

additionally the nauvoo saints were threatened by mobs and
other lawless citizens and the stresses that led to the murders of
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joseph and hyrum immediately reappeared leading to the aban-
donment of nauvoo by 1846 grief and depression followed the
martyrdom and recurring diseases such as malaria and cholera
were both endemic and virulent in this river town even during the
best of times which deterred record keeping 63 bloody flux sum-
mer sickness typhoid and tuberculosis are all named in the records
of the city after josephs death in addition to the normal child-
hood diseases of the nineteenth century that were often fatal 64

thirteen year old george washington bean summed up the
years following the prophets death as being filled with hardships
such as scurvy and blackleg he was forced to grow up fast dur-
ing this season I1 managed most of the family business as most of
my folks were ill 16565161 caroline barnes crosby verified that persecu-
tion continued all around us the brethren were obliged to be on
guard all the time the sickly season soon commenced I1 was sick
several weeks 6616 one of the brethren on guard was appleton milo
harmon who wrote

they arose in mob and broke open the jail and killed joseph and
hyrum and severely wounded elder john taylor on the 27th day of
june 1844 during this time I1 was serving as policeman on almost
constant duty night and day and in so doing exposed myself to wet
and cold and soon after was taken sick with chills and fever and for
three months was very sick in fact the sickest I1 ever was in my life
my recovery was but slowly 6717

emily smith hoyt explained that she was often sick two or
three months at a time and her life despaired of by her friends her
husband was in even worse health 68 in such an atmosphere jour-
nal keeping was simply not a priority for people who were trying
to survive and still accomplish the lords work in his journal
joseph grafton hovey recorded

the people said let the lord god of israel choose then the twelve
did explain the subject and made it as clear as the noon day sun of
their power and authority given them by joseph have not time and
space to write all the particulars for I1 do work hard on the temple
of the lord cutting and sawing stone and I1 do get so fatigued when I1

leave my labors that I1 have not much courage to write my life 6919

additionally most of the ordinary folk did not keep records
diary entries if kept at all were generally logs or daybooksdaybooks most
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members even those few who kept journals were very circum-
spect and may have been uncomfortable with writing about sacred
spiritual and emotional events as many are today 7071 one early saint
recorded her feelings about a vision she had experienced years
before she spoke or wrote of it

when a true spirit makes known anything to you in the daytime we
call it a vision if it is a true spirit it will never leave you every partic-
ular will be as plain fifty years hence as now I1 said to myself then my
vision I1 saw in kentucky when I1 thought I1 could almost see zion

was a true vision though I1 did not know what to call it and seldom
ever spoke of it for I1 thought it was given to me for my own benefit 71

others may have not fullyfolly appreciated the pivotal importance of
the meetings of that day and of the mantle experience until later in
their lives because of the very personal nature of a spiritual experi-
ence some saints may have been reluctant to record their impressions

in a letter to elder george S gibbs benjamin E johnson explains

so deeply was I1 impressed with what I1 saw and heard in the transfig-
urationuration that for years I1 dared not tell what was given me of the lord
to see but when in later years I1 did publicly bear this testimony I1

found that others had testified to having seen and heard the same
but to what proportion of the congregation that were present 1I

could never know but I1 do know that this my testimony is true 72

by the time they recorded their experiences the churchschurche progres-
sion under president youngs leadership and the accounts of others
who had attended the meeting had helped to validate their experi-
ence and testifying to its reality had become an honorable activity

early written accounts two womens testimonies

it is not always possible to determine when each account was
first recited or written two of the earliest known accounts of the
mantle experience were recorded by caroline barnes crosby and
emily smith hoyt two formidable pioneer women they recorded
their mantle testimonies when they finally found the essential ele-
ment they needed a solid block of time at the end of 1850 after
six hectic and life threatening years caroline and emily both
found the time and solitude to begin journals of their experiences
each woman felt that the mantle story was important enough to
include at the beginning of her history
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caroline barnes crosby was one of the first women to be
called as a missionary for the church assigned to serve with her
husband jonathan crosby 7371 in 1846 the indefatigable caroline left
nauvoo in 1848 she helped lead her family from council bluffs
iowa to the salt lake valley 7471 then in the spring of 1850 jonathan
and caroline along with addison pratt and louisa barnes pratt
carolines sister accepted a mission assignment to the society

islands a group of islands in the west part of french polynesia
during the fall of 1850 jonathan and addison conducted business
elsewhere leaving caroline and louisa alone on the island oftubuaitubuaitubuliof
manu 7571 there caroline could finally settle down long enough to
write her memoirs including her account of the mantle experi-
ence an educated witness caroline wrote

sidney rigdon came to the stand and tried to show to the people that
he was the rightful successor of joseph and his arguments were so
powerful that many were almost pursuadedpersuaded to believe him such but
as soon as the twelve apostles with bro brigham young at their head
took the stand it was shown conclusively where the power rested it
was the first time that I1 ever thought he brigham resembled bro
joseph but almost every one exclaimed that the mantle of joseph
had fallen on brigham for one I1 never had any doubts afterwards 76

but caroline did not write with the passion of emily smith
hoyt who arrived in the utah territory on october 30 1851 77

emily was the prophets cousin the daughter of joseph smiths
uncle asael who had served briefly as patriarch to the church 7871

she found time to write her memoirs just before she left her home
in iowa to travel to the utah territory 79

in 1840 emily and her husband samuel pierce hoyt had pur-
chased property just over the river from nauvoo in nashville now
galland lee county iowa erected a cabin and then built a very
substantial home with ten bedrooms and five fireplaces emily
described her home as being just four miles from a certain point
in nauvoo eventually we could see the nauvoo temple by
standing in my front door 80

she and her family had supported joseph smith from the first
moment they read the book of mormon in 1834 after learning of
the murders of emilysemiles two cousins the hoytsboyts traveled across the
river to nauvoo emily recalled we returned from that melan-
choly scene heart sick and sorrowful cast down but not in despair 81
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she continued we were summoned over the river again and went
to hear what was wanted 2182118282 thus samuel and emily were in nau-
voo for the meeting in the bowery on august 8 1844 where they
witnessed brighamsBrighams transformation for five long years starting in
1846 emilysemiles home served as a way station for LDS refugees a
place where saints could receive aid and nursing care before they
followed the twelve west 83

by 1851 emily was determined that the whole world know
of her unflagging testimony concerning her cousin knowing that
the smith family was split in their loyalties to brigham young
emily began her record with her mantle testimony and justified
her choices in following the saints west emphasizing that she and
joseph were about the same age and that joseph had spent much
time in her home she explained that on august 8 1844

president B Y brigham young arose from his seat and
addressed the audience I1 had been well acquainted with joseph the
latter part of his life we had been at his home many times and
joseph hiram and families felt at home with us but the god of
heaven who had said it was his business to provide for his saints
sent president B young home just in time and clothed him not with
the mantle of elijah but the spirit and power which had rested on

joseph I1 was an eye and ear witness the manner of reasoning the
expression of the countenance the sound of the voice thrilled my
whole soul I1 knew that joseph was dead and yet I1 often startled
and involuntarily looked at the stand to see if it was not joseph it
was not it was brigham young and if any one doubts the right of
brigham to manage affairs for the saints all I1 have to say to them is

this get the spirit of god and know for yourselves the lord will
provide for his own 84

emily smith hoyt was an educated woman a graduate of a
teachers academy and not given to hyperbole or superstition she
had family ties to joseph smith and knew him well she was cer-
tainly also acquainted with brigham young it seems hard to imag-
ine that she could have been duped by a bit of theatrical mimicry

the prophet Is not dead childrens testimonies

adults were not the only witnesses of the mantle event
A number of those present at the meeting were children williamwitham
van orden carbine was only nine years old in 1844 but he was
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well acquainted with the prophet joseph he remembered sitting
in the meeting with his mother adelia rider carbine and saying
the prophet is not dead for I1 see him on the stand williams

experience became a favorite story of his mother who retold it
many times 8581

james madison fisher an eleven year old who had often
played ball with the prophet joseph also remembered the unex-
pected vision of his friend

rigdon spoke first it did not have the wright sic ring to it when he
sat down brother brigham got up the mantle of joseph fell upon
him he was the picture of the prophet joseph and he had the
prophets voice it was a great surprise for the people the saints was
shown who was to be their leader 8681

one of the children eight year old mary field specifically iden-
tified what she was doing at the time of the event she recalled

mother mary harding field had the baby on her knee who was
playing with a tin cup he dropped it attracting our attention to
the floor mother stooped over to pick it up when we were star-
tled by hearing the voice of joseph looking up quickly we saw the
form of the prophet joseph standing before us brother brigham
looked and talked so much like joseph that for a minute we
thought it was joseph 877

the mantle testimonies are finally published

emily smith hoyt and caroline barnes crosby wrote their
memoirs a few years after the event long before the first detailed
accounts of the mantle experience were published it was not
until the 1870s that a mantle account relating in detail the miracu-
lous vision of joseph was finally published and made generally
accessible to the members of the church 88

orson hydes remembrance of his mantle experience was
delivered publicly in salt lake city on october 6 1869 and pub-
lished in the deseret news semiweeklysemi weekly on november 16 1869 89

but it was george Q cannons testimony that the congregation
both saw and heard joseph with their natural eyes and ears

published in the juvenile instructor in 1870 that became the
major source for transfiguration accounts by mormon historians
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such as B H roberts in A comprehensive history of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints 90 on april 8 1872 wilford
woodruff publicly bore his testimony concerning the mantle expe-
rience this testimony was published in the deseret news weekly
on may 22 1872 91 cannon and woodruffswoodruffe published testimonies
were followed by other testimonies that were recorded in histories
written by edward W tullidge and orson FE whitney 92 A mantle
statement from william C staines was published in the contribu-
tor in june 18911891 ten years after his death 93

in 1905 the young women of the church were also pre-
sented with the deeply personal testimonies of three redoubtable
mormon women who remembered august 8 1844 as a day that
changed their lives maria wealthy wilcox jane snyder richards
and rachel ridgeway grant each wrote about their memories of
joseph the prophet for the young womanscomanswomansjournaljournal 94

like wilcox richards and grant many witnesses did not
write about their experience until late in their lives perhaps the
published accounts validated their own experience perhaps they
were pressured by their children to write the story they had told
over the years As death approached they may have felt the need
to leave their written testimonies for posterity or they may have
wanted to leave a document that would silence any doubters sev-
eral of the accounts became grand almost poetic proclamations of
belief as though the writers felt that the formal rhetoric would
lend weight to their testimonies

mantle testimonies into the twentieth century

mantle testimonies recorded after 1900 begin to read very
much alike probably because the participants had read the pub-
lished accounts however significant and unique renderings were
still to come on july 2 1902 the first known legal document con-
cerning the mantle event made its appearance in a statement that
john welch swore before the county clerk in logan cache county
utah 95 the last documented letter testimony by a living parti-
cipant of the mantle experience appeared in 1918 by eliza ann
haven westover 96
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bishop george romney twice tes-
tified publicly seventy five years after
josephs death romney was only thirteen
when he witnessed the mantle event at
age eighty eight he delivered his testi-
mony in the ensign ward in salt lake city
on june 22 1919 the message was so
powerful that a listener immediately re-
corded his words for posterity

I1 shall never forget in this world or ineikilkeim OW the world to come the scene as brig-
hamjohn welch 1823 1910

young arose when brigham
got up the mantle of joseph smith fellphoto taken about 1900 upon him it was josephs voice it was

courtesy carolyn baxter josephs appearance and I1 testify to
you if I1 never again do so on this

earth in the presence of god and angels that this is verily the truth
this is true that the mantle of joseph did fall upon brigham young
and the people knew it 97

with equal power bishop romney also bore his testimony before
the swedish saints in salt lake city on december 17 1919 it was
published for the missionaries of the church in the april 13 1920
edition of Liliahonaabona the eldersjournalElders Journal 9391

conclusion

at least eighty two people have declared through their own
or others records that brigham young took on the appearance
voice andor mannerisms of the prophet joseph smith when
we include the records that state without further explanation
that the mantle fell on brigham we can increase the number of
these testimonies these records are impressive evidence that
must be weighed carefully the introduction to the legal text
eyewitness testimony civil and criminal explains the value
of eyewitness testimony lawyers can neither afford to exclude
eyewitness testimony legally nor ignore it sometimes it is the
only evidence available and it is often correct 99

in his book in search of stones psychiatrist M scott peck
states one of the tests of proof of reality is termed consensual
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validation that isaisjis whenever two or more very different
people make exactly the same extraordinary assessment of a phe-
nomenonnomenon then it needs to be taken seriously 100

for those who accept with little question the visions and spiri-
tual experiences of the prophet joseph smith and his associates it is
also plausible that a large body of saints could witness a miraculous
manifestation at meetings of the school of the prophets and gather-
ings at the time of the kirtland temple dedication numbers of saints
experienced group manifestations 101 nancy alexander tracy re-
ported that during the dedication of the kirtland temple in 1836

heavenly beings appeared to many 102 As with the mantle experi-
ence not all the saints present reported having seen these visions 103

nor did everyone who was reported by others to have seen a vision
personally record the experience those to whom visions have been
opened may well report seeing different things as was the case with
the personal descriptions of a manifestation shared in hawaii by a
group of saints that included david 0 mckay 104

in spite of the silence of some in regard to the events of
august 8 the time lapse between the event and the written expres-
sion of others and differences in detail or similarities in wording of
the written accounts the simple fact remains that many saints
most of whom attended that conference in the grove behind the
nauvoo temple testified that they saw heard andor felt a mani-
festationfe that helped determine or confirm the direction of the rest
of their lives

lynne watkins jorgensen is a licensed genealogist and a retired family history
researcher at the family history department of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints

NOTES

foror more on these events see ronald K esplin joseph brigham and the
twelve A succession of continuity BYU studies 2211 no 3 1981 30141301 41 and
martin B hickman succession in the presidency min encyclopedia of mor-
monism ed daniel H ludlow 5 vols new york macmillan 1992 31420 21

esplin joseph brigham and the twelve 325 n 84
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3theathehe term transfiguration was used by early LDS writers in reference to
the specific meeting of august 8 1844 when the mantle of the prophet joseph
descended upon brigham young although not everyone witnessed a change in
the voice and form of brigham young many reported that they did hence the
use of the term one meaning of transfiguration is an act process or instance
of changing or being changed in form or appearance websters international
dictionary 3dad ed sv transfiguration compare matthew 1712171 2

brigham young referred to the meeting as a conference brigham young
in journalinjournal of discourses 26 vols liverpool F D richards 1855 86 55758557 58
july 19 1857 hereafter cited asjdasad

leonard5leonardbleonard J arrington brigham young american moses new york
alfred A knopf 1985 11415114 15 arrington acknowledges that it is possible to
attribute the mantle experience to the downcast spirits of the saints who had
mourned josephs passing for forty days their yearning to be comforted by their
lost leader their disappointment with rigdon whose ambition had diluted his
sincerity their surprise at the presence of brother brigham who was thought by
many to be still on his way back from boston and brighamsBrighams talent for mimicry
but observes that the diaries letters and later recollections of many of those
present testify to an experience that persuaded them that brigham was the new
joseph most mormon historians who have written about the mantle phenome-
non matter of factly report that many saints later testified that they had witnessed
a miraculous transfiguration of brigham young see thomas G alexander things
of heaven and earth the life and times of witfordwilford woodruff a mormon
prophet salt lake city signature books 1991 114 james B alienallenailen and glen M

leonard the story of the latter day saints 2dad ed salt lake city deseret book
1992 216 leonard J arrington and davis bitton thetoe mormon experience
A history of the latter day saints new york alfred A knopf 1979 84 85 and
D michael quinn the mormon hierarchy origins ofofpowerpomerpower salt lake city sig-
nature books 1994 16667166 67

6richardarichardchard S van wagoner the making of a mormon myth the 1844 transf-
iguration of brigham young dialogue A journalajournalaljournal ofmormonof mormon thought 28 win-
ter 1995 21

7for more information on elijah elisha and prophetic succession see
fred E woods elishaellsha and the children the question of accepting prophetic
succession BYUbyustudiesstudies 32 no 3 1992 475847 58

8jtt is important to understand the part that the vote of this conference
played in establishing the succession of authority in the church ofjesusofjesus christ of
latter day saints the authority of the twelve as the governing body of the
church upon the death of a president was confirmed as the congregation chose
to support brigham young in his calling as president of the quorum of the
twelve each time a new president of the church is sustained this plan of priest-
hood leadership is followed see esplin joseph brigham and the twelve
30140301 40 see also hickman succession

9theathe story of the lake powell family reunion is found in victor watkins
diary june 19 1977 in possession of the author

1010josephjoseph smith jr history of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints ed B H roberts 2dad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1971

6338 hereafter cited as history of the church
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see appendix 1I watkins william lampard this narrative of the mantle
experience is one of the more well written accounts though a member of a
working class london family william was one of six scholarship boys at brewers
school and received a classical education watkins became the executive secre-
tary of the highly successful brigham city cooperative lynne watkins jorgensen
the first london mormonscormonsMormons 1840 45 what am I1 and my brethren here for
masters thesis brigham young university 1988 69 100

12see appendix 11II leavitt dudley
13see appendix 11II billington eliza eliza billington and john welch were

married in nauvoo on may 18 1845
while I1 was researching this paper katherine adams peterson a cynthia

bowen descendant learned of my project she immediately took a table napkin
and on it wrote from memory cynthiascynthiusCynthias account see appendix I1 bowen cynthia
harrington durphy

15 see appendix II11 stoker william
andrew jenson ed historical record 8 march 1899 789

17for attendance estimates see appendix I1 staines william C and
woodruff wilford and appendix II11 lyman amasa mason and murdock horace
brigham young wrote the people assembled by thousands brigham young
diary 27july27 july 1837 1 april 1845 august 81844 holograph brigham young col-

lection archives division historical department the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives for tes-
timoniesti that mention very young children see appendix 1I field mary and
appendix II11 smith jane wadley

see appendix I1 hyde william
19seesee appendix 1I adams william burton robert taylor hamblin jacob

haven eliza ann hendricks drusilla dorris johnson benjamin franklin and
pace william bryam see appendix II11 harris emmeline blanch woodward
knight samuel R perry eliza ann and taylor pleasant green

20seesee appendix 1I call anson judd zadoc knapp and tracy nancy naomi
alexander see appendix II11 carrington albert charles wesley hubbardshubbarddHubbards account
in appendix II11 mentions a date ofaugust 4 1844 and then goes on to describe the
meeting of august 8 this date is probably an error in memory or in transcription

21 see appendix 1I allredauredanredaliredailred william moore bullock thomas burton william
gates jacob hinckley arza erastus patten george woodruff wilford 1845
account and appendix II11 angell truman 00. billington eliza cannon ann
ellsworth edmund preece luvera ellen ensign smith john sivel snow james
chauncey and stoker william

see appendix I1 gates jacob menillmerrillmen illlii phileman christopher smoot mar-
garet thompson mcmeans adkinson joseph fieldings journal entry regarding
the conference does not mention a transfiguration but states simply that I11I felt
doubtful about it rigdonsRigdons authority partly because the spirit did not bear
witness to it fielding continues

A meeting was called and rigdon again addressed us but seemed
to have no liberty or power after which elder brigham young spoke to
the people he had much liberty and the power of the spirit in

speaking and the saints soon began to see how things were and
that the 12 must now hold the keys of power and authority according
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to the revelation which says the 12 are equal with the first presi-
dency joseph fielding they might have known that he was not
a fallen prophet the nauvoo journal of joseph fielding andrew
F ehat ed BYU studies 19 no 2 197919791 155 original in LDS

church archives typescript in special collections and manuscripts
harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah here-
after cited as BYU archives

lorenzo hill hatch was serving a mission in vermont when he received
word of the martyrdom at the same time he received a spiritual witness that
brigham should succeed joseph

I1 received the sad news of this awful affair the martyrdom in the
town of bristol addison county vermont while I1 yet had the letter
in my hand this letter was written by my uncle who claimed that sid-
ney rigdon was the man to lead the church a voice spoke to me
and said brigham young is the successor of joseph smith
lorenzo hill hatch lorenzo hill hatch journal typescript 282

copied from original journals by ruth savage hilton

23seesee appendix I1 duncan homer
24 see appendix I1 hancock mosiah lyman
25 see appendix I1 johnson benjamin F
26see appendix I1 johnson benjamin F although josephs tooth had been

repaired before his death to benjamin johnson the whistle was proof that he had
heard josephs voice

27see appendix 1I morris george
11 Youngoung diary august 8 1844 this passage is in brigham youngs hand-

writing with his spelling and punctuation dean C jessee identifies which diary
passages are actually written by brigham young and which are written by scribes
see dean C jessee the writings of brigham young western historical quart-
erly 4 july 1973 284

19history of the church 7250 italics in original
31 31brighambrigham young injdmjdined 557 july 19 1857
31seesee appendix I1 ashby benjamin crosby caroline bamesbarnes hancock

mosiah lyman hoyt emily smith and laub george
32see appendix I1 cannon george Q
33 see appendix I1 bullock thomas and woodruff wilford
34while34 while the prophet lived we all walked bysightlysightby sight he is taken from us and

we must now walk by faith after he brigham explained matters so satisfac-
torily that every saint could see that elijahselijassElijahs mantle had truly fallen upon the
twelve special meeting times and seasons 5 september 2 1844 637

35 see appendix II11 carrington albert brigham young referred to barringcarring
tons experience which he said took place during the october conference of
1844 brigham young injdmjdined 558 july 19 1857

3131brighambrigham young remarks deseret news julyjidy 29 185618567 164
37see appendix I1 romney george
38seesee esplin joseph brigham and the twelve 301 41
39manuscript minutes of brigham young sermon december 25 1857

brigham young collection LDSIDSins church archives
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40miscellaneous40miscellaneous minutes february 12 1849 brigham young collection
LDS church archives

41seesee appendix I1 woodruff wilford
42seesee appendix 11II hunter edward and cheney talitha garlik avery
43seesee appendix 1I call anson and allred william moore
44see appendix 1I duncan homer
emmie45effieeffie ensign merrill essay for the sea gull camp of daughters of utah pio-

neers september 12 1941 copy in possession of the author
41seesee appendix 11II clements ada winchell some years later albert sent a

letter with an elder asking his wife for a divorce which she granted both part-
ners remarried after the death of both mates albert rejoined the church trav-
eled to utah and he and ada went with their son to the endowment house
where they were remarried and sealed the lonely trail in our pioneer her-
itage comp kate B carter 20 vols salt lake city daughters of utah pioneers
1958 77 3111123111 12

47seesee appendix II11 leavitt jeremiah
41seesee appendix II11 clawson elleneffenelieneilenennen spencer
49seesee carol cornwall madsen in their own words women and the story

ofnauvooof Nauvoo salt lake city deseret book 1994 168 185 204 235 242 255 56
51 quinn51quinn mormon hierarchy 166 first italics added
5john51johnajohn henry evans and minnie egan anderson ezra T benson pioneer

statesman saint salt lake city deseret news press 1947 88 89
52 see appendix 1I burton william
53seesee appendix 1I woodruff wilford
5413rent5413brentrent L top and lawrence R flake the kingdom of god will rollron on

succession in the presidency ensign 26 august 1996 25
51aA few nauvoo saints who kept daily records personal or official made

entries on august 8 recording the results or proceedings of the meeting without
mentioning a mantle experience at that time see appendix I1 huntington zina
diantha wilford woodruff concerned with keeping an official record made
careful notes on the comments made by the speakers during the conference but
makes no mention of a specific spiritual manifestation at the meeting see scott G

kenney ed wilford Woodrufwoodruffjss journal 183318981833 1898 midvale utah signature
books 1983841983 84 434 40 in their personal journals william clayton and
heber C kimball both briefly mention only the results of the vote taken at the
meeting see george D smith an intimate chronicle thetbejournalsjournals of william
clayton salt lake city signature books 1991 142 and heber C kimball jour-
nal LDS church archives

willard richardssRichardrichardsss journal has a two and one half page entry for august 7 a

very brief entry for august 8 followed by a blank page then another long entry for
august 9 the entry marked august 8 is made up of a few short lines that simply
state that rigdon spoke in the morning and that the twelve were voted by the
church to stand as the first presidency then richards writes see times and sea-
sons the first reference to the august 8 meeting in the times and seasons is in
the issue dated september 2218441844 see note 34 indicating that richards probably
made the entry after august 8 willard richards journal LDS church archives

thomas bullocks personal journal has no entries for august 8 1844 see
note 64 however he did attend the meeting and kept minutes his notes for the
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afternoon meeting make no mention of a mantle experience his minutes of the
morning meeting taken in his particular shorthand are notes taken during sid
neys and brighamsBrighams speeches with no additional comments of any kind thomas
bullock minutes thomas bullock collection LDS church archives

caroicarol C madsen comments some human experiences are so intense and
life changing that memory returns not only the event in its fullness but also the
emotions that surround it madsen in their own words 158

57for a discussion concerning the lack of paper in nauvoo in 1844 see
george W givens in old nauvoo everyday life in the city of ofjosepbjoseph salt lake
city deseret book 1990 266 on november 13 1844 the nauvoo neighbor
announced a lack of paper caused by the bad state of navigation &cac

after18after giving his testimony of the mantle falling on brigham young edmund
ellsworth explained that president young told them that the temple must be
built he added we went to work as one in poverty edmund ellsworth auto-
biography ca 1892 holograph 454 5 LDS church archives

59 esplin59esplin joseph brigham and the twelve 330 they did complete
enough of the temple to enable many to receive their endowments before the
exodus in 1846

see appendix I1 hyde william
garringtonarlington and bitton mormon experience 85
allen and leonard story of the latter day saints 202

63 some diarists who had been keeping fairly regular diaries stopped writing
around the time of the martyrdom and did not resume until later for example
thomas bullocks personal journal shows a gap from june 15 until october 8
1844 charles coulson rich made no entries from june 282818441844 to january 1 1845

and eliza roxcy snow ceased writing in april 1843 and did not resume until feb-
ruary 1846 davis bitton guide to mormon diaries and autobiographies
provo utah brigham young university press 1977 47 289 331 32 abraham 0

smoot stopped writing in his journal about the time he returned to nauvoo
july 28 1844 and picked up his narrative again on october 9 1844 abraham
owen smoot abraham owen smoot journal 184418451844 1845 abraham owen
smoot papers BYU archives

64 givens sickness and death in old nauvoo 11230112 30
65 george washington bean george washington bean and his family

records comp flora diana bean home salt lake city utah printing 1945 23 3311

caroline bamesbarnes crosby memoirs begun at tubuaitubuli society islands 1851851V
LDS church archives

67appleton67appleton milo harmon appleton milo harmons early history and jour-
nal for his travels through the united states england and scotland in 1850
18518511 and 1852 BYU archives

emily smith hoyt reminiscences and diaries 1851 1893 19 20 LDSIDS
church archives

19joseph19joseph grafton hovey biography of joseph grafton hovey copied and
arranged from his journal by his grand son M R hovey of logan utah type-
script BYU archives hoveyshoneys use of the phrase as clear as the noon day sun
sometimes associated with a visionary experience JS H 111616 dacd&c 1103 acts 93
may or may not have any special significance
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while teaching family history classes for the BYU salt lake center I1 asked
my students how many of them had personally experienced a spiritual manifesta-
tion or knew of a spiritual experience of someone close to them nearly every
hand went up I1 then asked how many had written these experiences down
nearly every hand went down only one or two of the students had actually kept
a journal account when I1 asked why they had not recorded the experience they
answered that they were uncomfortable writing about sacred events

martha pane jones thomas autobiography in daniel stillwell thomas
family history salt lake city kate woodhouse kirkham 1927 30 3311 spelling
standardized

71see appendix 1I johnson benjamin F
73 carol cornwall madsen mormon missionary wives in nineteenth

century polynesia journalorn ofmormonof mormonmommon history 13 1986 87 61
71crosby memoirs unpaged
75crosby memoirs unpaged
76see appendix 1I crosby caroline bamesbarnes
77hoyt reminiscences and diaries 67
78andrew78andrew jenson latter day saint biographical encyclopedia A compi-

lation of biographical sketches of prominent men and women in the church
ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints 4 vols salt lake city andrew jenson his-
tory 1901 36 1182

79hoythoyt reminiscences and diaries 19 20
8hoytohoythoyt reminiscences and diaries 19
8hoytohoythoyt reminiscences and diaries 20
82hoyt reminiscences and diaries 20
13hoyt reminiscences and diaries 202120 21
84see appendix 1I hoyt emily smith
15see appendix 11II carbine william van orden
86see appendix I1 fisher james madison
87see appendix I1 field mary

As previously noted the only official mantle references that had been
previously published were brigham youngs reference in 1857 to albert barringcarring
tons experience and the statements in the times and seasons and the millen-
nial star

89seesee appendix 1I hyde orson in this 1869 discourse orson hyde speaks
as if he had been present at the august 8 conference in nauvoo he mentions rig
dons speech to the congregation as well as brigham youngs however wilford
woodruff s diary places orsonsoarsons arrival in nauvoo on august 13

goseesee appendix 1I cannon george Q see also B H roberts A comprehen-
sive history of the church ofofjesusjesus christ of latter day saints century one 6
vols provo utah the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1965 2418
history of the church 7236 n george Q cannons account has become a
widely quoted source for the mantle stories in major histories of the nauvoo
period it is still accepted as a faithful version and reappears in contemporary LDS

historical and educational materials elder cannons account was quoted most
recently in the ensign along with the 1903 benjamin F johnson letter to elder
george S gibbs see top and flake kingdom of god will roll on 25

91seesee appendix I1 woodruff wilford
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9seeaseesee tullidge life of brigham young and orson F whitney history of
utah salt lake city cannon and sons 189219041892 1904

93seesee appendix 1I staines william C
94see appendix 1I ivins rachel ridgeway richards jane snyder and

wilcox maria wealthy
95seesee appendix I1 welch john
91seesee appendix I1 haven eliza ann
97seesee appendix 1I romney george
9seeaseesee appendix 1I romney george

elizabethellzabetheilzabeth F loftus and james M doyle eyewitness testimony civil and
criminal 2dad ed charlottesville va michie company law publishers 1992 8
italics added

loomM scott peck holiness minin in search of stones A pilgrimage of faith
reason and discovery new york hyperion 1995 75

milton V bachmanbachmanjrjr the heavens resound A history of the latter
day saints in ohio 1830 1838 salt lake city deseret book 1983 264 68768268
284 309 see also karlkarikadikadd ricks anderson joseph smiths kirtland eyewitness
accounts salt lake city deseret book 1989 16991169 91

102bachman heavens resound 300
101ezraezra T benson makes no claim to having had a mantle vision personally

but mentions and apparently accepts the experience of others see note 48
A number of saints whose reminiscent accounts have been located are careful to
record that they were at the meeting on august 8 but make no specific reference
to a transfiguration see the following accounts 1 lucy diantha morley alienallenailen
joseph smith the prophet young womanscomans journal 17 december 1906

537 2 gilbert belnap autobiography typescript 37 BYU archives 3 david E

fullmer A brief sketch of the life of david E fullmer and his father peter full-
mer holograph 40 LDS church archives

104lavina fielding anderson prayer under a pepper tree sixteen
accounts of a spiritual manifestation BYU studies 33 no 1 1993 737473 74
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appendix 1I firsthand testimonies

the following are the testimonies of persons who left a re-
cord of their mantle experience these records were either writ-
ten in the persons own hand or dictated by them to a scribe
women will be listed under the name they had in august 1844
this section includes names birth and death dates persons age in
august 1844 testimonies sources and appropriate notes

adams william
january 8 1822 september 30 1901 age 22

there was a great multitude attending the meeting more than
one half the crowd could not find seats and stood on their feet
never were so many at one meeting that I1 ever saw I1 was sitting
down and could not see the speakers on the stand I1 was listening
very attentively so that I1 could hear every word

I1 heard a voice speaking I1 was surprised and jumping to my
feet expecting joseph the prophet was speaking having heard him
often in public and private so that I1 was quite acquainted with his
voice this was a strong testimony that the twelve apostles were the
rightful leaders of the church and that the mouth of joseph had
fallen on brigham young

allredailredalired william moore
december 24 1819 january 8 1901 age 24

sidney rigdon one of josephs counselors had moved to pittsburg
and when he heard of josephs death he came to nauvoo claiming
his right to lead the church at least he said the church was 14 years
old and had the right to choose a guardienguardeenguardien but brigham young the
president of the twelve apostles and others of the twelve that had
been on a mission just got home as the meeting was called for rig-
don to preach and after he got through brigham got up and spoke
with such power that it convinced nearly all that were present that
the mantle ofjoseph had fallen on him I1 was perfectly satisfied 2

ashby benjabenjamini
december 19 1828 november 19 1907 age 15

soon the twelve began to return also sidney rigdon who endeav-
ored to have himself elected as guardainguarvainguardain of the church and I1 was pres-
ant when he made his silly and boastful speach about leading the
church back to pittsburg and twerlingewerlingTwerling the nose of queen victoria
&cac &cac too foolish to be worth remembering I1 did not know rigdon
when he was in the spirit of his calling and cannot say what manner
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of man he was but when I1 knew him he had lost the favor of god
and he was as dry as sticks in his preaching

I1 was in the congregation when the question of the succesionsuccessionsucces ion
to the leadership of the church was before the people and I1 solemlysolemnly

assert and testify that the last time I1 saw the features the gestures
and heard the sound of the voice of joseph smith was when the
form voice and countanancecountenance of brigham young was tranfiguard be-
fore the congregation so that he appeared like joseph smith in every
particular thus the lord showed the people that the mantle of
joseph had been bestowed upon brigham 3

barney lewis
september 8 1808 november 5 1894 age 35

the next day president brigham young arnved in nauvoo with some
of the other apostles from a mission to the eastern states and called a
meeting and invited sidney rigdon to the stand and in the presancecresancepresance of
the assembled thousands of the saints said to sidney now if you have
any thing to say you have the apertunityapertunity and you can take the standjstandstanaj

but sidney declined and kept his seat president young then arose and
took the stand his face and countinenceCountinence having the apearanceabearanceapearance of
joseph his voice and words were the familiar voice and words of our
martmanneredmatteredered prophet so much so the wholewhoiewho 1 I e congregation was fully sat-
isfied that the mantle of the prophet joseph had fallen on him and
some of the saints realy believed it was in reality the prophet himhimselfseiffselff
well do I1 remember the feelings that possesedpossessedpossesed my breast at that time I1
knew it was brigham young and being familiar with the countinancecountenanceCountinance
voice and the maner of the speech of the prophet joseph smith I1 also
knew the mantle of the prophet had fallen on brigham and it was mar-
velous and a mericle wrought by the power of god in the sight and
hearing of the whole multitude that they might never doubt that
brigham was the chosen leader of the church 4

bowen cynthia harrington durphydurfeyDurphy Durfey
november 5030 1811 november 18851883 age 5232

while at the prayer meeting that was called after hearing sydney rig-
don speak an event that gave me great strength took place brigham
young stood before us & as I1 listened to him his countenance
changed & I1 saw the prophet joseph smith & heard his voice speak-
ing as well & I1 knew who was to be the next prophet of the lord &
who was to lead the saints 5

brookebrookehenryhenryhency
no available dates

on 15 november 1844 henry and catharine brooke wrote from
nauvoo that brigham young favours br joseph both in person
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& manner of speaking more than any person ever you saw looks
like another 6

buckwalter henry schulerschillerschnier
may 12 18311831851 november 6 1908 age 13

was at the meeting when sidney rigdon tried to lay claim to the
presidency of the church and president brigham young told him
different and his voice and looks was precisely like that of the
prophet joseph 7

bullock thomas
december 23 1816 february 10 1885 age 27

they josephuosephdoseph and hyrum were two good men when living and they
died good men they died martyrs for the truth and they sealed their
testimony with their blood and their testimony is true

the mantle of joseph fell on brigham young the blood of the
martyrs became as seed on the earth 8

burton robert taylor
october 25 1821 november 11 1907 age 22

this morning at the presiding bishops office after reading what pur-
ported to be an appeal to the latter day saints by frederick J smith in
regard to the successor of the prophet joseph smith jr I1 had occa-
sion in conversation with bishop 0 P miller to refer to my experi-
ence in nauvoo illinois some time after the martyrdom ofjoseph and
hyrum smith and upon his request I1 made the following statement

this to my mind was one of the most critical periods in the his-
tory of the church A number of persons claimed the legal succes-
sion and to have this authority among them sidney rigdon james J
strang aaron and moses smith and others the occasion that I1 now
refer to was a general meeting of the latter day saints soon after the
return to nauvoo of president brigham young and other members of
the quorum of twelve apostles from their missions the meeting
had been called to order and after the usual opening exercises pres-

ident brigham young arose to address the assembly

at that time I1 was not acquainted with president young but
his voice manner expression and in fact his personal appearance
was so strikingly that of the martyredmartyred prophet that I1 rose from my
seat as did hundreds of others to look at the prophet joseph smith
jr the likeness was so marked that I1 could hardly make myself
believe that the prophet had not himself returned not that there was
a resemblance between the two men I1 am not going to say why this
was other than I1 received it as an evidence to the people that god
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had chose brigham young as successor to the prophet joseph smith
jr there were dozens even hundreds of others who were im-
pressed just the same as I1 was at that time and I1 have heard many
many who are now gone make similar statements or expressions to
that I1 am here making

signed R T burton9burtone

burton williamwliilamwimmiam

october 3 1809 march 17 18511851 age 34

we arrived in nauvoo in may there was one change more that
had taken place during the time that I1 was out on my mission
that grevious and hard to be bomeborne this was the martyrdom of the
prophet and seer and patriarch whose voices I1 could not hear
declaring the truths of heaven but their josephs and hyrumshyrams
places were filled by others much better than I1 once was supposed
they could have been the spirit of joseph appeared to rest upon
brigham great and mysterious are the ways of godgod10

callcaucailcalicah anson
may 13 181810isioislo1 0 august 31 1890 age 34

that week brigham young and others of the 12 came to the city on
the sunday following brigham and a portion of the twelve pre-
sented themselves in our congregation he said he had not come to
electioneer nor set up any particular claim but to do his duty and it
was for the people to judge between truth and error before he
brigham had spoken many sentences I1 discovered that it was the

voice of joseph and had I1 have been where my eyes could not have
beheld him I1 should have believed that joseph had been speaking it
was josephs voice and josephs gestures through the entire dis-
course I1 became perfectly satisfied that it was the voice for me to
follow in connection with the majority of the brethren

cannon george Q
january 11 1827 april 12 1901190igo1 age 17

it was the first sound of his voice brighamsBrighams which the people
had heard since he had gone east on his mission and the effect upon
them was most wonderful who that was present on that occasion
can ever forget the impression it made upon them if joseph had
risen from the dead and again spoken in their hearing the effect
could not have been more startling than it was to many present at
that meeting it was the voice ofjoseph himself and not only was it
the voice of joseph which was heard but it seemed in the eyes
of the people as though it was the very person of joseph which
stood before them A more wonderful and miraculous event than
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was wrought that day in the presence of that congregation we never
heard of the lord gave his people a testimony that left no room for
doubt as to who was the man he had chosen to lead them they
both saw and heard with their natural eyes and ears and then the
words which were uttered came accompanied by the convincing
power of god to their hearts and they were filled with the spirit
and with great joy there had been gloom and in some hearts prob-
ably doubt and uncertainty but now it was plain to all that here was
the man upon whom the lord had bestowed the necessary authority
to act in their midst in josephs stead 12

cox elias
january 15 1835 may 8 1917 age 9

I1 heard brother brigham speak and that is the first time that I1

ever saw two men look and sound so much alike in all my life and
after he had sat down I1 wondered where joseph had gone 13

crosby caroline barnes
january 5 1807 february 16 1884 age 37

sidney rigdon came to the stand and tried to show to the
people that he was the rightful successor of joseph and his argu-
ments were so powerful that many were almost pursuadedpersuaded to be-
lieve him such but as soon as the twelve apostles with bro brigham
young at their head took the stand it was shown conclusively where
the power rested it was the first time that I1 ever thought he
brigham resembled bro joseph but almost every one exclaimed

that the mantle of joseph had fallen on brigham for one I1 never had
any doubts afterwards we all soon became comforted concerning
our leaders but persecution continued all around us the brethren
were obliged to be on guard all the time 14

duncan homer
january 19 1815 march 23 1906 age 29

1I must make mention on one more manifestation of the lords
goodness to me at the special meeting held at nauvoo after the proph-
et joseph smiths death at the time that the mantle of the prophet of
the lord fell upon brigham young I1 sat listening to someone speak-
ing with my head down my face in the palms of my hands and my
elbows on my knees while in this position brigham young came to
the stand and commenced to speak with the voice of joseph the
prophet being so well acquainted with the prophets voice I1 nearly
sprang from my seat through astonishment but I1 sat and heard the
prophets josephs voice as long as brigham young was speaking
not only did the voice of brigham sound like that ofjosephofjoseph but the
very gestures of his right hand when he was saying anything very
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positive reminded me of joseph my decision was then made as to
who should lead the church of jesus christ of latter day saints for
surely the mantle of joseph has fallen upon brigham 15

ellsworth edmund
july 1 1819 december 29 18931895 age 25

the prophet concluded to run for the president of the united states
I1 was called to the state of new york on an electioneeringelectioneering mission to
which place I1 immediately started where I1 labored untill the death of
the prophet when I1 received a letter from president young calling the
elders home I1 was present at the meeting which tried president syd-
ney rigdon where I1 plainly saw the mantle of the priesthood fall
upon president young with its power and spirit the testimony of
this was given to most of the congregation 16

field mary
february 1 1836 july 20 1943 age 8

after joseph smiths death there was some confusion as to who
should be our leader sidney rigdon claimed to have had a vision that
he should be our head but I1 with my mother was present at the
meeting in the bowery when the mantle of joseph fell upon brigham
young while he was talking with the people mother had the baby on
her knee who was playing with a tin cup he dropped it attracting
our attention to the floor mother stooped over to pick it up when
we startled by hearing the voice of joseph looking up quickly we
saw the form of the prophet joseph standing before us brother
brigham looked and talked so much like joseph that for a mminute we
thought it was joseph there was no doubt in the hearts of the saints
from that moment on who was to be their inspired leader

after brigham young was sustained as our prophet and leader
the church was again restored to order under his guiding hand the
saints were anxious to complete the nauvoo temple as they had
been commanded by the prophet joseph before his death by hard
work and determination the saints completed the temple and large
numbers received their endowments there 17

fisher james madison
july 22 1833 january 1 1907 age 11

the twelve apostles were all away from home before they got back
sydney rigdon wanted to call a meeting and have the people choose
him for their leader the people said no wait untill the twelve comes
home brigham young was the first to acrivearive after they all come home
there was a meeting caled to choose a leader it was held in a grove
where they held meetings in the summer time I1 was there rigdon
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spoke first it did not have the wright ring to it when he sat down
brother brigham got up the mantle of joseph fell upon him he was
the picture of the prophet josephljoseph and he had the prophets voice it
was a great surprise for the people the saints was shown who was to
be their leader rigdon left the church went to pennperm and started a
church of his own wich soon flattenedflatenedflatened out 18

garner mary field
see field mary

gates jacob
march 9 1811 april 14 1892 age 33

after the death of joseph and hyrum the excitement seemed to
die away meantime sidney rigdon who was a counsillercounsellerCounsiller to joseph
arivedarided and attempted to userpe authorityarthorityarthority over the church as the suc
ceser of joseph but the church was saved by the timely arival of
the twelve and the spirit of god which always teaches right and the
result was that rigdon was cut of from the church for his miss con-
duct and went up to pittsburg followed by a few who were men as
himself whose mouth was ful of cursing and bitbitemessbiternessbitternessbitemesserness the power of
the preasthoodPreasthood rested down upon the twelve backed up by the
spirit of god which enabled them to give that instruction which
seemed to unite the harts of the saints together as the heart of one

man they moved forward to build the temple 19

glines james harvey
april 19 1822 august 31 1905 age 22

I1 arrived in time to hear sidney rigdonsRigdons last lectures before the
church president brigham young and others of the twelve apostles
now arrived and appointed a meeting in the grove at the stand east
of the temple block

sidney rigdon stopped speaking president brigham young
stood up and commenced speaking and all eyes were turned upon
him for he seemed to have the voice of the prophet joseph as many
testified at the time for he spoke with great power and authority to
the convincing of the saints that the mantle had fallen from joseph
to brigham 20

grant rachel ridgeway ivins
see ivins rachel ridgeway

greenhalgh mary cloughcluffClough Cluff
march 18 1814 december 16 18518511 age 30

see greenhalgh william
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greenhalgh william
july 29 1811 april 53 1882 age 33

in a few days sidney rigdon came up to nauvoo to see if
the people would accept him as a guardian to act forjosephmorjosephfofor rjosephjoseph he told the
people if they did not accept him god would reject them as a people
with their dead he was to return to pittsburg and god would raise
up a people at pittsburg for him with uplifted hands he called on
god and angels to bear him witness he spoke next day to them and
to see if the people would accept him

just at this time came home brigham young and heber C kim-
ball the morning following brigham young ordered the people to
bring a wagon to the south side of the congregation that the people
could all hear what he had to say brigham rose and said 1I would to
god there was not such a hurried spirit here he spoke with such
power and the voice of joseph sounded through him so plain that
the people who could not see him knew that it was the voice of
joseph speaking through brigham young my wife mary sitting close
by me not able to turn her head asked me if that was joseph I1 told
her no but it was the voice of joseph speaking through brigham
young this was a living testimony that the mantle had fallen from
joseph on to brigham and from this time many wanted to well off
and part from the saints but brigham forbid them and told them
that the flock must not be scattered 21

hamblin jacob
april 2 1819 august 31 1886 age 25

come the 24th when I1 arnved at nauvoo I1 saw thare was a
gertherin of the saints at the stand as I1 drew nere I1 saw mr sidney
rigdon addressing the congregation I1 listened a few minitsdinits and
said in my hart it was not the vois of the trew sepherd 22

at nauvoo I1 found sidney rigdon busy among the saints try-
ing to establish his claim to the presidency of the church he was
first counselor to the prophet joseph at the time of the lattersbatterslatters death
the church was fourteen years old and he claimed that it was its
privilege and duty to appoint a guardian and he wished the people
to sanction his guardianship

I1 was much dissatisfied with the course he was taking and as
I1 could not sustain him I1 felt to leave nauvoo for a season I1 went
into the country where I1 had left my wife and two children with my
sister melissa

on the 8thath of august 1844 1I attended a general meeting of
the saints elder rigdon was there urging his claims to the presi-
dency of the church his voice did not sound like the voice of the
true shepherd when he was about to call a vote of the congregation
to sustain him as president of the church elders brigham young
parley P pratt and heber C kimball stepped into the stand
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brigham young remarked to the congregation I11 I will manage
this voting for elder rigdon he does not preside here this child
meaning himself will manage this flock for a season the voice

and the gestures of the man were those of the prophet joseph

the people with few exceptions visibly saw that the mantle
of the prophet joseph had fallen upon brigham young to some it
seemed as though joseph again stood before them

I1 arose to my feet and said to a man sitting by me that is the
voice of the true shepherd the chief of the apostles 111323

hancock mosiah lyman
april 9 1834 january 14 1907 age 10

altho only a boy I1 saw the mantle of the prophet joseph rest on
brigham young and he arose lionlikelion like to the occasion and lead the
people forth

I1 remember sidney rigdon in his great desire to become
guardian of the church but I1 had seen the prophet joseph proclaim
these words before the people 1 I have carried sidney rigdon long
enough I1 now throw him from my shoulders if my brother hyrum
wishes to pick him up and carry him he may I1 carry him no longer

I1 saw brother brigham young of the quorum of the twelve
arise before the people and I1 saw in him the look ofjoseph and the
voice ofjoseph and it seemed to me that he was as tall as joseph too
I1 knew that the mantle of joseph had fallen on brigham I1 had heard
the prophet say from the frame that he threw the furtherencetherencefurtherancefur of this
church and kingdom upon the shoulders of the twelve that they
should bear and send this gospel to every nation under heaven 24

harper john nelson
march 9 1813 march 31 1863 age 31

when the twelve returned home the saints was troubled to know
who should lead the church sidney rigdon was there from pitts-
burg and wanted to choose a guardian for the church but when bro
brigham arose on the stand I1 received a testimony for myself he
appeared to me as if it was bro joseph and it was josephs voice and
there the mantle of joseph fell on brigham he brigham said it was
no enviable place to stand at the head of the people for at them the
arrows of the enemy would be directed but he was willing to stand
where god placed him 2515

haven eliza ann
may 15 1829 january 20 1923 age 15

the question was a general one what shall we do without our
prophet I1 was then 15 years of age and we all felt so sad I1 was at the
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meeting when sidney rigdon arose and declared himself our true
prophet and leader very few responded to his declaration I1 am happy
to say that not one of my fathers family felt he was the right one soon
after pres brigham young came home from the east where he had
been on a mission I1 was at the meeting when the mantle of bro
josephs encircled him when he spoke it was in bro josephs
voice I1 arose to my feet and said to my mother our prophet has
come to life mother we have bro joseph back for there he stood as
plain as I1 ever saw him in life and his voice and features were truly
those of our beloved prophet shortly a mist seemed to pass from bro
brighamsBrighams face and there stood brother young talking in his natural
voice but we knew he was to be our leader hundreds witnessed the
same thing but not all that were there had that privilege 26

hendricks drusilla dorris
february 8 1810 may 20 1881 age 5434

it was not long before sidney rigdon called a meeting in order
to present his claims to the presidency of the church some of the
twelve had returned from their missions and the day the meeting
was held and while it was in session brigham young president of
the quorum of the twelve apostles and others slipped up to the
stand and said nothing until sidney rigdon was through he was
standing near the center of the audience in a wagon As the meeting
was in the boury bowery then pres brigham young began to
speak I1 jumped up to look and see if it was not brother joseph for
surely it was his voice and gestures every latter day saint could eas-
ily see upon whom the priesthood descended for brigham young
held the keys sidney rigdon led off a few but where are they now
they have dwindled away in unbelief and have come to naught 2717

hinckley arza erastus
august 15 1827 february 18 1901 age 16

the entry after 20 november 1844 in the diary of arza hinckley at
brigham young university states and brigham young on homhornhormhomm

the mantle of the prophet joseph has falen is a men of god and he
ceepsbeeps all things in good order 112811121128

hoyt emily smith
september 1 1806 august 6 1893 age 37

after the martyrdom we emily and samuel were summoned over
the river again and went to hear what was wanted brigham young
then president of the twelve had returned home the people were
convened in the old bowry where joseph had last spoken to the
people sydney rigdon made a speech and claimed to have authority
to lead the church others had similar claims none appeared reason-
able to me the last one arose it was the then president of the
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twelve brigham young he spoke to the people altogether in a dif-
ferent style from any of those who had preceproceedededed him A crowd of
witnessseswitnessses arose after B Y had sat down and testified to the truth
of what he had said president B Y arose from his seat the second
time and addressed the audience I1 had been well acquainted with
joseph the latter part of his life we had been at his home many times
and joseph hiram and families felt at home with us emily writes of
events leading to martyrdom of joseph and hyrum but the god
of heaven who had said it was his business to provide for his saints
sent president B young home just in time and clothed him not with
the mantle of elijah but the spirit and power which had rested on

joseph I1 was an eye and ear witness the manner of reasoning the
expression of the countenance the sound of the voice thrilled my
whole soul my own eyes had beheldjosephsbeheld josephs murdered body my own
hands had felt deaths icy coldness on his once noble forehead I1 knew
that joseph was dead and yet I1 often startled and involuntarily
looked at the stand to see if it was not joseph it was not it was
brigham young and if any one doubts the right of brigham to manage
affairs for the saints all I1 have to say to them is this get the spirit of
god and know for yourselves the lord will provide for his own has
the word of the lord ever failed br young will not live forever
clothed with mortality but he who rules in heaven and on earth will
control all things by the counsel of his own will saints will live 2919

huntington zina diantha
january 13 1821 august 27 1901 age 2523

1I went to meeting in the afternoon thanks be to him who reigns on
high the majority of the twelve are here brigham youngs spoke
and the church voted that the 12 should act in the office of there
calling next to joseph or the three first presidents 3031

never can it be told in words what the saints suffered in those days of
trial but the sweet spirit the comforter did not forsake them and
when the twelve returned the mantle of joseph fell upon brigham

when I1 approached the stand on the occasion when sidney
rigdon was striving for the guardianship of the church president
young was speaking it was the voice of joseph smith not that of
brigham young his very person was changed the mantle was truly
given to another there was no doubting this in the minds of that vast
assembly all witnessed the transfiguration and even todayto day thousands
bear testimony thereof I1 closed my eyes I1 could have exclaimed I1 know
that is joseph smiths voice yet I1 knew he had gone but the same
spirit was with the people the comforter remained 31

hyde orson
january 8 1805 november 28 1878 age 39

1I will tell you that as long as god has a church on the earth he will
govern it now I1 will tell you a little of my feelings in relation to it
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I1 know that when president young returned with the twelve to nau-
voo he gathered them around him and said he 1 I want you to dis-
perse among the congregation and feel the pulse of the people while
I1 go upon the stand and speak

we went among the congregation and president young went
on the stand well he spoke and his words went through me like
electricity am I1 mistaken said 1I or is it really the voice of joseph
smith this is my testimony it was not only the voice of joseph but
there were the features the gestures and even the stature ofofjosephjoseph there
before us in the person of brigham and though it may be said that
president young is a complete mimic and can mimic anybody I1

would like to see the man who can mimic another in stature who was
aboutaboutfourfour orficeorfiveor jivefive inches higher than himself every one who was in-
spired by the spirit of the lord felt it they knew it they realized it

I1 sat myself down in the midst of the congregation with my
two wives whom joseph had given and sealed to me when presi-
dent young began to speak one of them said it is the voice of
joseph it is isjosephjoseph smith the exclamation of the otherwasother was 1 I do
not see him where is he well the thought occurred to my mind
respecting the scripture which president young has just quoted
my sheep know my voice and follow me where is the one that rec-

ognized the voice ofjoseph in president young where is she she is
in the linefinebine of her duty but where is the other gone where I1 wish she
were not the sheep of the good shepherd will follow the voice they
know but they will not follow the voice of a stranger

now this was a manifestation of the power of the almighty it
was the power of god resting on an individual in the eyes of all the
people not only in feature and voice but actually in stature this is
my testimony did it require proof thatjosephthat joseph was there in the per-
son of brigham speaking with an angels voice it required no argu-
ment with those who feared god and loved truth it required none 32

at the time our prophet and patriarch were killed or at least
soon afterwards when the twelve returned to nauvoo their imme-
diate circumstances were not altogether agreeable and pleasant or
profitable but suffice it to say we had a meeting a conference at
which president young was the centre of attraction on his rising to
speak and as soon as he opened his mouth I1 heard the voice of
joseph through him and it was as familiar to me as the voice of my
wife the voice of my child or the voice of my father and not only
the voice ofofjosephjoseph did I1 distinctly and unmistakably hear but I1 saw the
very gestures of his person the very features of his countenance and
if I1 mistake not the very size of his person appeared on the stand
and it went through me with the thrill of conviction that brigham
was the man to lead this people and from that day to the present
there had not been a query or a doubt upon my mind with regard to
the divinity of his appointment I1 know that he was the man selected
of god to fill the position he now holds 33
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hyde william
september 11 1818 march 2 1874 age 25

on thursday august the 8thath I1 attended a special conference
in nauvoo elder rigdon addressed the assembly in the forenoon
elder rigdon sought as he expressed it the guardianship of the
church but it was plainly manifest that the spirit of the lord had
withdrawn from him and that he sought that which did not belong to
him from the time the saints were driven from missouri he had evi-
dently been on the background and had not walked up to his station
and on one occasion I1 heard joseph smith say that he had carried
elder rigdon on his back long enough and then turning to the
twelve said that if they did not help him at that time in shaking him
off the time would come when they would have to do and that with-
out his josephs assistance and on thursday the 8thath of august was
this saying of the prophet brought home with weight to my mind

in the afternoon president brigham young came upon the
stand and addressed the vast multitude of anxious listeners as follows
for the first time the twelve walk up to the stand in their place we

have walked by sight and not by faith the church had had the privi-
lege of coming to joseph and of receiving but now he has stepped to
the other side of the veil he loved the church even unto death and
laid down his life for it president young then asked the following
questions do you want to choose a person to lead you into the king-
dom if so manifest it all were silent if there is any person present
that wishes to draw away party after them let them rise but no one
rose 1 I have wanted said president young to fast thirty days and
clothe my house in mourning but it seems that the saints are deter-
mined to drive business they are not willing to wait and let every-
thing come in its place but business must be driven and as it falls to
my lot to speak I1 shall speak in plainessplainestplainess do you want president rig-
don to take josephs place if so take him here are the twelve have
my knees ever faltered have these hands ever slackened no and
no said voices from all directions the twelve hold the keys

and are in authority equal with the first president when the first is
absent do you want to choose a trustee in trust to take josephs
place if so the twelve must ordain him for the power rests in them
and in them alone the church cannot do it

and then he said that if elder rigdon wanted to be a spokes-
man for joseph let him go to the other side of the veil who said
he ever heard of such a thing as a person on one side of the veil act-
ing as a spokesman for a person on the other side the president
further stated that no person could stand between joseph and the
twelve and then turning to the people said it was their place to rise
up and help roll on the kingdom but let us not undertake anything
new let us follow the law and not undertake to divide the priest-
hood one hair
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elders P P pratt and amasa lyman made some very appropri-
ate remarks confirming what president young had said

president young again arose and spoke concerning the en-
dowmentsdowments of the elders said that if they did not get them in the temple
they should have them if they had to receive them in the wilderness
for the devil could not cheat them out of them he then called upon
the saints to know if they would receive the twelve and let them
stand in their place as the first presidency of the church in the
absenseabsente of joseph the vote was unanimous in the affirmative on
this day it was plainly manifest that the mantle of joseph had rested
upon president young the voice of the same spirit by which he
joseph spake was this day sounded in our ears so much so that I1

once unthoughtedly raised my head to see if it was not actually
joseph addressing the assembly the assembly was dismissed by
president young after being blessed in the name of the lord 34

ivins rachel riaridridgewaydewaygewayn
march 7 1821 january 27 1909 age 2523

after the prophets death when sidney rigdon came to nauvoo and
spoke he thought that it was his right and privilege to be president
of the church president young jumped right up on the seat and
spoke if you had had your eyes shut you would have thought it was
the prophet josephljoseph in fact he looked like him his very counte-
nance seemed to change and he spoke like him 35

johnson benjaminBenjaniin franklin
july 28 1818isis november 18 1905 age 26

ofbrigham young as president of the church I1 will again bear
this as a faithful testimony that I1 do know and bear record that upon
the head of brigham young as chief with the apostleship in fullfunfuli was
by the voice of the prophet joseph in my hearing laid the full
responsibility of bearing of the kingdom of god to all the world and
I1 do further bear this as a testimony faithful and true to the church
and to all the world that at a conference of the whole church at
nauvoo subsequent to the prophets death and before the return of
the absent apostles that I1 sat in the assembly near president rigdon
closely attentive to his appeal to the conference to recognize and
sustain his claim as guardian for the church and was perhaps to
a degree forgetful of what I1 knew to be the rights and duties of the
apostleship and as he closed his address and sat down my back was
partly turned to the seats occupied by apostle brigham young and
other apostles when suddenly and as from heaven I1 heard the
voice of the prophet joseph that thrilled my whole being and
quickly turning around I1 saw in the transfiguration of brigham
young the tall straight and portly form of the prophet joseph smith
clothed in a sheen of light covering him to his feet and I1 heard the
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real and perfect voice of the prophet even to the whistle as in years
past caused by the loss of a tooth said to have been broken outbyout by a
mob at hyrum this vision or view although but for seconds was to
me a vivid and real as the glare of lightening or the voice of thunder
from the heavens and so deeply was I1 impressed with what I1 saw
and heard in the transfiguration that for years I1 dared not telltenteil what
was given me of the lord to see but when in later years I1 did pub-
licly bear this testimony I1 found that others had testified to having
seen and heard the same but to what proportion of the congrega-
tion that were present I1 could never know but I1 do know this my
testimony is true

the prophets lost tooth to which I1 allude was as generally
understood broken out by the mob at hyrum while trying to pry
open his mouth to strangle him with acid from which time until
the tooth was replaced by a dentist neighbor a year or two previous
to his death there had been a whistlelikewhistle like sound accompanying allanaliail
his public speaking which I1 again plainly heard at the time of which
I1 write

and while I1 do know that brigham young as president of the
church was the right man in the right place and a great leader for
israel I1 stillstiffstinn know that he never claimed to be perfect in allanaliail his ways
but that like his brethren he at times was liable to niinilmistakesstakes 3631

at the time of the martyrdom all the quorum of the twelve
were absent except john taylor and dr richards both of whom were
with the prophet in the carthage jail and sidney rigdon having re-
tained a partial fellowship as one of josephs counselors came for-
ward claiming the right of guardian of the church james J strang
also claimed through a spurious revelation purporting to be through
the prophet that he should lead the church and so matters stood
until the return of the twelve when a conference was assembled
and president rigdon was called upon to put forth his claim before
the people which he did and after closing his remarks which were
void of all power or influence president brigham young arose and
spoke I1 saw him arise but as soon as he spoke I1 jumped upon my
feet for in every possible degree it was josephs voice and his person
in look attitude dress and appearance was joseph himself personi-
fied and I1 knew in a moment the spirit and mantle of joseph was
upon him then I1 remembered his saying to the council of which
sidney rigdon was never a member and I1 knew for myself who was
now the leader of israel 37

judd zadoc knapp
october 15 1827 january 28 1909 age 16

right here I1 might relate another circumstance that to me was a
sufficient testimony of the truth of the gospel I1 had for years been
more or less acquainted with the prophet joseph smith I1 had many
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many times heard him preach had heard him talk with others in com-
mon conversation I1 had known his voice as well as I1 do that of my
most intimate friend tihistjhistifis circumstance I1 am going to relate hap-
pened late in the fall or early winter the people had usually convened
for meeting in a little grove near the temple A bowery had been
built and seats arranged to accommodate all in the meantime the
building of the temple had progressed the roof was on the windows
were in the floor was laid but no seats arranged it was very cold wet
sunday and a drizzling rain the meeting had been adjourned from the
grove to the temple for there people could get shelter while waiting
for the people to gather and also for the hour of meeting brigham
young heber C kimball and some others of the quorum of the
twelve had come to an upper room or kind of gallery and seemed to
be passing and repassing an open door and window and from the posi-
tion I1 had chosen which was next to the wall and near the stand I1

could see them very plainly and although I1 knew joseph was dead
I1 could scarcely make myself believe he was not there his brighamsBrighams
look his motion his walk were precisely like that ofofjosephjoseph and yet it
was brigham young and when he came and commenced to speak to
the people his voice was like that ofjosephs

in the meantime people had gathered in and standing hud-
dled close together made such an immense weight on the floor that
the propping under the center gave way and let the floor settle a few
inches which caused a panic among the people and some tried to
rush for the door but the loud voice of the prophet joseph soon
restored quiet and only a few were hurt by being pushed down and
stepped on no damage was done only a few broken windows

the change of voice and appearance I1 could not account for
only that the mantle of joseph had fallen on brigham young 3831

laub george
october 5 1814 november 14 1877 age 29

now after the death of br joseph & hyrum sidney rigdon
having A mision appointed him by joseph to pittsburg before his
death now after his death sidney came in all the haste in him to
nauvoo from pittsburg to claimeblaime the presidency of the church him
not knowing that joseph sent him out of the way to get rid of
him now when he returned to nauvoo he called all the people to
gether to choos them a guardian as he expressed himself now said
he the church is 14 years old and it was the duty of the church to
choose a guardienguardeenguardien & preached there for two days on that subject of
guardinismguardinism & the lords way was not as mans ways but as the heav-
ens are hier than the earth so are the lords ways above mans ways
etc just about the time that the vote was to be taken for him to be
president & guardienguardeenguardien but as the lord would have the twelve to
come home & I1 felt to praise god to see bro brigham young walk
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upon the stand then these positive revelations ofofrigdonsrigdonsRigdons ware
only guess so & he thinks so & hoap so while the lord had told him
how to proseedproceed before according to his one own mouth & after
wards ony suposedsupposed them so

now when president young arose to address the congregation
his voice was the voice of bro joseph and his face appeared as
josephs face & should I1 not have seen his face but herd his voice I1

should have declared that it was joseph 39

mace wandle
february 19 1809 august 10 1890 age 35

upon arriving in nauvoo he sidney immediately appointed
a meeting for the people to choose a guardian for the church fortu-
nately the twelve with the president brigham young arrived in time
to attend this meeting sidneyskidneys intentions was to hold this meeting
before the twelve arrived

the meeting was held according to appointment sidney rig-
don addressing us giving his views upon our situation and called
upon the people to choose a guardian or trustee for the church but
there seemed to be no spirit of the gospel in his remarks and it was
evident to all that he was not dictated by the holy ghost

A meeting was appointed or rather continued as a special con-
ference and in the afternoon and president brigham young ad-
dressed the people at this meeting the soieitsoiett spirit was truly
manifest inasmuch it seemed that joseph himself was addressing us
the voice the countenance was joseph the mantle of joseph had
indeed fallen upon brigham young there was no dubiatydubiety now if
there had been any before who held the power all could see and
bore testimony that the spirit had manifested to them that brigham
young was the right man and he was in the right place said joseph
with his hands upon the head of brigham young in the house of
john P green at quincy while you live no other man can occupy
this place

president brigham young gave his views of the present sit-
uation of the church now our prophet and patriarch is taken from
our midst he said

11 while the prophet lived we walked by sight he is taken
from us and we must now walk by faith after he had explained
matters so satisfactory that every saint present could see that as
aforetime the mantle of elijah fell upon elisha so also fellfenfelifeil the man-
tle or the spirit and power which joseph held in his life time had
fallen upon brigham young as president of the twelve which was
the hightesttightesthightest quorum and holding the highest or first presidency
of the church of god upon the earth 40
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merrill phileman christopher
1820 19041904ageage 24

sad was the day that the saints met by a call of the apostles in a
grove east of our beloved temple which was unfinished to listen to
what might be said for where was the good shepherd we were left
alone as we thought with none to lead us it was a gloomy time sid-
ney rigdon talked to us and said we were of age choose our guardian
and he offered himself as that one to lead the church but it did not
satisfy the people but when president brigham young arose and said
to the people stand still and see the salvation of the lord the spirit
of god rested upon me and I1 received a testimony at that time that
upon brigham young rested the authority of the holy priesthood 41

morris george
august 24 1816 june 27 1897 age 27

sidney rigdon set up his clame as guardainguarvainGuardain of the church saying
that it was not of age to do buisnessguisnessBuisness for itself being only about 14
years of age and as he was the next in athoratyathoraty to joseph it was
his duty to act as guardainguarvainGuardain for it untill it was old enough to do busi-
ness for itself on the 5thath of augast 1844 a special meeting was
apointedappointed for the church to come together to here what he had to say
upon the subject he ocupiedoccupied the time in the forenoon in the
afternoon presedentprecedentPresedent young arose to reply to what he had said and
when he arose to speak I1 was sitting right before him holding down
my head reflecting about what rigdon had said when I1 was star-
tled by earing josephs voice he had a way of clearing his throat
before he began to speak by a peculierpeculiar effort of his own like ah
hem I1 raised my head sudinly and the first thing I1 saw was
joseph as plain as I1 ever saw him in my life and the first words he
uttered whare right here is the athoratyAthoraty to lead this church and
at the same time srikeingsrikeing his hand upon his bosambosarnbokarn and after uttering
another sentance or two it was brigham young that was teste
mony anoughadough to convince me where the proper athoratyathoraty rested 42

pace william bryam
february 9 1832 june 18 1907 age 12

sidney rigdon spent what seemed to me several hours har
rangueing the people on the importance of making him their leader
after which brigham young arose and said only a word when it was
observed by the whole congregation that the mantle of joseph
was upon him in word gesture and general appearance

the people arose en masse to their feet astonished as it ap-
peared that joseph had returned and was speaking to the people

I1 was small and got upon a bench that I1 might more fully wit-
ness the phenonomiaPhenon omia

there was no longer any question as to who was the leader 43
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patten george
octoberoctobers8 182511825 october 26 1828 february 16 1914 age 15

1I was acquainted with the prophet joseph smith and saw him in
death and one of the strongest testimonies I1 ever had of the truth of
this latter day work was when president young got up before the
people and the spirit of the prophet josephuosephdoseph rested upon him and
his countenance resembled the prophet and his voice sounded like
the prophets so the lord showed the people who and where the
leader was for there were several clamoring as to their right to lead
the church the mantle which our prophet wore was sought for by
a half a score but god knew the very man so therefore it fell upon
brigham young and with few exceptions the people went to their
homes rejoicing and contented 44

porter nathan tanner
july 10 1820 april 9 1897 age 24

it was now a matter of question with some as to who should lead the
church which caused mutch comment in private circles and many
conjectures to arrise in the minds of the people as to who was the
Legilegitematelegiternatelegitimateternate successor in the presidency of the church As sidney rig-
don had preseededpreseeded the twelve in his return from the east & claimed
that it was his right in deaveringdeavering to get the people together for the
purpose of rattifyingrattiiying his claims by their voice but the twelve having
returned before this was accomplished brigham young being the
president of the quorum appointed a special conference of the whole
church at which it was vissablyvissably made manifest to the most if not all
present that he was chosen of god to stand in josephs stead in mov-
ing on the cause of zionjzionziondziona for as he arose & began to speak to the
people he was transfiguredtransfigured into josephs likeness in looks appearance
& the sound of his voice so that a low whisper ran through the vast
assembly thats joseph thats joseph while the eyes of the multi-
tude became fastened upon him with wonder & astonishment this
produsedproducedprodused a firm conviction in the minds of the people beyond all
doubt that he was the man and thus he was incorporated by a

unaminousaminousunominousun voice of all present with heber C kimble & willard
richards as his councilloorscouncilloors1Councilloors I1 being in attendence was also an eye
witness to this marvelous manifestation 45

pulsipher john
july 17 1827 august 9 1891 age 17

1I have been with the prophet joseph and heard his instruction
weekly and sometimes daily the last time I1 heard him speak in public
he spoke to the legion after telling over what he had passed thru and
what he had suffered from men because he preached the gospel of
jesus christ he says from my boyhood up to the present time I1 have
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been hunted like a roe upon the mountains I1 have never been allowed
to live like other men I1 have been driven chased stoned whipped
robbed mobbed imprisoned persecuted accused falsely of every-
thing bad I1 have suffered till the lord knows I1 have suffered enough

after the death of joseph sidney rigdon came and sought to
place himself at the head of the church by his flattery he deceived
many just before he called a vote of the public congregation brig-
ham young the president of the twelve arrived from his mission
this was a joyful meeting the faithful knew not that joseph had
ordained brother brigham and the twelve to lead the church but
they knew that the twele were the next quorum in authority they
that served the lord faithful were not deceived I1 went to the meet-
ing where the church met in the grove east of the temple where
president brigham young arose and spoke and behold he spoke with
the voice of joseph the very moment I1 heard him speak august
8thath I1 thought ofjoseph and from that time on his voice sounded like
josephs and from that time the church generally were satisfied that
the mantle of joseph was on brigham notwithstanding all this sid-
ney rigdon james J strang lyman wight james emmet and others
led away many people from the church 46

pulsipher zerah
june 24 1789 january 1 1872 age 55

at this time the mob expected we should rise and give them
battle we thought best not to do it we just kept still and continued
our work on the temple finished it and got our endowmentsend owmentsowments but
at that time most of the 12 were absent on missions sidney rigdon
who aspired for the presidency came and called the church together
and presented his claim for the presidency but the 12 soon came
home and appeared on the stand at the day appointed for choosing
sidney made his plea brigham young began to speak and at that
time I1 sat with my back towards the stand as did many others and
when brigham spoke he spoke with the voice of joseph and we
turned around to see brigham speaking in josephs voice and behold
josephs mantle had fallen on him the people understood it in the
same way brigham stood at the head of the twelve therefore
the church turned to him 47

richards jane snyder
january 31 1823 november 17 1912 age 21

upon the return of the apostles and elders a meeting was
called and by a unanimous vote brigham young was chosen presi-
dent as he stood on the stand he said he felt as though he would
rather sit in sack cloth and ashes for a month than appear before the
people but then loneliness seemed to require somebody to step for-
ward and he felt constrained to do so and we knew he was to be
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president because he had the voice and manner of joseph at the
time as hundreds can testify 48

after his josephs tragic death I1 attended the meeting at
which president brigham young addressed the saints and saw his
face illuminated and appear as the face of joseph while the voice of
joseph seemed to address the people through the mouth of brigham
I1 can never forget the divine thrill that passed through the audience
on that occasion and the impression that the appearance and voice
of joseph produced upon his hearers 49

richards maria wealthy wilcox
see wilcox maria wealthy

romney george
august 14 1831 february 1 or 2 1920 age 12

well the time came when the twelve returned to nauvoo
they called a meeting in the bowery and sidney rigdon with all the
eloquence possible for a man to have spoke for one hour and a half
but when he sat down brigham young got up and I1 testify to you in
all fervor before god that the mantle of joseph smith fell upon
brigham young it was josephs voice absolutely josephs voice and
manner as brigham young addressed the people and told them who
should be their leader now this is no fiction this is true as I1 stand
here after so many years passing from the year 1844 up to the pres-
ent time 5010

they were children as it were and when the man of god as the
people knew him was taken away they did not know what would
become of them that was the condition we were in sorrow and
anguish for the loss of that man I1 said the people were all children
but they knew the shepherds voice sidney rigdon and the others
said 1 I am the man I1 am the man but it did not take the sheep
knew better and when the twelve returned from the east I1 shall
never forget in this world or in the world to come the scene as
brigham young arose after sidney rigdon had used up an hour and a

half delivering an eloquent discourse when brigham got up the
mantle of joseph smith fell upon him it was josephs voice it was
josephs appearance and I1 testify to you if I1 never again do so on
this earth in the presence of god and angels that this is verily the
truth this is true that the mantle of joseph did fall upon brigham
young and the people knew it 51

smith job taylor
december 2 1828 january 3 1913 age 15

sometime during this week in august sidney rigdon returned
and called the people together to listen to his oratory and special
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claims I1 heard all his discourses and they were lengthy and to the
point that the father of the church was dead and needed a guardian
and that he was the man to fill that position

but on the 8thath of august the apostles appeared on the stand
having very recently returned from the east and to me it was a sen-
sation president brigham young arose to sepak and every eye was
turned towards him and as he spoke I1 fancied it was the prophets
voice speaking through him I1 scarcely remember much that he said
in the way of reasoning but the ring of his voice will never cease
from my memory as he uttered aloud the words if you wish to
know who is the president of the church ofjesus christ of latter day
saints it is LI1 historians have given his remarks in full but I1 merely
write from memory I1 also remember his coupling with the motion
to sustain the twelve apostles as the presiding authority of the
church the further carrying out of the measures of the prophet in
finishing the building of the temple and giving the people their
endowments the votes for these measures were given heartily for
the sheep know the shepherds voice and a stranger or one weak-
ened in time of trouble they would not follow 5251

smoot abraham owen
february 17 1815 march 5 1895 age 29

1I was present at the meeting held in nauvoo on the occasion when
president young assumed leadership of the church and can tes-
tify with hundreds of others that he spoke by the power of god on
that occasion and that he had the very voice and appearance of
joseph smith 53

smoot margaret thompson mcmeans adkinson
april 16 1809 september 1 1884 age 35

I1 was present upon the occasion when the twelve apostles
with pres brigham young at their head took the presidency of the
church by the unanimous vote of all israel there assembled and per-
sonally witnessed the supernatural power shown through brigham
young and was firmly convinced that he was the legitimate succes-
sor to the marteredbarteredMartered prophet and was as ready and willing from that
moment to obey his council and receive his revelations as I1 was
those ofjoseph smith 5451

staines william C

26 1818 august 3 1881188issi1 age 26

after this a speech from sidney rigdon lasting three hours presi-
dent young stated he had listened to all that had been said by the
speaker but as the subject had been broached and the people
would be anxious to know something about those who would lead
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he said in a loud voice 1 I will tell you who your leaders or guardians
will be the twelve I1 at their head this was with a voice like the
voice of the prophet joseph I1 thought it was his and so did the thou-
sands who heard it 5515

steamsstearns mary ann
april 6 1833 april 2 1912 age 11

I1 was at the great meeting when the mantle of brother joseph rested
upon brigham young until his whole being seemed changed and his
voice was like that of the prophet the people around me rising to
their feet to get a better chance to hear and see I1 and my little com-
panion of the day julia felshaw being small of stature stood upon
the benches that we too might behold the wonderful transformation
and I1 know that from that time on the power of that change remained
with brother brigham young as long as he lived on earth the faithful
and honest hearted were quick to discern the right and took up the
armor of the gospel anew rallied round the faithful brigham whose
rightful leadership had been plainly shown to them 5616

thomas catherine
march 17 1834 september 15 1927 age 10

the saints were soon called to the temple and the great ques-
tion as to who should be their leader was settled then brigham
young was chosen to fill the vancancyvancancy of our beloved prophet I1 saw
brother young rise to take his place as president of our church and
testify that he appeared to me and others to be joseph the prophet
himself in person and voice and I1 exclaimed oh the prophet joseph
is resurrected my sister rachel said no that is brother brig-
ham 115757young

tracy nancy naomi alexander
1814 19021902ageage 30

we bore faithful testimony to our relatives and in the spring bid our
friends in the east farewell to return again to our home in nauvoo
we landed at the city of the saints about the middle of april on sun-
day morning but oh how lonely it seemed our prophet and patri-
arch was not among the saints in person but that day his spirit
rested upon brigham young and as the mantle of elijah fell upon
elisha so the mantle of joseph fell upon brigham it seemed that the
voice and every gesture was like joseph and he was sustained as
the prophet seer and revelator by the voice of the people 5851

As soon as we arrived we went right home and prepared to go to
meeting for that day was appointed for us to choose a first presi-
dency to lead the church the saints convened in a grove sidney
rigdon and his followers were on hand to contest their right to be
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the leaders of the saints at one time he was one of brother josephs
councilorscouncillorscouncilors but he was not righteous and joseph shook him off say-
ing that the had carried him long enough and he would carrycanycant him no
longer therefore it was out of the question to have such a man lead
the people

brigham young was the man chosen and sustained by unani-
mous vote to be the mouthpiece of god to the saints I1 can testify that
the mantle of joseph fell upon brigham that day as that of elijah did
fall upon elisha for it seemed that his voice his gestures and all were
joseph it seemed that we had him again with us he was sustained by
the voice of the people to be the prophet seer and revelator 59

watkins william lampard
february 7 1827 september 18 1911 age 17

A meeting was appointed for august 8thath 184411844 by which time
brigham young and most of the other apostles had returned home
it was at this meeting sidney rigdon made a lengthy and tedious
speech presenting his claims telling the people what wonderful
things he had planned for them

it was a solemn time for he was a man who on account of his
experience and talents had been sustained as josephs counselor by
the people although contrary to the prophets wish for some time
past but the darkness was soon dispelled for brigham young ex-
plained before the people on that day the order of the priesthood
he was filled with the power of the holy ghost he stood before the
people as the prophet joseph smith often had done and we heard
the voice of the true shepherd for he spoke with the voice of
joseph his manner and appearance were like unto josephs and it
was manifested to all those present upon whom the responsibility
rested to carry on the work of god and lead the saints

I1 sat in that assembly and did not realize for a time but that I1

was still listening to the prophet joseph so great and marvelous was
the manner in which the manifestation before the entire congrega-
tion was made that when the proposition was placed before the
people to decide whom they would sustain as the leader of the church
the twelve apostles with brigham young as their president were
almost unanamouslyunanimouslyunanamously sustained this circumstance although the
saints were in deep trouble and filled with sorrow for the condition
in which they were placed brought a great relief and gave joy to the
saints for they realized that god was still mindful of them 60

welch john
january 6 1823 november 8 1910 age 21

1I john welch being of mature years desire to leave to my friends
and descendants the following statement
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I1 was babtizedbaptized into the church ofjesus christ of latter day
saints in the year 1841 emigrated to nauvoo ill111111.iiiliiili in 1843 and to salt
lake city in the year 1852 1I was well acquainted with the prophet
joseph smith and heard him speak both in public and private many
times I1 was present at the meeting in the grove at nauvoo august
8thath 1844 when sidney rigdon made the claim I1 saw brigham
young then president of the twelve apostles stand up to speak to
the people and he spoke with the voice of joseph smith and I1

further declare and testify that he brigham young had the appear-
ance of the prophet joseph smith while he young was talking that
I1 was convinced then and have never doubted in all the intervening
years from that time up to the present that brigham young was the
right man and the man chosen of god to lead the church

signed john welch

swomsworn before
A L farrell
county clerke cache co utahutah61

westover eliza ann
see haven eliza ann westover

whitney helen mar kimball
august 25 1828 november 15 1896 age 15

1I can bear witness with hundreds of others who stood that day
under the sound of brighamsBrighams voice of the wonderful and startling
effect that it had upon us ifjoseph had risen from the dead and stood
before them it could hardly have made a deeper or more lasting
impression it was the very voice of joseph himself this was repeat-
edly spoken of by the latter day saints and surely it was a most pow-
erful and convincing testimony to them that he was the man instead
of sidney rigdon that was destined to become the great leader and
upon whose shoulders the mantle of joseph had fallen 62

wilcox maria wealthy
june 17 1827 january 13 1909 age 17

I1 well remember the sunday morning when the sorrowing saints
were gathered together in the little grove where they were accus-
tomed to meet sidney rigdon presented his claim as successor to
the prophet joseph making quite an impression upon the people
but brigham young president of the apostles had just returned to
nauvoo from his mission in time to attend the afternoon meeting
and in a voice not unlike the prophets he told the people that
although the prophet joseph was dead joseph had left behind the
keys of the kingdom and had conferred the same power and
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authority that he himself possessed upon the twelve apostles and
that the church would not be left without a leader and a guide
truly the mantle of joseph had fallen upon brigham and he spoke
with power even to the convincing of the saints assuring them that
they had nothing to fear as all would yet be well if they would
harken to the word of god and to the counsel of his servants and
keep his commandments 6313

winters mary ann stearnssteams
see steamsstearns mary ann

woodruff wilford
march 1 1807 september 2 1898 age 5737

in an address published in february 1845 wilford woodruff
shared the mantle news with church officers and members in
england by assuring them that

on the second day after our arrival august 8thath 1844 we met in a
special conference all the quorumsquorums authorities and members of the
church that could assemble in nauvoo they were addressed by elder
brigham young the president of the quorum of the twelve it was evi-
dent to the saints that the mantle of joseph had fallen upon him the
road that he pointed out could be seen so plainly that none need err
therein the spirit of wisdom and counsel attended all his teachings
he struck upon a chord with which all hearts beat in unison 64

1I know this work is of god I1 know joseph smith was a prophet of
god I1 have heard two or three of the brethren testify about brother
young in nauvoo every man and every woman in that assembly
which perhaps might number thousands could bear the same testi-
mony I1 was there the twelve were there and a good many others
and all can bear the same testimony the question might be asked
why was the appearance of joseph smith given to brigham young
because here was sidney rigdon and other men rising up and claim-
ing to be the leaders of the church and men stood as it were on a
pivot not knowing which way to turn but just as quick as brigham
young rose in that assembly his face was that of joseph smith the
mantle of joseph had fallen upon him the power of god that was
upon joseph smith was upon him he had the voice of joseph and it
was the voice of the shepherd there was not a person in that assem-
bly rigdon himself not excepted but was satisfied in his own mind
that brigham was the proper leader of the people for he rigdon
would not have his name presented by his own consent after that
sermon was delivered there was a reason for this in the mind of
god it convinced the people they saw and heard for themselves
and it was by the power of god 6515
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I1 do not know if there is any one present here tonight but myself
who was there at that conference there are but few living who
were present on that occasion and when brigham arose and com-
menced speaking as has been said if my eyes had not been so I1

could see if I1 had not seen him with my own eyes there is no one
that could have convinced me that it was not joseph smith 66
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william moore allredauredailred reminiscences and diary 1883 holograph 11

LDS church archives
benjamin ashby autobiography of benjamin ashby 1828 1907 holo-
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william burton journal may 1845 under entry of april 26 184511845 BYU

archives william burton william burton diaries 1839 1851 may 1845 2 8
IDSLDS archives see also eugene england brother brigham salt lake city
bookcraft 1980 75 and quinn mormon succession crisis 212 this is one of
the earliest contemporary accounts to survive written ten months after the
event burton was not in nauvoo in 1844 he was on a mission

anson call the life and record of anson call commenced in 1839
holograph 30 IDSLDS church archives in a note at the end of calls journal in the
LDS church archives T edgar lyon identifies mary flint call as ansons scribe
anson call the7 be journal of anson call apnp ethan L call and christine shatter
call 1986 313231 32 this journal began in 1839 and was dictated to or recopied by
various individuals presumably his wives calCallcaicalicailcalljournaljournal ofansonolansonof anson call publish-

ers note
george Q cannon juvenile instructor 5 october 29 1870 174 75

see also edward W tullidge life of brigham young or utah and her
founders new york npap 1877 115 B H roberts A comprehensive history
of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints century one 6 vols provo

utah corporation of the president the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 1965 2418 and leonard arrington brigham young american moses
new york alfred A knopf 1985 115

eilaselias cox joseph smith the prophet young womanscomans journal 17
december 1906 544

14 caroline bamesbarnes crosby memoirs begun at tubuaitubuli society islands 18511851

holograph unpaged IDSLDS church archives caroline bamesbarnesbarmesbammes crosby the papers
of jonathan and caroline crosby unpaged microfilm FHL archives the jour-
nal of caroline barnes crosby began in 1851 in the society islands while the cros
bys were on a mission

homer15homer duncan autobiographical sketch holograph 22 23 LDS church
archives

edmund ellsworth autobiography ca 1892 holograph 4 5 IDSLDS

church archives
mary field garner autobiographical sketch typescript 676 7 LDS church

archives mary field garner biography as told to harold H jenson and marys
granddaughter annie garner barton typescript 676 7 BYU archives copy in
possession of the author

11typescript of journal of james madison fisher 1906 in lucy elizabeth
fisher brown comp history and genealogy ofofjessejesse joseph and james madi-
son fisher and evaline mclean typescript 5 6 microfilm FHL archives

19jacobjacob gates journals 1836 1861 vol 2 holograph unpaged LDS

church archives
james21james harvey glines reminiscences and diary march 1845 december

1899 holograph 41 IDSLDS church archives
william greenhalgh the history of william greenhalgh As written by

himself typescript 121 2 FHL archives copy in possession of the author this
typescript was written in the 1870s based on earlier diary accounts this copy
was given to the author and to the FHL archives by williams great grandson
glade greenhalgh the holographic original is owned by jean bluth of colorado
springs colorado
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22jacobjacob hamblin journal 8 typescript microfilm IDSLDS church archives
23jamesjames A little jacob hamblin A narrative of his personal experience

as a frontiersman missionary to the indians and explorer salt lake city
juvenile instructor office 1881 19 20 little writes in the preface that jacob
hamblin was induced to narrate for brother james A littles pen to record the
incidents herein published see also pearson H corbett jacob hamblin
the peacemaker salt lake city deseret book 1952 21 22

24mosiah24mosiahmoslah lyman hancock autobiography of mosiah lyman hancock
1834 65 holograph unpaged IDSLDS church archives mosiah lyman hancock
mosiah lyman hancock 23 30 microfilm FHL archives mosiah lyman han-

cock life story of mosiah lyman hancock typescript 16 20 BYU archives
john nelson harper autobiography ca 1861 typescript 10 typed by

jewel B furniss IDSLDS church archives this book was copied from the old orig-
inal that was written by john harper title page

16eliza ann haven westover letter to son written 1918 4 LDS church
archives seegmiller life story of robert taylor burton 50 see also barlow
israel barlow story 205

27drusilla dorris hendricks historical sketch of james hendricks and
drusilla dorris hendricks typescript unpaged microfilm FHL archives dic-
tated by drusilla after the death of her husband in 1870 drusilla dorris hen-
dricks historical sketch of james hendricks and drusilla dorris hendricks
typescript 18 microfilm IDSLDS church archives marguerite H alienallenailen comp
henry hendricks genealogy apnp hendricks family organization 1963 26
see also madsen in their own words 168

quinn mormon succession crisis 212 n 69
emliyemily29emily smith hoyt reminiscensesreminiscences and diaries 185118931851 1893 holograph

20 21 microfilm IDSLDS church archives the original diary is in possession of
jonathan A dibble salt lake city

zina30zina diantha huntington young diaries 1844 1845 august 8 1844
holograph LDS church archives published in maureen ursenbach beecher all
things move in order in the city the nauvoo diary of zina diantha huntington
jacobs BYU studies 19 no 3 1979 285320285 320

31 31edwardedward W tullidge the7 be women of mormondom new york privately
printed 1877 326 27 see also richard neitzel holzapfel and jeni broberg
holzapfel women of nauvoo salt lake city bookcraft 1992 134 35

32orson hyde remarks deseret news semiweeklysemi weekly november 16 1869
discourse given october 6 1869 see also orson hyde in journalinjournaltournai ofdiscoursesof discourses

26 vols liverpool horace S eldredge 1855 86 13181 october 6 1869 here-
after cited as JD A summary of elder hydes discourse was also published in
thirty ninth semiannualsemi annual conference deseret news october 13 1869

33hyde injdmjdined 1958 april 518775 1877
34william34william hyde the private journal of william hyde 1868 holograph

64 67 and typescript 21 23 LDSIDSins church archives william hyde the private
journal of william hyde typescript 13 15 microfilm FHL archives

william was baptized in 1834 and kept a dated and detailed record of his
church activities if this handwritten journal was not kept concurrently it must
have been based on copious and dated notes he admitted that on occasion
instructions were given which he did not pen hyde private journal 16 FHL
archives this indicates that the information in his journal was generally written
at the time of offering
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elder george albert smith a member of the quorum of the twelve apos-
tles saw the original journal in the home of a granddaughter elizabeth hyde
geary and scanned its contents recognizing the wide sweep of church history
contained in this private journal he immediately requested it for the LDS church
archives and had a typed copy made for sister geary introduction to hyde jour-
nal LDS church archives

35 rachel ridgeway grant joseph smith the prophet young womanscomans
journal 16 december 1905 555511 see also ronald W walker rachel R grant
the continuing legacy of the feminine ideal in cannon and whittaker sup-
porting saints 24

36anan interesting letter from patriarch benjamin F johnson to elder geo S

gibbs typescript 15 byuarchivesBYU archives benjamin F johnson to george S gibbs
1903 LDS church archives cited in E dale lebaron benjamin franklin john-
son colonizer public servant and church leader masters thesis brigham
young university 1967 343 44 this letter was written in the early part of
1903 when johnson was about eighty five years old interesting letter Li see
also dean R zimmerman I1 knew the prophets an analysis of the letter ofbenoebenof ben-
jamin FE johnson to george FF gibbs reporting doctrinal views of joseph
smith and brigham young bountiful utah horizon 1976 65656767

37benjamin F johnson my lifes review nd reprint mesa ariz lof-
green printing 1979 103 4 see also arrington brigham young 114 15 n 8

zadoc31zadoc knapp judd autobiography of zadoc knapp judd 1827 1909
typescript 17 19 BYU archives zadoc knapp judd autobiography 1900 type-
script 17 19 LDS church archives

39george39george laub george laubs journal 1845461845 46 holograph 90 91
microfilm LDS archives eugene england ed george laubs nauvoo jounaljohnal
BYU studies 18 no 2 19781661978 166

the above quotation has been challenged by richard S van wagoner in his
book sidney rigdon A portrait of religious excess salt lake city signature
books 1994 351 n 99 van wagoner states laubs mantle account was not writ-
ten until after he arrived in the utah territory in 1852 van wagoners claim is
that laubs 1845 46 journal was actually copied from another laub journal dated
1845 52 and that the transfiguration incident was then appropriately inserted
both journals are currently stored in the LDS church archives historian michael
quinn explains

eugene england edited george laubs nauvoo journal brigham
young university studies 18 winter 1978 166 which also gives an
explicit description of brigham youngs transfiguration however van
wagoner sidney rigdon demonstrates that england had edited laubs
own revision dated about 1852 of his original nauvoo diary that was
unavailable to england donated to LDS archives after englandsglandsEn article
laubs original diary made no reference to a mystical experience at the
august 1844 meeting quinn mormon hierarchy 393 n 114

if van wagoner is correct in redating to 1852 laubs journal mentioning
the mantle this account is still one of the earliest renderings written at least sev-
enteen to eighteen years before the first complete published account of the man-
tle experience

41wandlewandie mace the diary of wandlewandie mace salt lake city genealogical
society ofutah 1964 156 57 microfilm FIILFHLfill archives wandle mace autobiography
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ca 1890 holograph 959695 96 microfilm IDSLDS church archives see also wandle
mace autobiography ca 1890 holograph written in 1911 113 14 IDSLDS

church archives both of the autobiographies in the IDSLDS church archives were
copied by his wife elizabeth howell mace

philemon christopher menillmerrillmen illiii autobiography ca 1890 typescript 4
IDSLDS church archives transcription by zola S hardy the wife of a great grand
son of philemon from a six page holograph

george morris life story of george morris of the seventeenth ward salt
lake holograph unpaged microfilm FHL archives see also george morris
autobiography of george morris typescript 27 BYU archives morriss autobi-

ography has been edited but the editor is not given
william13wrham bryam pace diary of william bryam pace and biography of his

father james pace typescript 7 BYU archives this is a copy from an original
in the possession of sidney A pace orem utah

44 george44george patten life sketch 1900 holograph unpaged LDS archives
george patten A short sketch ca 190919091 typescript 2 microfilm LDS

church archives
41nathan41nathan tanner porter reminiscences ca 187911879 holograph 131 33

microfilm IDSLDS church archives
john pulsipher A short sketch of the history of john pulsipher type-

script 7 8 LDSIDS church archives newell and avery mormon enigma 203
47zerah pulsipher autobiographical sketch IDSLDS church archives nora hall

lund and terry lund comps pulsipher family history book 2233 FHL archives
41janejane snyder richards papers 1869 holograph 13 IDSLDS church archives

madsen in their own words 174
jane snyder richards joseph smith the prophet young womanscomanswomansjourjour-

nal 16 december 1905 550
george5georgecgeorge romney joseph smith was the chosen prophet of god his

mantle fell upon brigham young liahona the eldersjournalelders journal 17 april 13
1920 339 caroline eyring miner miles romney and elizabeth gaskell rom-
ney and family salt lake city miles romney family organization 1978 74
romneysdomneysRomneys last public testimony was delivered at a meeting of the swedish saints
in the twelfth thirteenth ward chapel in salt lake city on december 17 1919
seventy five years after the august 1844 mantle phenomena A proud old man of
eighty eight he bore a powerful testimony of the mantle miracle

george5georgecgeorge romney typescript account of testimony typed by mary R ross
IDSLDS church archives england brother brigham 75 gustave arntamt iverson the
mantle of the prophet typescript LDS church archives testimony of bishop
george romney at a stake conference on june 22 1919 in the ensign ward salt
lake city

job51job taylor smith diary ofjob taylor smith a pioneer of nauvoo illinois
and utah ca 1902 typescript 8 IDSLDS church archives

53abraham53abraham 0 smoot early experiences of A 0 smoot early scenes in
church history eighth book in the faith promoting series salt lake city juve-
nile instructors office 1882 24 C elliott berlin abraham 0 smoot pioneer
mormon leader masters thesis brigham young university 1955 35 36

margaret T smoot to mr H H bancroft experiences of a mormon
wife september 2 1880 provo city utah microfilm BYU archives see also
berlin abraham 0 smoot 36
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55william C staines reminiscensesreminiscences of william C staines contributor 12

june 1891 315 see also staines quoted in roberts comprehensive history
2418 n 12

51marymary ann steams winters an autobiographical sketch of the life of the
late mary ann steams winters daughter of mary ann steams pratt typescript
IDSLDS church archives

57catherine thomas LiUeshmaneshman autobiographical sketch may 1 1914 type-
script 2 3 microfilm LDSIDS church archives

nancy51nancy naomi alexander tracy autobiography holograph 5 microfilm
FHL archives nancy alexander tracy A short sketch of the life and travels of
nancy N tracy typescript prepared by grandson david E ellingsoningsonEU 19 BYU

archives see also madsen in their own words 255 56 the account indicates
that nancy and her husband were in the east at the time of the august 8 meeting
or that nancy had confused the dates her story may have been secondhand or
might be an account of something they experienced later

nancy59nancy N tracy autobiography typescript 3311 LDS church archives
60Williammiaiii lampard watkins A brief history of william lampard watkins

from his birth until his arrival in utah on september 12th 1852 typescript 2
BYU archives william lampard watkins autobiography of william lampard
watkins from his birth until he arrived in utah on 12 september 1852 4
library division historical department the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints salt lake city marie M hayes that others might know A history of the
watkins and lampard families seattle by the author 1979 24

61johnjohn welch deposition july 5 1902 typescript microfilm LDS

church archives this is a copy of a statement which john welch made july 5

1902 at logan city cache county utah it was signed sealed and swom before
A L farrell cache county clerk parts of the deposition are also included in eva-
line dunn snow john and eliza B welch biographical sketch transcript 2

microfilm IDSLDS church archives
12 helen mar whitney scenes in nauvoo after the martyrdom of the

prophet and patriarch womanscomans exponent11exponent11 february 1 1883 130 stanley B

kimball heber C kimball and family the nauvoo years byustudiesBYU studies 15 no 4
1975 472

63maria wealthy wilcox joseph smith the prophet young womanscomans
journal 16 december 1905 553 54

64wilford woodruff to the officers and members of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints in the british islands millennial star 5 february
18451381845 138

wilford woodruff remarks deseret news may 22 1872 see also wil-
ford woodruff injdmjdmadined 15811581 april 8 1872

66wilford woodruff priesthood and the right of succession deseret
news semiweeklysemi weekly march 151518921892 3 this testimony was publicly delivered at a
gathering of young men mutual improvement groups speaker B H roberts was
presenting a lecture on the succession in the presidency of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints at robertss request president woodruff who was
present in the audience was asked to present his testimony concerning the
events of august 8 1844 and the mantle experience see also arrington
brigham young 115
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xivxxvappendixpendixA II11 secondhand testimonies

this appendix contains secondhand accounts of the mantle
experience these accounts concern people who reported a per-
sonal mantle experience but did not record their own story their
oral testimonies were recorded later by others usually family
members other accounts in this appendix come from firsthand
diaries that are unavailable to the author of this paper in these
cases secondary sources have been cited As in appendix 1I the
accounts are listed by the persons name birth and death dates
age in august 1844 testimonies sources and appropriate notes

adams sally
may 29 1825 february 15 1905 age 19

1 I well remember that june day of 1844 when the announce-
ment reached nauvoo that the prophet and patriarch had been killed
by a cruel mob the news fell like a thunderbolt upon the saints
their grief was indescribable many thought he like the savior
would rise again to become their leader the memory of the
occasion can never be erased this sad occurrence marks the culmi-
nation of the devil inspired persecutions of two of gods greatest and
truest noblemen

sally told of being at the meeting on august 8 1844 when
brigham young spoke in the voice of the martyredmartyred prophet he
assumed the form and appearance of joseph so that the thousands at
the meeting believed for the moment that president smith actually
stood before them 1

angell truman osborn
june 5 1810 october 16 1887 age 34

not only did truman angell neglect to record much about his
personal and professional life during this period but he also wrote
little of the larger historical events occurring around him he men-
tions only that he suffered much in common with the rest of my
Brethern during the persecutions in which the prophet and patri-
arch lost their lives angellsangelsAngells loyalty lay with the apostles in the
aftermath of this tragedy although the prophet joseph and hyrum
smith had lost their livesfivesilveshives by mob violence he writes the twelve
apostles came forward with brigham young at their head and the
mantle of joseph was upon them in all that was done 2
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barlow elizabeth haven
december 28 1811 decemberdecember2525 1892 age 32

wilenwhen brigham young the president of the twelve began speak-
ing I1 saw a change come over him saw him take on the form of
joseph smith and heard his voice change to that of the prophets
thousands in that assembly testified to the same thing from that
moment forward I1 knew whom the lord had chosen so did all the
true latter day saints the crowd felt that the lord had not for-
saken them 3

benson eliza ann perry
see perry eliza ann

benson ezra taft
february 2222 1811 september 3 1869 age 3333

when brother brigham young rose before the people and
spoke it was very easy to see who possessed the mantle of
joseph truly as jesus said my sheep know my voice but a stranger
they will not follow for many said when they heard brigham talk
that it was not brighamsBrighams voice but the voice ofjoseph 4

billington eliza
december 16 1825 august 16 1916 age 18

they eliza and her husband john welch were both well acquainted
with the prophet joseph smith and his brother hyrum in life and
were permitted to view their remains after the martyrdom john
welch was one of the guards over the bodies as they lay in state
they were both present at the meeting held august 8 1844 where
the mantle of the prophet fell on brigham young and they knew
brigham young had been called by divine authority and power
and these facts they related many many times to their children and
grandchildren greatly strengthening and adding to the testimonies
of those who listened 5

CannocannoncannonannnAnnann
january 28 1832 july 25 1921 age 12

after the prophets death I1 was at the meeting where sydney
rigdon standing in a wagon box to make his speech presented his
claim to be guardian of the church when brigham young presented
his claim the mantle of the prophet rested on him and we knew he
was to be the new leader 6
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carbine william van orden
february 17 183518318555 may 11 19211921 age 9

1I was nine years old when the prophet was martyredmartyred I1 remem-
ber the excitement at that time the people hardly knew what to do
the prophet was gone and sidney rigdon wanted a guardian put in
for the church brother thomas grover one of the high council
spoke and told the people not to be in a hurry the twelve would be
home soon and they would tell the people what to do when
brigham young came home he held a meeting at which time the
mantle of joseph fell on him it was a manifestation to let the people
know who was to lead the church his looks and ways were like the
prophet 1I as a boy was quite well accquainted with the prophet
I1 was sitting with my mother in the meeting and I1 thought it was the
prophet and told my mother so there are a good many who have
heard my mother tell this 7

though I1 was only a boy I1 remember it quite distinctly I1 told my
mother Aadeliadefialadeila that the prophet was not dead for I1 had seen him on
the stand 8

carrington albert
januaryjanuarysJanuarys8 1813 september 19 1889 age 31

in his conference address delivered in the bowery in salt lake
city on july 19 1857 brigham young referred to albert garring
tons mantle experience which is reported to have taken place dur-
ing the october conference of 1844

do people imagine that they can kill mormonism I1 may die for
my religion and who cares for that brother carrington has told you
that god can carry on his own work and the spirit of joseph which
fell upon me brigham is ready to fall upon somebody else when I1

am removed

brother carringtonsCarringtons testimony proves to you that mens
eyes are liable to be deceived it may appear strange to some that he
carrington could not tell me from joseph smith when I1 was speak-

ing in the stand in nauvoo during the october conference of 1844

somebody came along and passed a finger over his eyes and he could
not see any one but joseph speaking until I1 got through addressing
the congregation 9

cheney talitha garlik avery
september 22 1824 april 17 1902 age 19

1I was in nauvoo when sidney rigdon came from the east after
brother joseph and hyrum were killed to take lead of the church
there were none of the twelve apostles at home but brother taylor
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and brother richards brother taylor had been badly wounded so sid-
ney rigdon thought he would have things his own way but he was
mistaken he called a meeting and said the church was old enough to
choose a guardian for itself it had been fourteen years since it was
organized but brother brigham and the rest of the apostles got there
in time to be at the meeting after rigdon sat down brother brigham
got up and said all who want brother rigdon to lead them can have
him but I1 tell you the keys of the kingdom are in the hands of the
twelve apostles they are the ones to lead this people

As soon as brother brigham got up to speak I1 said to myself
that is the man to take the lead of this people he looked just like

brother joseph and spoke like him I1 said surely the mantle of the
prophet joseph has fallen on brother brigham I1 never had a doubt
I1 knew brother brigham was the man to fill the place of our beloved
prophet I1 knewjosephknew joseph smith was a true prophet of god and was the
mouthpiece of god to the people and that brother brigham was his
lawful successor and a man of god 10

clawson ellen spencer
november 21 1832 august 24 1896 age 11

aurelia spencer rogers writes the following concerning her
sister ellen

my sister ellens testimony has also strengthened my faith in the
truth of mormonism and it seems to me appropriate to give it here
as it may prove a help to others she was at a meeting of the saints
held in a grove west of the temple in nauvoo soon after the death
of the prophet joseph smith the question under consideration who
should take the prophets place in presiding over the church sidney
rigdon who had been one ofjosephs counselors claimed the right
to the position yet the spirit he manifested was not in accord with
the spirit of the gospel at this meeting brigham young who was
president of the quorum of apostles arose to speak when the
mantle of joseph fell upon him and he was like one transformed
his countenance voice and form were like those of the late prophet
many in the congregation even children saw this miracle it satisfied
the people and decided the question who was to be the leader sister
ellen occasionally referred to this circumstance and said whenever
she was tired or felt to doubt any of the principles of the gospel
this testimony came up before her

clements ada winchell
december 24 1801 march 4 1890 age 42

when joseph and hyrum smith were martyredmartyred albert adas hus-
band was away from home working for the church interests and
also the support of his family when he heard of the terrible news he
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immediately started for home on the way his horse took sick and he
stopped at a store to obtain medicine here he met his friend sidney
rigdon sidney told albert he was hurrying back to nauvoo to be
with the saints during this time of sorrow and to take his place as

their leader albert was happy to learn of mr rigdonsRigdons decision on
august 15 1844 albert arrived home and ada immediately told him
all that had happened including the meeting she had attended
wherein the saints had chosen brigham young as their leader 12

ada related the events of this meeting she told albert how elder
young had actually sounded and looked like joseph smith albert
was surprised he inquired about sidney rigdon ada said he had
spoken but the spirit was not with him albert took the side of his
friend sidney rigdon this was a sad day for the clements family
albert asked ada if she were going to leave him and go west with
brigham young she said she would continue with the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints however she said she would always
love him and pray for albert to see the truth 13

corless catherine stephenson
december 13 1807 september 27 1902 age 36

john coreless a son of catherine and edward was with his par-
ents at the meeting and john said he heard his mother and others
say when brigham young arose and began to speak 0 O0 its joseph
himself 1411

corless edward
march 14 1804 january 18 1873 age 40

after the opening of this meeting president brigham young presi-
dent of the twelve apostles spoke on the duties of the twelve
apostles and while he was speaking the mantilecantile of joseph fell on
president young and he looked like joseph and he spoke in josephs
voice and many thought it was joseph himself 15

decker sarah louisa norris
about 1824 1914 age 20

not satisfied yet those opposed to us began a series of perse
cutionscautionscutions also a great apostacyapostasyapostacy took place and jealousy arose as to who
should lead the church sidney rigdon lyman wight and strang had
their followers but when a meeting was called and brigham young
arose and spoke with power it was as if the prophet josephs very
voice spoke through him I1 heard my father and mother when they
returned from meeting testify to this and many others since then
I1 believe it was the largest attended meeting ever held in nauvoo 1611
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de mille oliver
march 5030 1830 julyjulys8 1908 age 14

after talking about a minute his voice changed to the voice of
joseph his countenance and every appearance and motion was that
of joseph and his language was so convincing and prophetic that it
seemed to bring conviction to the hears of all who were present
I1 was in the meeting and see with my own eyes and heard with my
own ears all that was said and done and know for asurety whereof I1

speak and I1 lie not 111717

ensign luvera ellen
see preece luvera elleneilenelienenlenennen ensign

fisher evaline mclean
december 25 1805 july 19 1893 age 38

they evaline and her husband joseph were in nauvoo at the
time of the martyrdom of the prophet joseph smith and his brother
hyrum and supposedly was at the meeting when the mantle of the
prophet fell upon brigham young 18

fisher joseph
november 252 5 1801 march 21 1867 age 43

see fisher evaline mclean

harris emmeline blanche woodward
february 29 1828 april 25 1921 age 16

the people were gathered in the grove where there was a rude stand
to speak from and very rude benches for the choir and others the
crowd extended through the grove and even outside the trees many
people standing in their wagon boxes drawn up against the trees to
listen to what was going on but when brigham young rose in the
midst of the people most of them rose to their feet well we all
stood on our feet and as president young spoke everyone that had
known the prophet joseph declared in a loud voice as loud as they
could almost that it was the prophet joseph himself risen again
that it was his voice his manner his clothing himself that stood there
in the midst of the people of course this talking after a while sub-
sided and by and by most of them doubtless realized that it was
brigham young but it was a transfiguration real and convincing 19

I1 was standing in a wagon box on wheels so I1 did not have to
rise but those who were seated arose and made the exclamation
I1 could see very well and every one of them thought it was really the
prophet joseph risen from the dead but after brigham young had spo-
ken a few words the tumult subsided and the people really knew that
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it was not the prophet joseph but the president of the quorum of the
twelve apostles it was the most wonderful manifestation I1 think
that I1 have known or seen and I1 have seen a very great number 20

hubbard charles wesley
february 7 1810 december 19 1903 age 5434

on the morning of 4 august 1844 sic when rigdon was given the
opportunity of laying his claim before the whole church brigham
young addressed the gathering in the afternoon charles hub-
bard later recorded that before his death in willard utah he walked
two blocks to fast meeting and bore his testimony in a language and
spirit that held the audience in silence and attention one of the men
present said there was not a sound in the room other that his
charless voice many were in tears the spirit was so strong as he

declared he knew that joseph smith was a true prophet of god and
that brigham young was the rightful successor for he was at the
meeting when the mantle fell on brigham young brigham young
looked like the prophet joseph and no one who was present could
ever doubt that brigham young was called of god 21

hunter edward
june 22 1793 october 16 1883 age 51

1I went to the meeting that had been called and listened
thoughtfully to what was said and done the longer I1 listened the
more mystified I1 became I1 bowed my head in my hands and prayed
for god to give me understanding while I1 was in this attitude
brother brigham rose to speak I1 suppose I1 heard a voice the
prophets josephs voice as natural and true as I1 ever heard it
I1 raised up quickly fullyfolly expecting to see the prophet joseph and I1

did there he stood and gradually changed to that of brother brig-
ham but the voice was not brother brighamsBrighams it was still the
prophets joseph then beside brother brigham I1 saw the prophet
joseph who turned toward the speaker and smiled my heart beat
rapidly with joy and I1 know beyond the shadow of a doubt that
brother brigham was called of god to lead the church

others of the assembled saints received the same remarkable
manifestation and when a vote was called for the council of the
twelve was unanimously sustained as the ruling body of the church 22

johnson joseph ellis
april 28 1817 december 17 1882 age 27

during the dismal days following the murders of joseph and
hyrum JEJ joseph ellis johnson and others of the family lived
through the grief fears uncertainties and confusion into which all

had been plunged they were present when sidney rigdon voiced
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his plea to be named guardian of the church which fell on unre-
sponsivesponsive ears they also saw brigham young rise to begin his speech
and they declared that they witnessed a miracle As he began to
speak his voice suddenly became that of the slain prophet and they
and the audience were electrified by the change in his appearance
which became that of joseph smith so lifelike was he that BFJ ben-
jamin F johnson said he jumped to his feet in amazement and awe
they with the others of the congregation convinced that the mantle
of the prophet had fallen upon brigham voted to sustain him as
leader of the church later the rejected sidney rigdon who was
really a brilliant man in many ways apostatized and formed a small
church organization in pittsburg pa 2313

kelley sophronia eldridge corbitt stowell
july 22 1825 january 24 1907 age 19

mother sophronia was present when the cornerstone of the nau-
voo temple was laid she had seen the prophet joseph smsmithith and
heard him talk many times she was present when brigham young
as president of the quorum of twelve apostles assumed leadership
of the church she has testified many times that he was transfiguredtransfigured
and appeared both in voice and general appearance to be the
prophet joseph himself 2421

knight martha mcbride
march 17180517 1805 november 1 1901 age 39

she martha often told her grandchildren of the cruel martyrdom of
the prophet the sorrowing of the saints and the solemn services her
witnesssingwitness sing the form of brigham young change to the person of
joseph smith and brighamsBrighams voice ringing out in the tone ofjosephsofjosephs
voice declaring him the leader of the wondering saints 25

knight samuel
october 14 1832 february 11 1910 age 12

another incident I1 have heard him samuel knight narrate was when
the succession to the presidency of the church after the martyrdom
was being discussed and he was in attendance at the meeting As a
small boy perhaps playing with his marbles or otherwise passing the
time he was surprised to hear what he thought was the voice of
joseph smith he samuel arose in astonishment and beheld the

of related in church 226transfiguration brigham young as history

lake james
october 17 1788 october 7 1874 age 55

see lake philomela smith
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lake philomela smith
april 13 1794 march 20 1873 age 50

after the awful scene at nauvoo when they saw the forms of the
prophets they had loved so well laid in the grave they sought a testi-
mony from god as to their future procedure and this testimony they
received at the great meeting held in the grove at nauvoo august 8
1844 where they witnessed the sublime personality of joseph smith
as it cast its mantle of splendor around the chosen form of brigham
young he being transformed before the eyes of the people as a
heavenly witness to them that god had caused the majesty of his
high priesthood to fall upon whom he would that his work might
continue father and mother lake received that testimony and took
up their march again with the saints 2717

leavitt dudley
august 31 1830 october 15 1908 age 13

it was not until brigham young and a number of the twelve had
returned that a public meeting was held to determine the successor
to joseph smith

all the leavitt family were present on that occasion august 8
1844 for to them this was a matter of great importance fourteen
year old dudley was with his friends near the back of the large audi-
ence which had gathered to hear the talks of the authorities
brigham young arose to speak

on the edge of the crowd dudley whispered to some of his
companions suddenly they all stopped and listened it was their
prophet joseph speaking how well they knew his accents they
raised up and looked toward the stand for a second they thought it
was the prophet who stood there but they knew it was not and
soon the vision passed it was so real to dudley that it made a lasting
impression for him the mantle of joseph had in reality fallen upon
brigham As long as he lived he loved to retellre tell the incident 28

leavitt jeremiah
may 30 1796 august 20 1846 age 48

sarah studevant leavitt september 5 1799 april 5 1878
age 45 jeremiahsJeremiajeremiahhhs wife wrote

when the news came the whole city of nauvoo was thunderstruck
oh such mourning and lamentation there were many myself
among them that would gladly give our lives in place of his if his life
could have been spared in so doing I1 never had spoken to joseph
smith in my life my husband jeremiah had but I1 had heard him
preach and I1 had seen him and knew that he was a prophet of god
he had been sent here to set up his kingdom upon the earth I1 knew
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that the god of heaven was back of this latter day kingdom and I1

knew that it never could be thrown down by mortal man

As I1 looked around me in despair I1 wondered how that great
work was to be accomplished the answer was not long in coming
my husband jeremiah was attending a meeting where this question
was being discussed brigham young was speaking when suddenly
he seemed to be clothed with all the authority of joseph smsmithith jere-
miah said that he had the same appearance the same voice as the
prophet if he had not known that joseph smith was dead he would
have thought that brigham young was joseph smith tears damp-
ened many cheeks joy and gladness filled many hearts the lord had
not forgotten his people brigham young was absent in the east
when joseph and hyrum smith had been killed sidney rigdon tried
hard to take joseph smiths place and assume the presidency of the
church but his lies and deceit were proven by the twelve apostles
that returned about this time and also by the incident I1 have just
related after that there was no one to doubt that brigham young
was to be our new leader and prophet if brigham had any doubts
my husband jeremiah did not from that moment on he was our
prophet and our leader 2919

lebaron esther meletajohnsonMeletajohnson
january 12 1828 march 15 1874 age 16

esther meleta was at the meeting in august 1844 when
brigham young was transfiguredtransfigured before the audience she said sid-
ney rigdon had spoke long and tried to convince the people that he
was the rightful leader of the church when brigham young arose
and began to speak he was changed so that he looked like the
prophet joseph smith and his voice and manner of speech was
the same so when the saints saw this change there was no doubt as
to who should lead the church the president of the quorum of the
twelve apostles with brigham young as the prophet 3010

lee john doyle
september 6 1812 march 2523 1877 age 31

time passed on until the whole twelve got in from their missions
and a conference was held and the several claimants come forward
with their claims sidney rigdon was the first who appeared upon
the stand he had been considered rather in the backgroundback ground for
sometime previous to the death of the prophet he made but a weak
claim strong strang did not file any just them sic brigham young
arose and roared like a young lion imitating the style and voice of
joseph the prophet many of the brethren declared that they saw
the mantle of joseph fall upoonspoon him I1 myself at the time imagined
that I1 saw and heard a strong resemblance to the prophet in him and
felt that he was the man to lead us until josephs legal successor
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should grow up to manhood when he should surrender the presi-
dency to the man who held the birthright 31

lyman amasa mason
march 30 1813 february 4 1877 age 31

he amasa lyman was not blinded with foolish ambition he had
recognized the true ring of authority in the voice brighamofbrighamof young

1 I do not rise to electioneer he declared wanting the saints
to know at once that he was making no claims to leadership 1 I

have been at the back ofjoseph smith and I1 will be at the back of the
twelve forever and then I1 will be saved

being awake with his lamp trimmed and burning at the
momentous occasion he was able with thousands of latter day
saints to see the splendid and undisputed manifestation of the power
of god in presenting brigham young before the saints as the mar
tyredbyred prophet for brigham spoke with the prophets voice and
appeared so nearly like the martyredmartyred leader that many of the people
thought it was really joseph smith and in this way they were shown
clearly that the prophets mantle had fallen on brigham young 32

murdock horace
december 24 1824 may 1 1915 age 19

after the martyrdom of the prophet joseph smith the presi-
dency of the church developed upon the quorum of the apostles
and president brigham young stood at their head as captain and file
leader to carry out the plans that had been designated by the
prophet joseph there were many hundreds perhaps thousands
present at the meeting held in the grove near the temple at nauvoo
in august 1844 when president young was recognized by miracu-
lous manifestation as the leader of the church and they have testi-
fied it was evident that the mantle of joseph the prophet fellfenfeilfeliven upon
him I1 had a letter recently from brothers horace and john R

murdoch of beaver who testify that they were eyewitness to the
wonderful transformation and power manifested through president
brigham young on that occasion when the mantle of joseph the
prophet fell upon himhiml 33

murdock john riggs
september 13 1826 november 12191312 1913 age 17

it was the greatest manifestation I1 ever beheld for the voice the
gesture the whole appearance of president young was just exactly
as if the prophet joseph stood there in person 34

I1 had a letter recently from brothers horace and john R murdoch of
beaver who testify that they were eyewitness to the wonderful
transformation and power manifested through president brigham
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young on that occasion when the mantle ofjoseph the prophet fell
upon him 3515

owens james clarkdark
july 7 1832 february 1 1901 age 12

with his parents he passed through the trials and drivings of the
saints first in missouri and afterwards in illinois he attended
the conference at nauvoo august 8 1844 and remembered how
brigham young was transformed in the eyes of the people 36

palmer james
august 6 1820 october 6 1905 age 24

brigham young the president of the twelve apostles came to
the front and stated in a public meeting that the twelve in their orga-
nized capacity had the authority and the legal right to preside over
the church in all the world As he was speaking in a public meeting
the mantle of joseph fell upon brigham and it was as if the prophet
were speaking it was truly the voice of the prophet and it seemed
to be the prophet in person it was a convincing and a remarkable
demonstration of the power of god unto his people in the minds of
the faithful there was now no further question about who our right-
ful leader was and this was acknowledged by the main body of the
people those who did not accept this order of things went their

37own way

perry eliza ann
march 20 1828 may 13 1913 age 16

after eliza ann perry arrived in nauvoo she met the prophet joseph
smith and became well acquainted with him eliza ann was a mem-
ber of the nauvoo choir she also contributed to the purchase of
glass for the windows of the nauvoo temple she was present at the
meeting called by sidney rigdon to choose a guardian for the church
in her diary she said and I1 quote suddenly joseph came on the
stand to all appearance but the mantle of joseph fell upon brigham
young his voice the color of his hair his general appearance
people raised from their seats enmass and exclaimed joseph has
come he is heherereThenthen they knew that brigham was the man to lead
these people 11381118101838

preece luvera ellen ensign
june 24 1826 june 14 1898 age 18

on august 8818441844 she luvera was at the meeting called to appoint
the new leader of the church and witnessed the mantle of joseph
smith cover brigham young as he talked to the assembled saints 39
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smith john sivel
march 10 1809 february 12 1905 age 5535

john was present when the prophet joseph smith delivered his last
address to the nauvoo legion and he also attended the memorably
sic meeting held at navoolavoo august 8 1844 when the mantle of

joseph fell upon brigham young he often testified that brigham
young was the lords chosen prophet 40

smith jane wadley
january 2 1814 age 30

mother and father were present at the meeting when the mantle of
joseph smith fell on brigham young she said brigham young was
not present at the meeting when it started but he had been called
back from a mission because of the martydommartydornmartyrdommartydomdorndoin of the prophet joseph
and his brother hyrum brigham young came up from the boat and
took his place on the stand mother had leaned over her baby
and just then brigham young started to speak she said she raised up
suddenly because she heard what she believed was the prophets
josephs voice although she knew he was dead this thoroughly
convinced them that he was the successor to joseph smith chosen
of god 41

snow james chauncey
january 11 1817 april 30 1884 age 27

bro snow together with other missionaries was called home shortly
after the martyrdom and he was present at the meeting when the
mantle of joseph fell upon brigham young an event of which he
often testified afterwards 42

snow sally adams
see adams sally

stoker william
march 26 1819 may 19 1892 age 25

from the age of six he bishop W E stoker was raised by his grand-
father william stoker who knew the prophet joseph smith per-
sonally and was present when the mantle of joseph fell upon
brigham young and received a personal testimony bishop stoker
felt he owed much to his grandfather for building up his faith
through the relating of this church experience 4341
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taylor pleasant green
february 8 1827 may 16 1917 age 17

after the death of joseph the question arose as to who should lead
the church the twelve apostles being away on missions sidney rig-
don claimed the right to lead the church though his claim was not
looked on with favor by the majority of the saints he was present
and saw brigham young come into the bowery where the saints had
assembled he as well as hundreds of others arose to his feet and
felt sure that joseph had been resurrected and even after brigham
began to speak he still thought it was the prophet joseph who was
speaking to them 44

van orden peter edmund
january 27 1830 september 25 1911 age 14

peter remembers that after the prophets funeral sidney rig-
don came and claimed the right to rule the church he held a
meeting and talked to the people about it asking them to return
later to make a decision it was at this later meeting that brigham
young spoke and the mantle of the prophet fell over his shoulders
the people knew this was their sign that brigham was to be their
leader peter witnessed this event and bore testimony of in until his
dying day 45

walker henson
march 13 1820 january 24 1904 age 24

at the death of joseph smith brigham young who was presi-
dent of the quorum of the twelve apostles assumed the leadership
of the church sidney rigdon one of the counselors to joseph in the
presidency felt it was his right to take the place henson was pre-
sent at the public meeting held in the bowery at which both sidney
and brigham spoke sidney rigdon made his claims first henson said
that brother rigdon was an eloquent speaker and made a forceful
appeal to the people when he finished brigham young arose to
speak in the words of henson the mantle of joseph smith fell
upon brigham young and the congregation knew who their leader
was he looked like the prophet joseph and the tone ofhis voice was
like his 114646

henson was present at the time that sidney rigdon set forth his
claims to the presidency he also witnessed the mantle of joseph
resting upon brigham young and was fully convinced that he was
the future prophet of god 47
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welch eliza billington
see billington eliza

wells emmeline blanche woodward harris whitney
see harris emmeline blanche woodward

woodland william west
january 2 1832 february 19 1906 age 12

william accompanied his parents through all the drivings that took
place in the early days of the church and was exposed to the many
spiritual manifestations that happened even as a youth witness to
the grand experience of the mantle of the prophet joseph falling upon
brigham young after the death of the prophet joseph this did more
to influence him in future years than most any other experience 48

woolley samuel amos
september 11 1825 march 23 1900 age 18

during the troublesome times of 1844 1I served as a city guard in
nauvoo after the martyrdom of joseph and hyrum smith I1 was
present at the important meeting where president brigham young
first spoke to the saints of josephs death and I1 received a testi-
mony that the mantle of joseph had fallen upon brigham youngs
shoulder for when he spoke it seemed as if joseph himself were
speaking his voice and gestures being exactly like those of the mar
tyredbyred prophet 49

NOTES

abbreviations used in notes

BYU archives special collections and manuscripts harold B lee
library brigham young university provo utah

FHL archives family history library the church ofjesus christ of
latter day saints salt lake city

LDS church archives archives division historical department the church
ofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city

celestia snow gardner history of the william snow and robert gard-
ner families pioneers of 1847 and 1850 salt lake city acorn printing 1942

17 18 sally married william snow in january 1846 in the nauvoo temple gard-
ner history of william snow 18
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truman 0 angell biography of truman osborn angell sr typescript
6 LDS church archives quoted in paulpaut L anderson truman 0 angell archi-
tect and saint in supporting saints life stories of nineteenth century mor
mons ed donald Q cannon and david J whittaker provo utah religious
studies center brigham young university 143

tamelapamelatameia barlow thompson biography of elizabeth haven barlow 6 FHL

archives quoted in ora haven barlow theebe israel barlow story and mormon
mores salt lake city by the author 1968 204 5

john henry evans and minnie egan anderson ezra T benson pioneer
statesman saint salt lake city deseret news press 1947 88 89

evaline dunn snow john and eliza B welch biographical sketch type-
script 2 microfilm LDS church archives evaline is a granddaughter of john
and eliza

6beatricebeatriceibeatrice cannon evans andandjanathjanath russell cannon eds cannon family
historical treasury salt lake city george camioncannon family association 1967
162 63 condensed from angus M woodbury arr and ed reminiscences of
ann cannon woodbury apnp 1963 grandson angus M woodbury prepared
anns journals for publication

7inaintn the valley of the saints in our pioneer heritage comp kate B

carter 20 vols salt lake city daughters of utah pioneers 1958771958 77 6204 the
account was written by william van orden carbine

8andewjensonandrew jenson latter day saint biographical encyclopedia A compila-
tion of biographical sketches of prominent men and women in the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints 4 vols salt lake city andrew jenson history
1901 363634136541341541

9brigharnbrigham young in journalinjournaltournai of discourses 26 vols liverpool F D rich-
ards 1855 86 557 58 july 19 1857 see also leonard arrington brigham
young american moses new york alfred A knopf 1985 115

10thethe unpublished story in carter our pioneer heritage 12202
aurelia spencer rogers life sketches ofoforsonorson spencer and others salt

lake city george Q cannon and sons 1898 331 32
12 bertha M linebarger ada winchell clements in carter our pioneer

heritage 3111123111 12
13 charlotte parker how mormonism affected the lives of the clements

family paper written for history 100 brigham young university april 1982
14 copy in possession of the author ada aidah clements evidently worked for
joseph and emma smith in the mansion house linda king newell and valeen
tippetts avery mormon enigma emma hale smith new york doubleday
19841984134134

william G hartley kindred saints nethe mormon immigrant heritage of
alvin and kathryne christenson salt lake city eden hill 1986 25 see also
grace wilson norris biography of john corless and catherine stephenson
corless A pioneer of 1848 christenson family archives in possession of
richard A christenson salt lake city copy given to the author by pat heilprenheilprinHeilpren
a corless descendant grace is a great granddaughter of edward and catherine

grace wilson norris edward coreless A pioneer of 1848 3 christen-
son family archives copy in possession of the author
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louisa decker reminiscences of nauvoo womanscomans exponent 37
march 1909 414241 42 carol cornwall madsen in their own words women and

the story of nauvoo salt lake city deseret book 1994 242 43
william G hartley they are my friends A history of the joseph

knight family 182518501825 1850 provo utah grandin book 1986 154
18lucy E fisher brown comp genealogical and historical record of the

fisher family holograph 3 microfilm FHL archives lucy is evalinesevalinerEvalines grand-
daughter

19thatthat they may live again in carter our pioneer heritage 8198
emmeline B wells my testimony in preston nibley comp faith pro-

moting stories salt lake city deseret book 1943 137 in his foreword nibley
states the stories contained in this volume have been selected with care from
books and periodicals on file in the church historians library

ouida Blanthom to author october 21 1995 quoting A record of
charles W hubbard and descendants 181019551810 1955 privately printed 1956
13 ouida is a great granddaughter of charles

22williamWiIliam E hunter edward hunter faithful steward ed janath russell
cannon apnp mrs william E hunter 1970 79

23rufusrufus david johnson JJ E JJ joseph elliseuiseulsenis johnson trail to sundown
saitqsaltisaltsalt lake city deseret news press 1961 90 written from personal recollec-
tions rufus was the last of josephs twenty nine children see also true to the
faith in carter our pioneer heritage 15230 231

21manthamartha21martha S hill immigrant pioneer women in an enduring legacy
comp lesson committee 12 vols salt lake city daughters of utah pioneers
1977891977 89 986 martha is sophroniasSophronisophroniusas daughter

21171florenceorence R ellison martha mcbride knight in historical pamphlet
1942 comp kate B carter salt lake city daughters of utah pioneers 1942 242
and see also martha mcbride knight in biographies of the belnap and knight fam-
ilies 2 18 BYU archives copy in possession of deliadelladeila belnap of ogden utah

26arthur knight hafen history of samuel knight 1960 copy in posses-
sion of the author arthur is a grandson of samuel

jenson biographical encyclopedia 2389 this narrative is related by
philomenasPhilomenas granddaughter samantha T B foley

28juanita leavitt brooks dudley leavitt pioneer to southern utah apnp
1942 9 juanita is a granddaughter of dudley in brookss foreword she writes
in 1933 1I began collecting the diaries and journals of pioneers of the south-

west in many of them I1 found references to dudley leavitt these with the mate-
rial from the family records have formed the basis of this work

sarah29sarah studevant leavitt autobiography of sarah studevant leavitt
april 19 1875 rev by joseph page leavitt april 12 1978 typescript 18 19
FHL archives joseph is a grandson of sarah see also courageous pioneers in
carter our pioneer history 7246

dollene30dol1ene lebaron noson esther meleta johnson lebaron essay for the
daughters of utah pioneers daughters of utah pioneers archives salt lake city
copy in possession of the author dollene is a granddaughter of esther

john doyle lee mormonism unveiled or the life and confessions of
the late mormon bishop john D lee st louis bryan and brand 1877 155
see also juanita brooks john doyle lee zealot pioneer builder scapegoat
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glendale arthur H company 1962 63 historian D michael quinn considers
lees statement as an important witness that lee had a mystical mantle experi-
ence quinn states john D lees bitter rejection of brigham young in later life
actually verified the honesty of mormonscormons who waited years before speaking and
writing about youngs transfiguration D michael quinn mormon hierarchy
origins of power salt lake city signature 1996 167 when considering the
timingtinling of the mantle experience one should note that lee did not arrive in nau-
voo until august 20 1844 according to his diary because of controversy sur-
rounding the publication of lees memoirs and because his original manuscript is

not available we have included this account in appendix II11

albert32aibert R lyman amasa mason lyman trailblazer and pioneerfrompioneer promfrom
the atlantic to the pacific ed melvin A lyman delta utah melvin A lyman
1957 11920119 20 amasa lyman became a counselor to joseph smith just before his
death elder lyman was asked by brigham young to present his case at the au-
gust 8 meeting to be considered as josephs successor this rather florid account
is based according to the authors on information from amasa lyman journals
23 vols LDSIDSins church archives however sourcecheckerssourcecheckers could find nothing in
the journals other than the statement that lyman spent the day with the brethren
so this account of the transfiguration may come from other family sources

33seymour33seymour B young in seventy sixth annual conference of the church
ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints 1906 12

31j34 M tanner A biographical sketch ofjobnof tohnjohn riggs murdochmurdock salt lake
city deseret news press 1909 71 this biography was written in 1909 by tan-
ner a friend of john riggs murdock for many years and was read to murdock for
his approval also in barlow israel barlow story 204

35young35young in seventy sixth annual conference 12
31jenson31jenson biographical encyclopedia 3191
james palmer james halmerspalmersPalmers travels and ministry in the gospel ed

fannie palmer utah mrs fannie palmer gleave 1963 61 fannie is a daughter
ofjames in palmershalmersPalmers holograph account he is less specific brigham young the
president of the twelve apostles came to the front and stated in a public meet-
ing that the twelve in their organized capacity had the authority and the legal
right to preside over the church in all the world and their rights were acknowl-
edged by the main body of the people james palmer journal james palmershalmersPalmers
travels and ministry in the gospel holograph 80 IDSLDS archives

31donald31donald benson alder and elsie L alder comps tuethe benson family tuethe
ancestoryancestorsAncestory sic and descendants of ezra T benson salt lake city ezra T
benson genealogical society 1979 151 written from diaries records letters
histories and interviews from family members this section is quoted from eliza
perrys diary donald is a great grandson of elizasalizas husband ezra T benson
through a different wife

lucy39lucy preece stewart biography sketch of luvera ellen ensign preece
typescript 2 margaret steed hess pioneer histories collection BYU archives
lucy is a daughter of luvera margaret hess is noted as camp historian

jenson biographical encyclopedia 3241 42 mary smith steed porter
brief history of john sivel smith john sivel smith family newsletter no 1

january 28 1965 3 microfichemicrofiche FHL archives
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harriet smith and leona L adams history of jane wadley smith
john sivel smith family newsletter no 1 january 28 1965 4 microfichemicro fiche
FHL archives

jenson biographical encyclopedia 1794951794 95
43ruthrutharuthjJ martin comp biography of bishop william ervin stoker twen-

tieth ward history 185619791856191856 19197979 69 microfilm FHL archives
44 levi james taylor pleasant green taylor family records typescript 6

LDS church archives levi is a son of pleasant see also fred G taylor pleasant
green taylor in outlines of study 1942 43 comp kate B carter salt lake
city daughters of utah pioneers nd 255 56

41peter41 peter edmund van orden 18301911830191118301850 1911191igiigl1 2 van orden family archives in
possession of bruce van orden springvilleSpringville utah this was recorded by an
unnamed grandchild of peter after listening to many of peters accounts

41jennie41jennie walker johnson biography of henson walker jr 48 microfilm
FHL archives

jenson biographical encyclopedia 11509509
48mary W fox and daniel P woodland life of william west woodland

typescript copy in possession ofjohn W welch daniel is a son of william
41jenson41jenson biographical encyclopedia 1781821781 82 see also florence woolley

russell history of samuel amos woolley pioneer of 1848 2 LDS church
archives florence is a daughter of samuel
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WILLIAM W SLAUGHTER life in zion an intimate look at the
latter day saints 1820 1995 salt lake city deseret book 1995
x 196 ppap 249524.952495

EPICENTER communications and MATTHEWMAMIEWmamlew NAYTHONS comps
the mission inside the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints new york warner books 1995 226 ppap 499549.954995

RICHARD G OMAN and ROBERT 0 DAVIS images of faith art
of the latter day saints salt lake city deseret book 1995 xii
202 ppap 499549.954995

reviewed by richard neitzel holzapfel assistant professor of church history at
brigham young university

much of todays visual experience is vicarious mediated
through films television videos and reproduced photographs in
printed materials visual images reproduced in media as a source
of information are both entertaining and enlightening often pro-
viding multiple layers of information particularly when coupled
with text material such as a caption the viewers experience of
the image may be informed as much by the caption as by the
details within the image itself roland barthes a cultural historian
argues that the text may simply amplify a set of connotations
already given in the visual image or it may produce an entirely new
significance that is retroactively projected into the image so much
so as to appear denoted there 1

thus a portrait of a woman and a small baby painted in the
primitive style looks simple and unimportant in images of faith
until one reads the caption phoebe carter woodruff and son
joseph the portrait held special significance for the woodruffswoodruffe
to them young joseph was a covenant child because he was their
first child born after they were sealed in the nauvoo temple less

205
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than a year later little joseph died at winter quarters 8 suddenly
the visual image becomes an artifact charged with both historical
and emotional significance consequently the portrait has value not
only for its artistic merits but also for the viewers associations with
the thing it pictures nothing could be more true than barthessbarthelsBarthess
observations for the visual images presented in these three out-
standing books which express very different points of view

I1

utilizing hundreds of historic photographs william W slaugh-
ters life in zion is a successful attempt to create a family photo-
graphic album for the institutional church format and content
lead the viewer on a visual tour of the mormon past covering the
period of 1820 to 1995 slaughters choice of images coupled with
the captions give us a point of view that represents an intimate
look at the latter day saints one spends time with some old famil-
iar friends as well as some new ones

it is virtually impossible to reproduce a significant collection
of latter day saint images from the nineteenth century that has not
been previously published given the relatively small collection of
photographs of church leaders and historic sites from this period
images ofjoseph and emma smith eliza R snow alexander doni-
phan palmyra kirtland nauvoo and salt lake city found in the
pages of this work are well known to many latter day saints yet
slaughter unearthsunearths some remarkable images that previously had
not seen the light of day in the twentieth century the 1856 image
of fort bridger 28 is fascinating a remarkable find

additionally two images placed on the same page apparently
taken during the same year 18601860 are most interesting the first
photograph is of nineteen year old joseph C rich as he began his
first mission and the second photograph is of sixteen year old ann
eliza hunter the caption brings the two images together inform-
ing the reader that the two young people married nine years later
42 one would expect such discoveries from the photographic

archivist for the church of jesus christ of latter day saints for he
has spent years helping patrons identify photographs in the
church collection there are many more hidden treasures in this
book making it an important contribution to latter day saint vi-
sual history
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life in zion is divided into five chapters covering specific
periods of church history the first basically covers the joseph
smith period ending when the saints made their departure from
nauvoo in 1846 the second reflects brigham youngs administra-
tion the third covers the administrations of john taylor wilford
woodruff and lorenzo snow and the fourth treats the administra-
tions ofjoseph FE smith and heberheberjheberdJ grant the remaining church
presidents terms of service are included in the final chapter

unlike the earlier periods in church history the time periods
covered in the last three chapters have much larger collection of
latter day saint related photographic images particularly those
of individuals and families and those from settlements and growth
areas beyond salt lake city some of the classic views are present
like the sacrament service in the ephraim tabernacle about 1900
104 but many images appear in print here for the first time

in particular the last chapter is a whoschos who of employees in
the historical department of the church where slaughter works
readers who have done research in the church archives may recog-
nize these people but for those who do not the images are still

important because they represent the growth of the modem church
additionally because this section includes many images that

are taken by nonprofessional photographers it looks more like a

personal photo album than do the earlier chapters and gives the
reader a familiar yet original view of the latter day saint experi-
ence photographs of regular people from around the worldwide
church like the view of the missionaries in the california san
jose mission in october 1983 177 lend personality and a sense
of intimacy to the work

in an effort to present historic photographs in an interesting
manner slaughter gives us an image and then some contempora-
neous source diary letter or autobiography that brings the image
to life thereby layering the information from text and image 2

among the small group of photographic historians interested in
the latter day saints such sharing of photographic images and
design elements has yielded wonderful fruits and this is one of the
best to date when he cannot provide such a gem as a contempo-
raneous source document slaughter gives us some basic informa-
tion about the individuals or place shown
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missionaries inm the Calicailcaliforniafomia san jose mission october 1983 left to
righttight elders steven H moore randy barney brian A coleman scott R

christensen yotinbotin tanomartTanomart representative of several informal shots in
life in zion courtesy scott christensen

deseret book is to be congratulated on the fine quality of this
publication they provided the author with quality paper to show-
case these important documents of the past some of the images are
crystal clear perhaps because slaughter due to his employment
was able to assure quality control on the reproduction of some of
these images by eliminating one step in the reproduction process
when he provided original photographs to the publisher other pho-
tographstographs however are not sized carefully or are second generation
images and thus on occasion appear blurred or out of focus

slaughters work is a model of the documentation that is
required when an author uses any type of sources holographic or
published secondary sources including photographs the LDS

historical community could learn from his work unless historians
begin to take photographic documents as seriously they do writ-
ten ones latter day saint historical activities associated with visual
documents will fall below the professional standards being set in
the larger historical community
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slaughter provides an important window to the past his pro-
fessionalfess ional expertise and knack of identifying interesting photo-
graphs is no better evidenced than in this exceptional effort it
represents another important step in utilizing historic photo-
graphs in a responsible way there are so many wonderful images
in this book that provide an intimate look at the latter day saints
that life in zion should become an important resource for histori-
ans a visual library 3

nH
the mission is also a photographic work recently released

but this time by a large national publisher who hopes that sales
will go beyond the mormon market according to promotional
material by the publisher it is an extraordinary look by a team of
international photojournalistsphotojournalists at the customs culture and spirit
of the people of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints 4 it
reminds one of the popular photographic series A day in the life
in which professional photojournalistsphotojournalists spread out across a coun-
try state or city and in a twenty four hour period photographed
everything from a hospital delivery room early in the morning to a
mechanic working on a truck in a garage late at night in the case
of the mission the photojournalistsphoto journalists spent one year journeying to
six continents to capture the latter day saint story unlike life in
zion which utilizes historic photographs found in archives this
collection presents many never before seen recent color photo-
graphs that do not require the daunting task of identifying photog-
rapher location and dates

joseph walker communications director at geneva steel
corporation and the editor of pioneer a magazine for the national
society of the sons of utah pioneers wrote the captions because
walker is a latter day saint the photographs taken by photogra-
phers who are not LDS are placed in the context of a believers
understanding of what the images mean this is not the first time
a non LDS photographic effort has been supplemented by the
writing of practicing latter day saints for an audience larger than
the church 5

this book is a perfect example of a publishers efforts to use
layers of information to lead the viewer to specific conclusions in
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this case respect for the personal lives of the members of the
church and for the institutional church itself text and photo-
graphs are often tied together although some are tied only by asso-
ciation with their placement in a section

some of the images included in the mission are absolutely
moving to me the two photographs of emmitt young a black
convert from los angeles are among the most dramatic of the
book 66 67 for longtimelong time members of the church in the united
states the book vividly reminds them that the church has truly
become international and multiculturalmulticultural particularly touching are
the images of black saints in the dominican republic 5434 a fili-
pino branch president in the streets of manila 26 a native amer-
ican convert in her scrub oak leantolean to 24 a samoan schoolteacher
in his lavalavalavalava 49 a chinese missionary serving in the united
states 102 a young kenyan convert being confirmed 117 and
two young peruvian children climbing a hill 125

the organization of the book presents a rather insightful look
at modern latter day saint culture the mission reveals the con-
tours of latter day saint life in a visual way that few other books
have done three basic divisions families are forever A new
church for a new land and spreading the word are each
divided into smaller sections that also feature several essays pro-
viding depth to the subject unlike the single photographic images
provided in many books the theme of each section is enhanced by
related images of the same people

certainly the life story of nine million latter day saints living
in thousands of communities cannot be adequately portrayed in a
book of 226 pages yet there is something pleasing with this work
that reveals the heart of latter day saint life by detailing such
events as death marriage baptism teaching recreation public
and private worship and most importantly service to family com-
munity country and world again as in most publications little
errors find their way into this lavishly illustrated publication for
example wilford woodruffswoodruffe name is once misspelled 5

an added bonus in this oversized book is two essays written
by two observers of the latter day saint community one an insider
and the other an outsider president gordon B hinckleysHinckleys intro-
duction is personable and provides a non latter day saint audience
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a view of the churchechurchs beliefs roger rosenblattsrosenblatttRosenb latts tribute to his
mormon high school english teacher in new york is a fitting addi-
tion to a book that leaves empty spaces between the photographs
allowing personal reflections of those who open the book to com-
municatemunicate something that no text can tell

111ililii
finally images of baithfaith is a team effort by the staff at the

museum of church history and art in salt lake city richard G
oman and robert 0 davis senior curators at the museum are pri-
marily responsible for selecting the artworksartworks and preparing the
essays that highlight the latter day saint art tradition museum
director glen M leonard served as general editor of the project
and wrote a brief introduction

deseret book deserves recognition again for the quality of
this publication the oversized book allows the visual images to
assume a more natural appearance the paper quality enhances
the items selected for inclusion in this publication

the book is divided into five chapters covering different peri-
ods of artistic expression among the latter day saints ending the
book with a chapter on twentieth century international folk art
was a strong natural move visually and textually demonstrating
that the saints throughout the world enrich the cultural and spiri-
tual aspects of the church with the publication of this work
many people can become familiar with these rich museum trea-
sures and with the people whose talents make life a little more
interesting in zion

of course the book highlights only a portion of latter day
saint art and of those individuals who have contributed to our
artistic heritage talented individuals like nineteenth century
daguerreotypist marsena cannon and twentieth century artist wal-
ter rane are not represented hopefully many more volumes de-
tailing other deserving artists will appear in the future

the visual story of the church and its people is too large too
important and too pervasive to be treated adequately from any sin-
gle point of view yet through these artists creative vision and
interpretation of their experience the reader can catch the spirit
of nineteenth and twentieth century latter day saint life history
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and culture those willing to steal a few minutes or a few hours
from their busy schedules will be richly rewarded as they ponder
over these treasures of the past and present so beautifully pre-
sented in images of faith

NOTES

rolandpolandwolandmoland barthes the photographic message image music text new
york hill andan dWangwang 1977 25

2for another example of this style see also richard neitzel holzapfel and T

jeffery cottle old mormon nauvoo 1839 1846 historic photographs and
guide provo grandin book 1990

31nn fact the book has already been used as a resource for at least one publi-
cation I1 identified a number of images and written sources from slaughters work
for my recent book their faces toward zion voices and images of the trek
westcotwestsotwestmest saitsatsaltSot lake city bookcraft 1996

4dustodustust jacket flyleaf
ab1bB H roberts wrote a booklet of explanations for the 1904 set of stereo

views produced by the non LDS photographic firm of underwood and under-
wood see richard neitzel holzapfel stereographsstereographyStereographs and stereotypes A 1904

view of mormonism journal ofmormonof mormon history 18 fall 1992 15155761555 76



WILLIAM W SLAUGHTER life in zion an intimate look at the
latter day saints 182019951820 1995 salt lake city deseret book 1995
x 196 ppap 249524.952495

EPICENTER communications and MATTHEW NAYTHONS comps
the mission inside the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints new york warner books 1995 226 ppap 499549.954995

RICHARD G OMAN and ROBERT 0 DAVIS images of faith art
of the latter day saints salt lake city deseret book 1995 xii
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reviewed by davis bitton professor emeritus of history university of utah

one does not have to read E H gombrich on art and illusion 1

to realize that any picture is inevitably a choice the photographer
or painter chooses what goes within the frame and beyond that
chooses what to highlight the expression on human faces even
the time of day light and darkness and the artist also chooses
from a range of stylistic possibilities including a kind of photo-
graphic realism impressionism expressionism various symbolic
and fantasy combinations and of course different degrees of ab-
stractionstraction when visual works are compiled into a book or an ex-
hibit drawing from a large pool of potential candidates again
there is selection

why william W slaughter chose the particular photographs
in his life in zion is not always clear A certain number of these
photographs appear in print for the first time while others are
already familiar but almost all of the pictures deserve more than a
quick look not only do these historical photographs show how
certain individuals appeared at different dates but also by applying
intensive examination known as photoanalysisphotoanalysis we can discover
valuable information and ask many questions one can imagine an
enjoyable hour as two or more people examine picture after pic-
ture saying look at this and this why is one woman holding
a basket over her head and another an umbrella at plymouth eng-
land in 1863 45 do the linked arms and hands on shoulders in
the famous group portrait of the big ten some of brigham youngs

213
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daughters indicate genuine affection and solidarity between these
prominent young women 47 if so does the same stance depict
unity between the males of american forks brass band 49

the photograph showing the funeral cortege ofwilford wood-
ruff in 1898 reveals telephone poles in the middle of south temple
street still a dirt road and a trolley car but of course not a single
automobile 97 A wonderful photograph of a wagon train at hams
fork in 1900 reminds us that pioneering continued long after 1847
and even long after the coming of the railroad in 1869 102

pictures of individuals and groups abound missionaries and
their wives in japan 106 ella wheeler wilcox meeting with mor-
mon women 109 a group at old folks day in american fork
with ebenezer beesley holding his violin 110 missionary
spencer W kimball bathing his tired feet 126 church leaders
and their families bathing in the great salt lake 129 president
heberjheberd grant at the 1922 inauguration of radio station KZN 130
missionary gordon B hinckley in the british mission 142 and
on and on one of the last pictures shows a group of primary chil-
dren in sierra leone west africa this is a photo album not just for
a family but for the entire church

one thing I1 look for in such a book is documentation of the
individual works who was the photographer which repository
has the picture the regrettable editorial decision of placing this
information in small type at the back of the book means that the
photographer will get no credit in the eyes of most readers

my other regret may have as much to do with the original
photography as with the reproduction in the present work several
of the photographs seem too hazy or too small for adequately see-
ing what is there serious readers may wish to have a good magni-
fying glass on hand in any case they will be well rewarded

iriIEIlri

with the mission the question of documentation does not
arise the forty one photographers are identified at the back of the
book and captions give proper credit for the individual photo-
graphs if this is history in the sense that the events photographed
are past it is contemporary history for the photographs are so
recent as to be thought of as the present from slaughters survey
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more than half of which focuses on the nineteenth century we
shift to the 1990s

and so we see a baptism in alaska 8 11 sixteen year old
brittany fairclough receiving a fathers blessing 16 and mejkinmeakin
legler writing in her journal 17 A magnifying glass enables us to
read mejkinsmeakinsMejkins reminder in the frame of her mirror dont give up
what you want most for what you want now we see dancing in
perth australia 20 2211 native american mormonscormons on thethejicarillajicarilla
apache reservation 24 25 a pedicab driver in the philippines
26 the rodeo club at ricks college 50 51 ballroom dancing at

BYU 55 samoa flat island ireland the Stormin mormon mid-
dleweightdleweight boxer ray close 5253525532323333133 the dominican republic
the geographical jumps are wide and unpredictable but somehow
all of the images reflect a common faith

death is not left out we look in on the funeral of a young
father in utah 64 65 and the death of a young black convert deter-
mined to spend his final months as a missionary 66 67 family his-
tory research and records general conference pageants at cumorah
and castle valley workers on welfare projects the reader is treated
to church members engaged in quite a number of activities

the importance of ordinances in the lives of latter day saints
is shown by touching pictures of baptism blessing of children and
the sacrament temples are captured from the outside showing the
excitement of weddings an unforgettable picture shows a line of
filipino youths dressed in white waiting patiently to perform bap-
tisms for the dead 118

humanitarian activities are represented by pictures showing
relief society service welfare projects doctors performing surgery
in china 166 67 an english relief society president and her over-
land van journey to take supplies to croatia 168 73 and the prison
ministry of bishop heber geurts 152 55

missionaries are shown preparing at the missionary training
center saying goodbyegood bye then laboring in russia thailand the
philippines poland belize australia hong kong the dominican
republic japan and the bronx

these pictures are all positive I1 like that we have enough of
the other the purpose here is to catch the spirit of the religion its
goodness its multifacetednessmultifacetedness its international character
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it is not I1 think a criticism to recognize that the diversity and
complexity of mormon life are so great that they simply cannot be
captured photographically in a single work and it is fair to recog-
nize that many world settings are not represented in this book
france chile malta polynesia haiti fiji siberia zaire papua new
guinea these and many other places where members livefive and mis-

sionariessionaries labor are not represented but the mission does convey
the important fact that mormonism is not limited to the white anglo
saxon visage of utah I1 wish we could see young missionaries com-
ing out of their training in india or brazil and the missionaries
shown in their fields of labor practically all americans it seems

should have been supplemented by a few showing young filipinos
mexicans indonesiansIndonesians or nigeriansNigerians laboring together we do see
blond elder albert kemp of kansas city missouri and his black
companion elder prince henry omondiemondi as they preach the gospel

in kenya 208 9 one book simply cannot do it all

especially interesting is the epilogue images of faith by
roger rosenblatt 215 17 well known as a contributing editor of
time magazine and frequent commentator on public television
rosenblatt does not discuss the individual pictures but is mar-
velouslyvelous ly insightful and willing to recognize good in mormonscormonsMormons

how refreshing it seems that a key player in influencing rosen-
blatt was a high school english teacher by the name of jon beck
shank a mormon and a poet rosenblatt tells how he obviously a

precocious and educable young man drank in the words of shank
a gifted and inspiring teacher

this I1 can well believe for I1 knew shank in fact jon and I1

were friends at brigham young university during the school year
1949 50 and collaborated on a prizewinningprize winning varsity show he
wrote the script and the lyrics while I1 composed the music I1 later
lost track of him it is satisfying to learn that his new york city stu-
dents knew he was a latter day saint of course if they studied his
marvelous little book poems published by knopf in 1945 they
could not fail to notice references to the book of mormon at least
one young student in shanks classroom rosenblatt was so

touched that many years later he can tell us that what matters
most in these images are the things unseen and what is most real
is the life that is guessed at 217



joseph C rich 1860 an example of one of the photographs that had
not been previously published courtesy LDS church archives
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and no one I1 think will fail to be moved by president gor-
don B hinckleysHinckleys introduction entitled why am I1 a member of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1 4 explaining that
his faith is much more than a matter of inheritance he goes on to
give nine carefully selected articles on his personal faith all begin-
ning with 1 I believe this is a beautiful open ended statement to
the world

the mission with rosenblattsrosenblatttRosenb latts essay the superior photog-
raphy often showing unusual angles and walkers captions is a
poignant and delightful showing of the church in the lives of the
people today

before I1 leave photographs it would be a shame not to recall
something extraordinary celebrating our relief society sister-
hood deseret book 1992 which might well be regarded as an
earlier companion volume to the mission also showing the
contemporary church it captures the great variety of womens
activities throughout the world its photographs identified in
microscopic print by country and photographer cry out for ade-
quate captions even so it is a delight

m
images of faith art of the latter day saints is a team proj-

ect of the staff of the museum of church history and art the pre-
liminary selection from the museums collection was made by
richard G oman and robert 0 davis who also prepared the text
but a dozen or so other staff members and docents assisted in the
selection in a preliminary statement museum director glen M

leonard is careful to acknowledge that many important latter day
saint artists are not represented in the museums collection xi
likewise many artists whose works are in the museums hold-
ings could not be included because of space limitations again
selection is basic to what we see on the page as representative of
church art

nonphotographicphotographicNon art and crafts are the focus furniture
ceramics quilts wood carvings sculpture and especially painting
As in mormon history and mormon literature one has to decide
whether it is the mormon producer or the mormon subject that
determines inclusion it is not entirely clear to me why leconte
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stewarts painting private car 1937 for example is mormon art
would a history of the crusades by a mormon historian be mor-
mon history still a generous definition is probably preferable to a
narrow one and we can enjoy the works here compiled

the photographic reproduction is superior the textual accom-
panimentpaniment is precise and professional title artist medium size of the
work and location are all given knowing the attraction of pictures
and the aversion of many people to reading the printed word I1 am
not sanguine that the text by oman and davis will be properly
appreciated but their comments and insights deserve praise

the use of painting and sculpture in the mormon artistic tra-
dition began surprisingly early both individual and group portraits
are numerous some few of them originating during the nauvoo
period during the second half of the century romantic landscapes
were being produced by george beard H L A culmer john tull-
idge and reuben kirkham the marvelous C C A christensen
painted many historical scenes and danquartjanquartDanquart A weggeland did
portraits and genre scenes george M ottinger an underappreci
atedabed renaissance man of the territorial period depicted chimney
rock at sunrise and the arrival of the mormon battalion at carrizo
creek with all of the arduous toil required to settle a wilderness it
seems some mormonscormons found space in their lives for the apprecia-
tion of artistic beauty

robert 0 davis gives us a lovely chapter on the impact of
french training on latter day saint art 1890 1925 the label is
too simple for this fertile thirty five year period but the influence
of study in france was doubtless strong on edwin evans james T
harwood J leo fairbanks herman H haag john hafen and
others gifted sculptors cyrus E dallin and mahonri M young not
forgetting their utah roots created memorable works such as the
eloquent panel deliverance on the seagull monument by young

developing a regional latter day saint art 1925 1965
becomes the theme of the next chapter with such artists as min-
erva K teichert edward grigware leconte stewart and the pro-
lific sculptor avard T fairbanks maynard dixons vivid the hand
of god a good selection from leconte stewart four of arnold
fribergsfriberghFribergs narrative images richard burdes emotionally gripping
return of the prodigal son and mabel frazersfragersFrazers strongly conceived
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the furrow are all here to enjoy not to mention many individual
portraits I1 mention these only to give some idea of the richness of
images of faith

most exciting in many ways is the section entitled contem-
porary latter day saint art 1965 1995 many of these works evoke
strong emotions in me and I1 am sure they will in many others the
gospel is for every nation kindred tongue and people and tal-
ented artists are found in many places and cultures consider lehisgehis
vision of the tree of life as conveyed bybyjuanjuan escobedo robert yel-
lowhairlowhair victor de la torre wood carving harrison begay jr
blackwareblackwardblackware pottery and tammy garcia fired clay

henri robert bresilsBresils baptizing in the waters of mormon
and ljiljana crnogaj fuleppsleppsFu early morning baptism near bel-
grade capture something that evades even the skilled photogra-
phers of the mission and for simple depth and reverence it will
be hard to surpass thomas Polaccas the faithful history of tom
polacca a ceramic A photograph however excellent is of course
inadequate for the full appreciation of such a three dimensional
work it may be useful to remind ourselves that photographs of
paintings are also inadequate offering a diminished experience
diminished but still quite good one hopes that more than a few
who come across this book will hie to the church museum in
the twinkling of an eye

it would be both undiscriminating and unconvincing to main-
tain that all mormon art is meritorious but it is more vital and
diverse than most people realize this book does what a book
can instructs and shows much of the best of the artistic produc-
tion within the mormon community

all three of these books are selective but come to think of it
so is life as we individually experience and remember it

NOTE

ernst hans Gorngombrichblichbrichbilch art and illusion A study in the psychology of picto-
rial representation new york pantheon 1960
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whether documenting the first leg of the prairie trek report-
ing the temporary life in the missouri river settlements or trans-
mitting hearsay about the battle of nauvoo mary richardssRichardrichardsss
1846 48 journals are a superb source on one brief period of mor-
mon history for example the journals make tantalizing reference
to a little known religious reformation and to winter quarters
overzealous police force seen through marys eyes the gradual
formulation of plans for going further west was less hierarchy cen
teredcered and more communal than previously depicted then there
are her intimate portraits of sundry church leaders and her even
more fascinating glimpses into the dynamics of the richards tribe

in addition mary gives picturesque reports on frontieringfrontiering in
general sky very lowery 86 one entry reads simply another
night she could not sleep the misskateos having taken possession
of our tent 87 she tells of being drenched out of her tent
smoked out of her cabin and almost chased away from sunday
meeting by a dust storm but neither her role as travel writer mor-
mon scribe nor frontier reporter is central to these documents
marys real drama and what makes her story so riveting is her fate
as a mormon wife

an overview of the plot

in 1846 mary haskins parker a twenty year old immigrant
from lancashire england married twenty one year old samuel W
richards the massachusetts born nephew of apostle willard rich-
ards in the nauvoo temple several months later samuel escorted
his bride across the mississippi river tenderly nursed her through
a severe but brief illness then left her with his parents as he
turned east on a mission to scotland

before parting samuel urged mary to keep a journal proba-
bly he suspected there would be no mail service where she was
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going and diarizingdiarizing might relieve her sense of isolation and anxi-
ety for him this idea is supported by the fact that mary made her
last entry about the time she learned his return steamship was only
three days off

the resulting record consists of a brief autobiography six
journals and twelve plus letters penned by a lonely bride mostly
to her bridegroom during their two year separation they vent her
disappointment at not getting letters from samuel her fears for his
life and safety and her yearning for a future together in a home of
their own without plural marriage to mar their bliss they also
detail her sufferings from muscular dystrophy and malaria with
complications that included susceptibility to chills fever and pain
in the bowels lower back and limbs

the plot as womens history

marys writing is remarkable for its expressiveness color and
breadth of observation it shows her to have been an alert com-
posed pious and very congenial young woman who often received
overnight invitations from other families and almost always was
asked to stay longer she was completely devoted to samuel with
whom she had lived only four months when she did not hear
from him for six months she only mildly chastised him remaining
steadfast in placing his wellbeingwell being above her own samuel was a
lucky young man

fortunately marys perspective takes in more than her hus-
band she gives pithy renderings of sunday sermons and delight-
fully nonjudgmental reports on household tensions elicited by her
father in laws cranky improvidence and her mother in4awsin laws diffi-
culties with plural marriage there are even chaste allusions to sex
and menstruation only my second such find in twenty two years
of reading pioneer journals and she joins a handful of diarists who
shed light on early sisters interpretations of the word of wisdom

unlike some of her peers mary does not depict the winter
quarters experience as tragic despite her loneliness and regular
mention of misfortunes illnesses and deaths she dwells more
on singing school and winter dances prayer meetings and summer
parties she charts a weekly schedule not grind ofcooking cleaning
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washing sewing braiding quilting churning gathering and
11 cleaning a hogs face and putting it to boil 106 interestingly
she notes 1 I have chosen the straw business as my occupation
155133153135133153 with an air suggesting that women customarily assumed a
cash producing trade in addition to their domestic duties

and she documents the visiting many afternoons mary could
not get her work done for the many guests mostly sisters but
brethren too who frequented her tent and later her cabin mary
describes a tight knit community where nearly everyone was di-
rectly or indirectly related and where their primary social outlet
was talking about the things of the kingdom 111

other than the visiting a sense of gender is not strong in
marys writings usually when she goes a calling she goes to
brother so and sos house mary does mention two women only
prayer meetings one was in her behalf in another participants
spoke in tongues and disappointingly only got part of the inter-
pretationpretation 188 these meetings could be evidence that a female
subculture developed in the pioneer settlements however mary
makes a stronger case against such a subculture by her equal asso-
ciation with men and women and her habit of turning to uncle
willard for emotional support

in their way these journals are as eloquent as the better
known writings of jean rio baker pearce a mature matron with
vastly greater experience and education both works are not mere
history but are also literature

even closer comparison can be made to the diary of cather-
ine mehring woolley marys nearest neighbor in winter quarters
while catherines journal pertains mostly to the salt lake valley
both contain the same preeminence of physical detail perhaps
arising from the brides newfound pleasure in housekeeping and
youthful sturdiness in the face of family quarrels and minor adver-
sities among the differences are that catherines husband was
present depriving her writing of much of marys pathos and that
catherine is more particular spelling out menus recipes even
prices for household goods while mary perhaps because she was
childless and therefore freer to get about captures a larger view of
pioneer mormon society
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the drama plays out

marys writings have a distinct even feminine character de-
riving from their definite focus on samuel with domestic and
communal events as secondary and tertiary themes whether ad-
dressing samuel directly or shaping an observation for him to read
later mary wrote for her bridegroom she did not intend to write
for posterity to leave a record of epochal events or even to satisfy
a need for personal expression her audience was her beloved and
she fashioned her message as a lover would

readers must discover for themselves whether marys dream
of a quiet married life was fulfilled by samuels return and readers
will want to know for mary has laid the background of her story
so commandingly it deserves an equally well told ending maureen
carr ward provides some clues the roots of a full length biogra-
phy are found in her extensive introduction moreover readers
will want to learn more about mormon history from the womens
point of view for all their charm these documents are somewhat
disturbing it isnt easy to reconcile womens history with religious
tranquillity marys mormon experience was considerably different
from her husbands

A final note of approval for wards treatment of these docu-
ments her bracketed text notations are helpful neither overdone
nor obtrusive I1 question only the decision to not tidy up marys
punctuation clarity is the foremost concern and marys blotting
marks interfere unusually with her meaning in any case the man-
uscript is already radically altered because it is presented typed
rather than handwritten these issues may form a case against
using a blanket protocol and for considering each documents own
merits and peculiarities

in a foreword to this first volume of a new series life writ-
ings of frontier women series editor maureen ursenbach beecher
provides a valuable overview and rationale for the project both
beechersechersbecchersBe essay and wards introduction leave the reader wanting
more a solid achievement
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after one hundred and thirty nine years and even after the
1990 reconciliation that occurred with the dedication of the mon-
ument at the massacre site near cedar city the mountain meadows
massacre still evokes a wide range of emotions early in life anna
jean backus was troubled by this tragic incident after her mother
told her that her ancestor philip klingensmith was involved in the
massacre annas mother warned her never tell anyone he is
your great grandfather 15 driven by a desire to unlock the mys-
teries surrounding this man backus embarked on a quest to un-
cover his life even though her mother cryptically claimed that her
own mother was not philips actual daughter but that he only
raised her 1616

anna jean backus has contributed to unraveling some of the
secrets of mountain meadows she also has argued that her grand-
mother priscilla klingensmith urie was one of the surviving chil-
dren of the massacre and was raised by philip klingensmith
and his third wife betsy in the mormon faith 16 most of the
book focuses on the life of philip klingensmith klingensmith
interests mormon historians because he was an eyewitness to the
mountain meadows massacre was accused of complicity in the af-
fair and testified at john D lees first trial he was also involved in
caring for the children who survived the massacre and in placing
them in homes

backus creates a framework for each chapter by quoting
some of klingensmithsKlingen smiths testimony at john D lees first trial then
draws from numerous other sources to fill in many mmissingissing details
of klingensmithsKlingensmiths life in trying to establish the facts backus uses
numerous long quotations from letters diaries journals news-
papers autobiographies and secondary sources but these are
often used without critical analysis of the source in chapter 13 for
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example backus relies on articles written in the twentieth century
by survivors of mountain meadows who were only three and five
years old at the time of the massacre while backussbachussBackuss diligent re-
search provides a good road map to many valuable sources she
fails to deal with several major discrepancies between klingen
smiths testimony and what other sources claim happened

backus has a difficult time with klingensmithsKlingensmiths reticence to
say much about the placement of surviving children after the mas-
sacre she simply says philip may have forgotten where the chil-
dren were placed perhaps he did not know which children had
been gathered up and taken back to arkansas because of his years
ofhiding out igl161igiolg061lal161l6l she makes it clear that he was given the task of
finding homes for the children yet his testimony reveals very little
about their placement in various homes if klingensmith did keep
one of the children as backus claims he may have had personal
reasons for saying very little about them his reluctance to divulge
information on this topic again raises questions about how much
of his testimony at the trial as well as that of other witnesses can
be taken at face value

backussbachussBackuss research provides interesting circumstantial evidence
for the possibility of a link between priscilla and the alexander
fancher family but more evidence must be found to make this con-
nection conclusive for example photographic comparisons are
notoriously unreliable forms of evidence 1

despite its weaknesses this book offers new insights backussbachussBackuss
story of klingensmith after the massacre her appendixes and the
bibliography will prove useful

NOTE

for example basing their identification on extensive photographic com-
parisonsparisons two anthropologists claimed that anna anderson was without doubt
the grand duchess anastasia later DNA testing proved the claim to be false see
robert K massie nethe Romanoromanousvs the final chapter new york random
house 1995 190 josie glausiuszGlausiusz anastasia nyetbyet discover 16 january
1995 99
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at the october 1979 general conference president nathan E

tanner counselor in the first presidency announced the retirement
of eldred G smith as patriarch to the church no successor was
mentioned thus leaving an office vacant that in joseph smiths time
was considered to be second in preeminence to the president of the
church president tanner explained that the wide availability of
stake patriarchs eliminated the need for a patriarch to the church

this action concluded a troubled history that went back to
william smith the prophets younger brother and continued
through church administrations from the times of brigham young
to spencer W kimball eldred G smith the heir to the office by
presumed hereditary right had waited fifteen years after his father
died in 1932 before receiving his appointment as church patriarch
in 1947 while the first presidency and quorum of the twelve de-
cided on the right person and the right combination of duties
brigham young and wilford woodruff had earlier questioned the
worthiness of the church patriarch and made adjustments that
reduced his authority the office was inherently unstable almost
from the beginning as is obvious from this account by irene bates
and gary smith based on a host of manuscript sources

the problems date back to the january 1841 revelation that
called hyrum smith to succeed his father joseph smith sr as patri-
arch dacd&c 12491 96 the revelation said that joseph smith sr
the first patriarch who died in september 1840 had appointed
hyrum to the office of priesthood and patriarch which was
appointed unto him hyrum by his father by blessing and also by
right implying a chain of smith family authority over patriarchal
blessings going from the departing patriarch to his eldest son in
keeping with those words when brigham young ordained john
smith hyrumshyrams son president young said he acted in the stead
of the martyredmartyred hyrum who had the authority to appoint and
ordain the next patriarch the tradition of fathers ordaining sons
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persisted down to 19321952 when death prevented hyrum G smith
from ordaining his son eldred as patriarch

the 1841 revelation besides setting up a seemingly inde-
pendent line of authority over patriarchal blessings appointed
josephs brother hyrum as prophet and a seer and a revelator
unto my church as well as my servant joseph and authorized him
to act in concert also with my servant joseph dacd&c 12494 95
the revelation also gave hyrum the second counselor in the first
presidency since 1837 the keys blessings priesthood and gifts of
the priesthood of oliver cowdery who was once the second elder
of the church how these powers and gifts were divided between
the patriarchs office and the calling of counselors in the first pres-

idency is not clear but the 1841 revelation could be said to have
established a partially independent line of smith family officers
parallel to the president of the church and the twelve none of
the patriarchs save william smith who asserted his right to lead the
church as patriarch pushed the limits of the independent heredi-
tary appointment powers of this office but the uncertain im-
plications of some parts of the 1841 revelation raised questions
whenever the patriarchs role and authority had to be defined

john smith hyrum smiths eldest son and patriarch from
1855 to 1911 though never troublesome like william smith
stirred doubts about the wisdom of hereditary authority A good-
hearted and believing man he failed to keep up with the intensify-
ing demand to keep the word of wisdom he was said to have
sometimes smoked in his office when people came for blessings
though in later life he may have reformed before he did wilfordwitford
woodruff openly scolded him in general conference and told him
to shape up or resign

that record of delinquency did not dispose the quorum of
the twelve to bestow greater authority on the patriarch when pres-

ident joseph FE smith a son of hyrum smith proposed a change in
the order of sustainingssustainings at general conference president smith
wanted to present john smith his half brother as presiding patri-
arch after the first presidency but before the twelve with the
implication that he stood second in the line of authority the two
brothers john and joseph FE smith were inevitably compared to
hyrum and joseph but when the twelve objected to the patriarch
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coming second after the presidency president smith did not press
the point and the sustaining order went unchanged

in 1918 joseph FE smiths successor heberheberjheberdJ grant wished
to remove any question about the direct line from the first presi-
dency to the quorum of the twelve and to reduce the authority of
the patriarchal office even more than the twelve did for fifteen
years disagreements over the qualifications of the patriarch his
standing in the ranks of the general authorities and the passage of
the office from father to the eldest son delayed the appointment
of eldred smith to the position of his father

irene bates a writer and historian and gary smith an attor-
ney in irvine california tell this fascinating story the biographi-
cal paragraph in the back of the book identifies gary smith as the
eldest son of eldred G smith and thus readers will know heir to
the office of patriarch had it continued but the book is written
without bitterness or regret no one could interpret it as a salvo in
a campaign for the lost legacy only sadness for the plight of eldred
smith colors the pages sympathy for his suffering from self doubt
when he was not called in 19521932 and understanding of his confu-
sion about the definition and redefinition of his duties following
his appointment in 1947 president kimball seemed to be reviving
the office just on the eve of its elimination in 1979 in fact little
changed after the emeritus status was announced by that time
eldred smith did little more than give blessings he did not pre-
side over stake patriarchs or join the general authorities for
their deliberations

for latter day saints who revere church authorities as in-
spired prophets the book will undoubtedly read a little like an
expose we do not often hear of disagreements among the apos-
tles and first presidency and wonder if reports of these disagree-
ments or of personal shortcomings should be made public are
stories of personal weaknesses better left untold in actuality
nothing in these pages seemed scandalous to me As a stake patri-
arch myself I1 believe nothing here was meant to undermine faith
bates and smith do not mar their crisp vigorous retelling with
implicit criticisms of church inspiration we see general authori-
ties tackling organizational problems patiently weighing one an
others opinions working with real people waiting for consensus
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considering the incongruity of an independent line of family
authority in a prophet centered church the only marvel is that the
office of patriarch to the church was not eliminated earlier con-
cern for the passage on hyrumshyrams appointment in doctrine and
covenants 124 and regard for the smith family slowed the process
until by common agreement of the church councils the office of
patriarch to the church was left vacant far from demeaning the
authorities this illuminating history can reassure readers that diffi-

cult problems are sensitively handled in the upper councils of
the church and that needed change can occur when directed by the
lords prophet
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even if they had planned it and they did not the publishers
of these two 1996 works dealing with the saints in the former ger-
man democratic republic GDR or east germany before 1989
probably could not have produced more closely complementary
volumes they give a remarkable view of the church in that coun-
try from 1945 1989 a unique chapter in church history since the
GDR was the only communist ruled country in the world with fully
operational branches and districts a mission an indigenous mission
presidency and ultimately a temple within its boundaries the per-
sonal records of president monson give a church leaders view of
the struggle of the east germans striving to practice their faith
under an oppressive communist regime while the oral histories of
individual members in the davis volume document from the rank
and file instances of faith sacrifice persecution endurance resis-
tance courage and obedience that rival many accounts from early
church history together they tell a marvelous tale

while serving as missionaries in dresden during 1989 90
norma davis an associate professor of humanities at BYU and her
husband garold a professor of german at BYU began recording
interviews with east german saints the editors returned to dresden
in 1994 and taped more interviews to which they added written
material they acquired from other members who had lived or still
resided in the GDR passages from journals recorded personal his-
tories and written recollections of specific events or time periods 1

all this they translated into a highly readable compilation A total of
forty four informants some of whom contributed to more than one
section provided material arranged into thirty one chapters
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the first four chapters on the destruction of dresden give
firsthand accounts of saints who survived the bombing of feb-
ruary 13 14 1945 that claimed sixty thousand lives only one
church member died in the bombing and the firestormfirestorm that raged
and incinerated many victims after the air raid was over other
members escaped miraculously in at least one case because chil-
dren encouraged their mother to follow the guidance of the priest-
hood when she wanted to take the more logical escape route
instead of the one her husband chose

the next eleven chapters entitled rebuilding zion deal pri-
marily with the immediate postwar years and efforts to reestablish
the church A section entitled living with the communists
which covers the period after the founding of the german demo-
cratic republic in 1949 details the constant tension felt by church
members who were trying to obey both the lords law and the law
of an oppressive government and describes the survival tactics
they used inside their little guarded borders 351 the final
chapters include an account of the temple that was dedicated in
1985 the first in a communist country conversion stories of five

members who joined the church in the months shortly before the
wall fell in 1989 and testimonies from two of the first east ger-
mans to be sent on missions outside their country while it was still
under communist rule

the book of excerpts that president monson selected from
his journal offers a non german perspective on many of the same
events and topics covered in the davis compilation it begins with
an entry on july 12 1968 when the forty one year old apostle a
member of the quorum of the twelve for just over five years went
to east germany for the first time in his new assignment as super-
visor of european missions for the next seventeen years he re-
tained sole apostolic responsibility for east germany visiting the
country many times and ultimately securing permission for a
temple to be built there his journal makes it clear that his com-
mitment to church members there was more than a routine
administrative assignment when he pronounced a dedicatory
prayer on the GDR in 1975 he wrote 1 I think I1 have not enjoyed a

more spiritual experience as a member of the council of the twelve
38 and in 1982 he notes 1 I consider my service in the dresden
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mission to be a highlight in my ministry thus far as a member of the
council of the twelve 74

even after he was called to the first presidency elder russell
nelson took over his assignment late in 1985 president monson
remained involved in matters concerning members in the GDR
whom he loved and admired and he continued to visit the coun-
try his journal documents additional visits and contacts up through
august 1995 the most notable being those describing his role as
the primary negotiator in reaching the 1988 agreement with the
east german government that allowed the church to send local
members on foreign missions and noncitizensnoncitizens to east germany as
missionaries after the wall fell in november 1989 he continued
to visit the country oversawoversad work there and hosted former offi-
cials from east germany in salt lake city

the church in germany has a long distinguished history the
dresden branch founded under the leadership of a young convert
named karl G maeser has been in continuous existence since
1855 longer than most wards in utah or anywhere else in the
world after world war 11II somewhere between 4500 and 5000
members lived in what became the german democratic republic
some of them second or third generation mormonscormonsMormons their recol-
lections in the davis book of the hardships immediately follow-
ing 1945 echo numerous published descriptions of those years by
well known german writers historians and public figures but
with an essential difference they lack the tone of self pity that
the nobel prize winning novelist thomas mann sees as quintes-
sentiallysentially german

one might assert that a remove of four decades had dimmed
or filtered the church members memories but there appears to
be more to it than that they reported the same events other ger-
mans did the russian soldiers who raped and pillaged the mal-
nutrition that claimed so many lives between 1945 and 1949 the
lack of even rudimentary housing and medical care inadequate
clothing transportation and protection against the elements not
to mention state imposed obstacles as they tried to exercise their
religion but the tone of these recollections radiates the same spirit
of courage and hope in dealing with hardships that we find in ac-
counts of the 1846 47 exodus of the church in the united states
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faith it seems endowed the saints with an attitude toward adver-
sity that differed sharply from the general population

As male church members serving in the german army re-
turned home to east germany in 1945 many of them immediately
set out on missions foreign missionaries were no longer allowed
to enter they went without any means of support and in most
cases stayed for three four and more years before the state disal-
lowed furtherfarther missionary callings by the church in the late 1950s
almost without exception they suffered severe consequences for
their missionary service for the rest of their lives almost all were
permanently barred from all but low paying jobs nearly all mem-
bers also suffered job discrimination because of church member-
ship such discrimination usually took the form of blocked
promotions especially if they declined invitations to the join the
party and with rare exceptions children of church members
were mocked by their teachers disadvantaged in school advance-
ment and denied entrance to universities

in part because the church was seen as an american sect
and also because of the official stance against any religion the church
endured varying degrees and forms of harassment by the govern-
ment for at least the first thirty years after 1945 several accounts
in the davis book describe how branch members found a building
or rooms in which to meet refurbished them at great personal
expense and sacrifice they acquired the materials and performed
all the labor themselves only to have the government confiscate
the space and assign them other rundownrun down quarters in several
branches this happened twice and in one case three times mem-
bers also recall how for many years branch presidents had to
report all meetings and assigned speakers in advance they were
not allowed to hold youth dances or conferences since these com-
peted with the state run youth organization the state security ser-
vice regularly sent agents to observe meetings and neighbors
became informants for the state security

until 1960 the members hunger for church literature
which was forbidden in the GDR fostered an underground distri-
bution system lesson manuals tracts books and magazines would
be brought in usually through west berlin then designated mem-
bers would type some or all of a certain publication making seven
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or eight carbon copies and circulate them among members this
practice caused a dilemma of conscience for some when the pre-
siding authority in east germany president henry burkhardt who
himself had assisted in bringing materials in illegally in 1960 asked
members to become law abiding citizens and destroy copies of all

illegal church literature in their possession
nearly all complied however reluctantly but at least one

brother describes his pain at burning all his church materials in an
open stove it took him two days and admits his mild subversion in
saving only one book a bound copy of four years of typed priest-
hood manuals 1 I dont care if they throw me in prison he thought
to himself this is one book I1 am not going to bumburnbub davis 159

he nearly regretted it later when the state security visited him and
examined his books but failed to find the incriminating one sud-
denly he saw the wisdom in obedience and he concluded this
actually gave us more encouragement to study our lessons more
thoroughly from the standard works davis 160

youth conferences which attracted young people from the
entire district figured strongly in most of the recollections
recorded by the davisesdaviselDavises though technically illegal at first this
gradually changed young people and leaders once assembled a

conference by having every individual person apply separately for
a permit at a designated campsite sometimes the leaders regis-
tered an event as a worship service which was not forbidden but
appended activities to it which looked suspiciously like those of a
youth conference youth dances too were popular but illegal

unless scheduled as part of a worship service and not advertised as
a dance

president burkhardt who was named mission president for
all east germany in 1969 cautiously tolerated this letter of the
law obedience his strategy was to prove to the authorities that
members of the church were reliable law abiding citizens of their
state and he emphasized adherence to the law of the land as the
only means by which the church would thrive his success in con-
veying this message to government authorities ultimately paved
the way for approval of the temple built in 1985

it was this dilemma of obedience to a state that denied mem-
bers the right to exercise important aspects of their religion such
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as receive patriarchal blessings attend the temple have access to
church literature and travel outside their country to do genealogi-
cal research which captured president monsonsmansonsMonsons attention when
he first visited east germany for a time president burkhardt had
issued temple recommends to members who had visas to travel
only to west germany notably retired people but to visit a
temple they had to cross into switzerland illegally which made
the church complicitcomplicitycomp licit in an action that broke the law of their coun-
try therefore he discontinued the practice

on his second visit to the GDR in november 1968 president
monson speaking in g6rlitzgoriitzgarlitzgonnGoriitz was so moved by this denial of bless-
ings that he made a prophetic promise ifyou will remain true and
faithful to the commandments of god every blessing any member
of the church enjoys in any other country will be yours 5 later
journal entries suggest mild concern about his boldness in making
this promise but he remained firm in the conviction that the lord
had inspired him to utter it which in turn motivated him to work
for its fulfillment repeatedly his journal records miracles con-
nected with it the granting of government permission for presi-
dent burkhardt his counselors and later other local authorities and
their wives couples together were never allowed to travel to the
west to attend general conference in salt lake healings of local
leaders the ordination of a patriarch who was allowed to travel out-
side the country for instruction a chance meeting in frankfurt
between president monson and a government official from east
germany at a time in 1984 when it appeared that the temple pro-
ject would be canceled because the government perceived that the
church was growing too visible the temple open house in 1985
which government officials later told him would never have been
allowed if they had known the interest it would generate among
east german citizens and permission for east germans to serve
missions outside the country and for east germany to receive mis-
sionariessionaries from communistnoncommunistnon countries

president monsonsmansonsMonsons journals allow readers to draw conclu-
sions about the deliberations underlying church administrative
decisions on east germany it must have been unusual to leave an
apostle in the same assignment for seventeen years elder monson
persisted in his assignment for in a journal entry in 1982 he
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observes were it not for the continuity established by having one
member of the council of the twelve monitor and watch over this
particular area I1 do not believe we would have made nearly the
progress we have 74 75 a point he reinforces again in 1990

by keeping close to the work for this extended period I1 was able to
establish the continuity which developed trust on the part of gov-
ernment officials and resulted in our having missionary work permit-
ted in the nation which seemed to be the great breakthrough that
preceded other blessings U15515353

it is certainly striking how closely the private persona in this jour-
nal resembles the public one known to the church clearly presi-
dent monson is a man of deep affection repeatedly his journal
mentions his love for east german saints and how 1 I feel right at
home in this culture G11515

the davis book mentions church leaders such as henry
burkhardt gottfried richter manfred schiitzeschmitzeSchiitze and walter krause
whom the davisesdavisel accurately call a legend in his own lifetime
49 president monson shares this view as he calls him a giant of

the lord 15 the east german church leaders he wrote are
equally as dynamic and spiritually powerful as men in any dis-

pensationpensation 16 in his 1975 prayer dedicating the GDR president
monson says of henry burkhardt we know of no man of greater
faith in thy kingdom 37 his journal also provides numerous
specific examples of why this description was not hyperbolic

the same affection president monson reveals in his com-
ments is reflected in his behavior going well out of his way to
meet members to give blessings or to heal the sick his deep com-
passion for the deprivation suffered by many east german saints
moved him to frequent acts of kindness most of them sponta-
neous for example noticing the shabby clothing that a senior
member of a stake high council wore he was struck by the notion
that his suit might fit the man it did whereupon president mon-
son gave him the suit on the spot along with several ties and a
shirt and put on pair of slacks and a jacket 80 81 to get to his
next destination he also surrendered a pair of his shoes to the
stake patriarchs son on numerous occasions he gave away candy
and his pocket calculators he also willingly and with no
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regrets 94 95 gave his well used personalized leather bound
set of scriptures to henry burkhardt to help him learn english

the sacrifices of the east german saints which the davisesdavisel
and president monson record make almost embarrassing reading
for latter day saints in more affluent free countries today yet the
relative isolation and government persecution endured by these
saints generated blessings which they freely acknowledge pow-
erful unity cooperation strong self reliance willing sacrifice
extraordinary dedication and a high degree of spirituality

amidst it all several members remember that they never felt
forgotten by church headquarters in salt lake city they could not
know as president monson records in numerous journal entries
that the general authorities spent unusual amounts of time dealing
with their situation As an entry of march 29 1978 notes we all

recognize that the dresden mission is different from any ecclesias-
tical unit in the church and has to be approached keeping this fact
in mind 44 the east germans did know however of numerous
visits by general authorities over the years nearly all of which
president monson records

one may well wonder how much the exceptional faith of the
east german members and the extraordinary attention given by
church headquarters to this one small country seventeen million
people contributed to the enormous changes that overtook the
GDR in 1989 based on members testimonies recorded by norma
and garold davis and the entries in president monsonsmansonsMonsons journals it
is clear that an accumulation of seemingly minor miracles a leit-
motif in each of these books led to the major miracles of a
temple being erected in a communist country and of members
ultimately being allowed to leave the country for missionary pur-
poses president monson saw those miracles from a leaders per-
spectivespective the members saw the same events from an internal
perspective the complete convergence of those two views in
these complementary volumes illuminates this unparalleled chap-
ter of church history
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NOTE

because of the nature of this collection of reminiscences the authors were
careful to point out that

the stories do not present a complete or even detailed history the
narrators do not always agree in detail or in their evaluation of
the events they experienced we have left the inconsistencies intact
because these are their honest responses to the circumstances by
looking at the circumstances from various points of view we some-
times come closer to the reality xviii xiv

for instance individual experiences and memories differed somewhat concern-
ing the amount of governmental restriction on educational and professional
opportunities some members felt there were definite restrictions placed on
them professionally 197 235 and others thought they were not disadvantaged
nor discriminated against 225 some confusion exists about the printed material
church members were allowed to have after the construction of the berlin wall
governmental restrictions were tightened so that members were allowed to have
no printed material for which they had no previous written authorization and
they could receive no new material in addition to these clarifications BYU stud-
ies would like to correct an error on page 57 forty to fifty kilograms would equal
eighty eight to one hundred and ten pounds four hundred kilograms would be
over eight hundred pounds ed
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go forward with faith the biog-
raphy

to write this engaging biogra-
phyof gordon B hinckley by sheri dew did extensive re-
searchsheri L dew deseret book 1996 conducted some thirty
interviews with president hinck-
ley1 I am sick sick sick of reading paid careful attention to his

about gordon hinckley there is journal and talked extensively with
just too much about gordon hinck-
ley

his wife marjorie other family
in this manuscript ix so said members business leaders and

the fifteenth president of the numerous general authorities along
church ofjesus christ of latter day with other leaders of the church
saints as he reviewed early drafts the result is a well written and edi-

fyingof his authorized biography with biography that situates presi-
dentsheri L dew his biographer pre-

ferring
hinckleysHinckleys life effectively in

to not be the centerpiece in the context of his times
his own biography president hinck-
ley

particularly interesting are the
affirms instead that hes just a years of obscurity his lengthy and

common ordinary man you cant important behind the scenes work
get a dollar bill out of fifteen cents in church administration known
ix however this book shows to comparatively few 196 before

that he is anything but ordinary he was called in 1958 to be an
in this biography we read of assistant to the twelve and as-

signedan intellectually acute and well to supervise asia under his
schooled person with a delightful supervision the church in asia
sense of humor a highly respected experienced phenomenal growth
and selfless church leader and an early member in the land of the
member of several first presiden morning calm rhee ho nam who
cies for more than fifteen years an joined the church in 1954 reports
articulate speaker a people person very simply elder hinckley is the
with a phenomenal memory for father ofthe church in korea 223
names and faces and a spiritual in addition to numerous anec-

dotesman of god those who watched stories and testimonials by
the profile of president hinckley and about president hinckley the
and the church on CBSs 60 min-
utes

biography is supplemented with sixty
will more than likely agree four pages of photographs ex-

tensivewith mike wallace who said of notes a time line excerpts
him generally speaking hes first from major interviews and press
rate 541 conferences and a thorough index

240
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in a recent interview sheri dew more importantly this volume serves
gave her overall assessment of gor-
don

as a reassuring guidebook for those
hinckley the bottom line is who wish to speak with the bilin-

gualhe is an exceptional man and then voice of both the intellect and
if you combine that with the fact the spirit 91
that you believe that the lord the conversation opens with
really does direct succession and elder neal A maxwellsmaxwelllMaxwells passionate
hes training and preparing this yet reasoned reaffirmation of our
man you can see the lords finger-
prints

power to attain discipleship he
all over him presents the premise that faith and

robert A hogge learning are mutually facilitating
processes 3 for a disciple of
jesus christ academic scholarship
is a form of worship another

on becoming a disciple scholar dimension of consecration 7
lectures presented at the brig-
ham

disciple scholars understand their
young university honors responsibility to build a commu-

nityprogram discipline and disciple-
ship

of saints and know that there
lecture series edited by is room for the fullfuli intellectual

henry B eyring bookcraft 1995 stretching of any serious disciple
as long as that stretching is done in

spiritual scholars Is this asking meekness 14
too much of our mormon aca-
demics

describing his own rite of pas-
sageelder dallin H oaks ex-

presses
paul cox illustrates the devel-

opmentthe confident expectation of scholarship in young
that BYU students who qualify for student disciples who despite all
academic honors are also specially odds should seek learning 24
interested and qualified in the in order to increase their ability
things of the spirit 91 however to serve the church in many differ-

entit is precisely because academics ways 37 the need to be
do not always school their scholar-
ship

open to truth from multiple sources
with spirituality that paul cox and to evaluate assumptions is ap-

proacheddean of general education and proached by elder cecil 0 sam-
uelsonhonors at brigham young univer-

sity
jr who quotes brigham

initiated a lecture series enti-
tled

young it matters not what the
discipline and discipleship subject be if it tends to improve

which explored the role of reli-
gious

the mind exalt the feelings and
commitment to studies in enlarge the capacity the truth that

various disciplines what emerges is in all the arts and sciences forms
from this lecture series is a multi-
faceted

a part of our religion 47

conversation that shapes a faith in jesus christ including
portrait of a spiritual scholar one what it requires in submission to
who has found ways to consecrate authority held by his mortal ser-

vantsknowledge on the altar of faith 79 is not a burden to you as a

the essence of this book is a scholar but is your strength
timely warning to academics who according to elder henry B eyring
love knowledge only for itself but 61 faith and submission help to
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keep academic learning in balance of a spiritual pin allowing her or
elder eyring learned from his father him to dance with the angels or
henry eyring the noted scientist put another way can anyone thor-

oughlythat the scholars latest finding is acquainted with the learn-
ingstill always an approximation in of the world done by the

the lords eyes 70 natural man remain humble enough
james S jardine uses a powerful to be considered a person of faith

central metaphor of the altar to after reading this volume of es-
saysencourage scholars to mentally visu-

alize
penned by twenty four esteemed

themselves consecrating their latter day saint scholars from di-
versescholarly strengths on the altar to academic interests and insti-
tutionsgod to avoid the lure of unright-

eousness
tutions one comes away judging

in academic life jardine that the answers to both these
gives six ways to consecrate learn-
ing

questions is a resounding yes
as a daily devotion 78 what is more one understands how

elder oaks stresses the balance correct noel reynolds is when he
between knowing and becoming writes in the preface that mor
whereas the world teaches us to mons who are constantly in search

know something the gospel teaches of both intellectual and spiritual
us to become something and it is answers to the great questions of
far more significant to become than life can find strength and common
it is to know 92 ground by sharing testimonies con-

cerningmormon faith is not antithetical the fruits of these searches
to academic learning in fact these testimonies are organized
church leaders past and present into three sections personal od
have encouraged and supported ysseys of faith study and faith
intellectual it is and faith and the book of mor-

mon
pursuit as long as

tempered with meekness and con-
secration

the diverse essays offer dis-
tinct flavors and often personalveryse by consecrating our

then insights gleaned from the writerslearning we invite the spirit
several human pursuits yet theyto expand us and lift us as we
reflect a concerted spiritual goalgain pure knowledge and truth
As readers bring their own experi-
ences

85 A great expectation yes and
their own strengths andaccording to this conversation a

realistic one their own humility to the insights

deirdre paulsen offered by these authors they
should come to understand the kin-
ship between intellect and spirit
and to recognize that the intellec-
tualexpressions of faith testimonies quest rather than diminishing

of latter day saint scholars faith can augment and escalate the
edited by susan easton black spiritual quest
deseret book and FARMS 1996 while the book does not reveal

the answer to the old question
can a true saint balance the quest about angels dancing it brings its

for earthly knowledge on the head readers to the common ground of a
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good testimony meeting where ex-
pressions

reminds us that as sisters in
pressions of faith lead to a spiritu-
ally

the gospel we must cherish one
motivating and intellectually another 172 in hearts knit to-

getherstimulating sharing of that which every woman will be able
latter day saints hold most precious to find a common thread

patricia mann alto the words in this collection
strengthen testimonies as once again
we realize we are not alone
others are experiencing are endur-
inghearts knit together talksfromtalks from or have overcome similarthe 1995 womens conference circumstances the of thepurposeedited by susette fletcher green
relief society is realized as all sis-
ters

dawn hall anderson and diora
look forward with onehall dalton deseret book 1995 eye

having one faith and one baptism
having their hearts knit together inanother resounding volume in
unity and in love one towardsthe womens conference series
another mosiah 1821 this vol-
ume

this compilation was selected from
reaffirms the unity we findthe essays and poems presented

through the gospel and reminds usat the 1995 womens conference
that we save souls by meetingsponsored by brigham young uni-

versity human needsand the relief society wom-
en nicole M barzeefrom different backgrounds
occupations and countries discuss
topics common to all such as unity
compassion patience acceptance utah the right place the official
and change the words of vir-
ginia

centennial history by thomas G
H pearce establish a recur-

ring
alexander 2dad ed gibbs smith

theme of this book we are all 1996
trying to arrange things into a

predictable pattern as we adapt identified as the official cent-
ennialto all sorts of change 130 history of utah this out-
standingthe authors draw the subject of volume is well worth

their presentations from their own reading for anyone interested in
personal experiences pam kaz-
maier

utah or mormon history officially
having been a hospital nurse commissioned as a utah statehood

for twenty years relates her diffi-
cult

centennial project of the utah
decision to leave her nursing state historical society utah the

career to stay at home with her right place should be welcomed
young children bonnie muirbrook by every student and teacher of
blair a homemaker and mother of utah history for its remarkable
four conveys the challenges she combination of comprehensive-

nessfaced in the eight years she cared conciseness balance and lit-
eraryfor her aging mother in law and quality not often does a

aileen H clyde former counselor one volume survey combine all
in the general relief society presi-

dency

these qualities so effectively
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the book consists of sixteen chap-
ters

each chapter covers a particular
the first chapter provides a chronological period but alexan-

derfine summary of the geological his-
tory

skillfully weaves the myriad
of utah the second a look at pieces into a comprehensive larger

native americans who inhabited picture that will make even those
the beehive state as early as 11000 who are generally familiar with
BC aspects of their lives are dis-
cussed

utah history feel that they have a
new and more complete under-
standing

in such a way that the
reader should never forget their of everything that went

on in that period utahs artistsessential role in utahs history the politicians musicians educatorsthird chapter covers the activities religious leaders including mor-
monand influence of the explorers catholic protestant and non

entrepreneurs trappers and traders christian and ethnic groups are
and who preceded theimmigrants all there but as part of a larger pic-

turemormon into themigration area that both supersedes and
readers interested primarily in includes each of them in addition

LDS church history will no doubt alexander has done a commend-
ablepay closest attention to chapters job of integrating the contri-
butionsfour through eight which cover of women in utah history

the period from the foundation one of alexanders persistent
of the church to the achievement of themes is the fact that utah was
utah statehood in 1896 this was not isolated from the rest of the
the period in which the affairs of nation rather he constantly re-

mindschurch and state were most closely the reader its history was
tied together making utahs his-
tory

always part of the larger scene and
highly distinctive always influenced by what was

half of the book chapters nine happening outside its borders
through fifteen deals with the utah also had some influence on
twentieth century this section is the world around it
particularly welcome for it pro-
vides

chapter sixteen reflections on
utahs and com-
monwealth

kingdom colonythe most comprehensive cov-
erage monwealth provides an insightfulof this period yet to appear

summary of the entire book andin print makes especially clear another cen-
tralperhaps the most important theme the evolution of utahcharacteristic of utah the right from a mormon kingdom to a capi-
talistplace is the fact that alexander colony where outside capital

has fulfilled his ofadmirably goal provided the major stimulus to the
writing a history in which the economy to a colony of washing-

tonlives of utahnsutahna are seen as a sin-
gle

a period of time in which the
piece 8 he incorporates all states economy was largely depen-

dentof the elements of utah life into upon defense spending and
every part of the book religion other forms of federal aid and then
economics politics ethnic groups to an american commonwealth
family life literature the arts archi-
tecture

when beginning in the 1980s utahnsutahna
tecture sports and recreation and generated their own capital and
the environment managed their own large business
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enterprises he concludes with a of the centennial of utahs hard
hint of pride that utahs people won statehood editorsfhomaseditors thomas lyon
no longer have to work in an econ-
omy

of utah state university and terry
in which its major enterprises tempest williams of the univer-

sityare owned and operated from out-
side

of utah serve up nearly 150
the state 459 personal and imaginative writings

capping for now but certainly and poems by more than 130 utah
not concluding a distinguished writers in a big splendid anthology
professional career of teaching and destined to be a literary landmark
writing utah history utah the in the cultural history of utah
right place should be an essential eschewing familiar and well
addition to the library of anyone wornwom organizing metaphors the
concerned with the beehive state editors have gathered their selec-

tionsmormonscormons will find alexanders ap-
proach

under a fresh and utile orga-
nizingto their history both thor-

ough
principle that transforms

and refreshing it will be utahs five topographically distinct
especially appreciated in light of terrains each of which possesses an
some modem efforts to diminish inherent andgreat peculiar beauty
if not eliminate any discussion of ii into five literary provinces
religion in history classes As the great basin urban terrace
alexander himself observes taking mountains colorado plateau
a cue from one of his early men-
tors

eachand dixie 1 introducing
studying utah history with-

out
section in brief lyrical essays cen-
teredtalking about the mormonscormons in the natural history of the

would be like discussing the dis-
covery

province the editors present a
of america without men-

tioning
judicious selection of some familiar

columbus 9 at the same but mostly less accessible or virtu-
allytime mormon history itself is not unknown works of poetry fic-
tionthe focus of the book the mor-

mon
history personal narratives

and their contribu-
tions

majority interviews with earlier inhabit-
antsare well served but so too and accounts of present day

the contributions of othersare life in the five provinces all of this
alexander has succeeded in creat-
ing

gathers to a satisfying cultural his-
toricala well integrated well balanced torical and literary feast

history of a state that in his view lyon and williams have mea-
suredis still the right place for all each selection against four

J B alienallenailen book review editor criteria every reading should illu-
minate its region it should have lit-
erary value it should suggest ideas

great and peculiar beauty A or dimensions of feeling that tran-
scendutah reader edited by thomas time and it should tell a

lyon and terry tempest williams story 2 their unstated fifth cri-
teriongibbs smith 1995 is of course that every read-
ing reflect the editors own world

here is a welcome buffet of utah views as professing naturalistsnatura lists
literature spread out in celebration writers scholars and sympathetic
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cultural commentators who are at are equally important exclusions of
a personal religious and academic contemporary utah writers whose
remove from utahs mainstream presence would help balance the
LDS majority this distancing to-
gether

offering and brighten the mosaic
with the topographical over-

lay
samuel woolley taylor hugh nib-
leyenables a fresh look at the eileen gibbons kump marilyn

breadth of utahs scenic and hu-
man

miller brown louise plummer
landscape 1776 1996 such anthologized poets arthur henry

distancing however also affects king and john sterling harris ger-
aldthe spirit of this collection and N lund utahs all time best-
sellingsome readers will find the book author and utahs best known

goes awry in failing to capture the prizewinningprize winning author orson scott
dynamic spiritual and religious card there are other oversights as
power of the mormon faith a well sundry typos misspellings
shortfall which can be explained of at least a half dozen authors
more by editorial predilection and names an introduction which
selectivity than by the fact that repeatedly refers the reader to a
barely half of the books selections nonexistent volume 2 appar-

entlywere written by latter day saints reflecting an earlier aban-
donedin a state where mormonscormons still format and a clutch of

comprise more than 72 percent of quirky inconsistent and imbalcimbal

the population ancedalced endnotes
while the editors bemoan the in lamenting such omissions

unfortunate necessity of omitting and errors however let me not be
drama science fiction childrens guilty of my own distortive skew-

ingsor young adult literature from the in fact great and peculiar
collection some of which are beauty A utah reader is a cul-

turalamong utahs strongest genres landmark in the 150 year his-
toryother unacknowledged and unex-

plained
of utah arts and letters a

editorial omissions further literary hymning of the great and
alter the tone and lessen the rep-
resentative

peculiar beauty of this good place
nature of the book and its good people

missing are LDS hymns poetic richard H cracroft
touchstones of mormon theology
and utah history LDS sermons rep-
resented here only by orson hyde searchingorsearchingforSearchingSearchingorneorporfor god in america
not brigham young orson pratt by hugh hewitt word publishing
or others to be found in ihejourthe jour 1996
nal of discourses arguably the
most important collection of utah through interviews writings
literature or LDS journals too hymns and brief histories of indi-

vidualssparsely represented although who have shaped ameri-
cansmary goble pay is there with religious lives this book

their invaluable glimpses into ap-
plied

showcases many spiritualities
mormonism beyond many from such figures as jonathan ed-

wardsappreciated inclusions in the book joseph smith jr samuel
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clements william james black freedom requires gods absence
elk dalai lama george S patton and dalai lama whose tibetan
and albert einstein buddhism teaches interrelated-

nesshewitt first presents transcrip-
tions

reincarnation the risk of vio-
lenceof a series of interviews he creating violence and the

conducted for PBS with chuck virtue of compassion which is
colson who tells the story of his analogous to christian love
psychological rebirth and his com-
mitted

the interviewers two questions
love in service to prisoners for all his selected participants

harold kushner who suggests that were how did you come to your
we must substitute service for an faith and why do you think there
absent god that freedom includes is so much innocent suffering in
random tragedy and that func-
tional

the world they answered with
truth is higher than factual sincerity and verve

truth roberta hestenes who pro-
claims

elder maxwellsmaxwelllMaxwells touchingly per-
sonala presbyterian social gospel interview displayed how the

in the third world as well personal articulate apostle developed faith
peace gained from the word and and courage at a young age by
spirit seyyedsayyed hossein nasr in meekly facing embarrassing acne
whose philosophy the secular problems in his teens he discloses
fades the truth remains and in his feelings of inadequacy about
the alternative science of islam giving apostolic blessings to the
sufism world forms allow the true sick when many are healed and
hidden to appear and cecil many not and about his responsi-

bilitymurray an african methodist epis-
copal

to witness to all the world it
pastor in watts who be-

lieves
is overwhelming one cannot be in

that social salvation is the an islamic country and not be con-
sciousonly real salvation and presents a of the tremendous chal-
lengemarshall plan for american cities it is to bear a witness of

his sixth interview is with neal jesus name in a nation where
maxwell a member of the quorum there may be hostility towards
of the twelve who teaches us that jesus per se
recognizing the spirit is learned regarding agnostic divine chil-

drenbehavior that the ultimate chal-
lenge

elder maxwell states they
is loving our enemies that dont know who they are but I1 do

secularism is our major social prob-
lem

and I1 must leamlearn to love them even
and that freedom costs secu-

rity
if they are critical of me

he also bears a latter day saint because they are my brothers and
testimony about meekness the sisters regarding government
final interviews are with thomas and social ills id rather have ten
keating a benedictine mystic and commandments than ten thousand
monastic who believes that medita-
tive

federal regulations and unless
prayer effects social change we rebuild marriages and families

teaches that the false self we are really straightening deck
hungers for security control affec-
tion

chairs on the titanic regarding
and esteem and affirms that the hardest thing of all the act of
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loving ones enemies and submis-
siveness

the dawning of a brighter day
siveness are the greatest and the majestic rises on the world
crowning things in discipleship it relating a remarkable if minute
shouldnt surprise us that they part of the unfolding story of gods
dont come early in ones disciple-
ship

hand at work among peoples once
instead they come near the imprisoned in oppressive regimes

end of the trail when we are less the morning breaks includes first
caught up with ego so I1 dont person accounts of individuals
think we should expect to arrive spiritual struggles to find answers
there quickly to fundamental questions of life of

the book next histori-
cal

presents their god led discovery of the truth
writings with rivetingmany and of the opening of their hearts

testimonies hymns end the com-
pilation

to receive the blessings of light and
pilation as beautiful witnesses to hope and salvation through jesus
less effable spirituality this beauti-
ful

christ the testimonies bomeborne by
book of saintly testimonies these people whose lives and

should be read by feelinganyone minds and souls have been so
cynical or alone miraculously unshackled and trans-

formedcharles randall paul
through spiritual conver-

sion and activity in the church
should touch many hearts

the morning breaks stories of coming from a part of the world
conversion and faith in the for-
mer

that not long ago seemed unreach-
ablesoviet union by howard L the morning breaks is told

biddulph deseret book 1996 by a man who was prepared in
many ways from his youth for a

written by the president of the mission that he and we could
ukraine kiev mission 1991199iggi1 94 this hardly have imagined
book is more than a collection of robert W blair
inspiring accounts of spiritual con-
version to christ and his restored
gospel and more than an engross-
ing

etruscan italy etruscan influencesaccount of the opening of on the civilizations of italyfromitaly fromnations previously closed to the antiquity to the modernmodem era edited
preaching of the gospel this vol-
ume

by john F hall museum of art
raises hymns of praise rejoic-

ing
1996brigham young university

and awe at the workings of the
lord in the lives of individuals and the first book to be published
families living in ukraine and by brigham young universitys
belarusbelanusBelarus the title of the book is museum of art is a result of that
taken from parley P pratts famous museums inaugural exhibit the
hymn of the restoration etruscansEtruscans legacy of a lost civi-

lizationthe morning breaks the shad-
ows

lization john hall has brought
flee together fourteen essays presented

lo10 zions standard is unfurled by international scholars at the
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symposium that hall organized in unfortunate emigrants narrat-
ivesconjunction with the exhibition of the donner party edited

the essays include historical archae-
ological

by kristinkristinjohnsonjohnson utah state
literary and art history university press 1996

topics in the pre roman etruscan
the roman etruscan and the post in a year of commemorating
roman eras pioneering in utah readers might

the handsome volume is an also be interested in a volume that
effort worthy of the quality of the documents the heartrending expe-

rienceexhibit that gave it birth from its of the donnerdormer party who
beautifully designed dust jacket crossed utah on their way to cali-

forniathrough the numerous dramatic and unfortunate emigrants
richly colored illustrations etrus-
can

narratives of the donner party is

italy is itself a work of art a selection of early accounts some
nancy R lund hard to find of those ill fated 1846

pioneers who were trapped in the
snows of the sierra nevada and of
the efforts made to rescue them

the first mormon temple design
construction and historic con-
text of the kirtland temple by
elwin C robison brighamBrighainharn young
university press 1997

0 when the saints dug the foun-
dation trench for their first temple
only 150 members lived in kirt-
land despite a serious lack of man-
power proper equipment and
funds they doggedly persisted in
building and adorning a house to
the lord both their struggles and
their aspirations are recorded in
the temples structure and archi-
tecturetecture in the 1830s the kirtland
temple was the site of numerous
spiritual manifestations

after years of study and research elwin C robison has produced a
pivotal work the book is an absolute gold mine of useful historical
and architectural information richard neitzel holzapfel

an exceptional volume that plumbs the desired depths in a highly
professional manner larry C porter
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